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Below is a detailing of the comprehensive political and policy activities of MAA since
the last report to the Board of Directors (January 19944).
L.

The Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS Resources Emergency

(CARE) Act:
Mobilization Against AIDS, upon receipt of the grant from the City and County of
San Francisco in the amount of $75,000, recently contributed the first of two
installments to the CAEAR Coalition to help support the work of this entity. MAA
designated one-third of the grant from the city to the Coalition ($25,000).
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Reauthorization of the CARE Act overall, as well as addressing the need to increase
FY 1995 appropriations over the president's Budget Request (released 2-7-94) are the
two activities MAA is taking a leadership role in our context of our relationship with
the CAEAR Coalition.
is currently operating under the premise that reauthorization of the CARE Act
should be as expedited as possible for the following reasons:
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The uncertainty of Health Care Reform;
Protection of services for people living with HIV/AIDS;
Advocacy for FY 1996 appropriations; and
Fear of Congressional lethargy post-Health Care Reform.

It is my recommendation that MAA officially

adopt the posifion that we support an
upedited reauthortzotion of the Ryan White CARE Act keeping the entire act as
intact as possible and only after considered discussions as to how to improve the
delivery of services as directed by the legislationThe AIDS Action Council has already, in its Public Policy Board, made its
recommendation to the full Board of Directors to this end. Secretary of Health and
Human Services, Donna Shalala, in meeting with members of the Executive
Committee of the CAEAR Coalition (which I attended), has also pledged HHS's
support of the CARE Act and agrees with the need to make sure that Ryan White be
reauthorized in a timely fashion. It is important to note that HHS's single highest
priority for 1994 is the passage of President Clinton's "Health Securities Act" (Health
Care Reform) and, as such, will support Ryan White reauthorizationtime and staff
ability permitting, with the understanding that they will not do anything that will
displace the passage of comprehensive health care reform legislation.

We have also been working to increase the appropriation levels for the entire CARE
Act in the past two months. Recently, advocates for all four titles of the bill met in
Washington DC to discuss not only reaulhorzation, but also a collective strategy for
more money for the CARE Act in FY 1995. As was noted in January, the President's
budget request (an intent document) recommends an increase for the CARE Act that
falls significantly short of the known need. For example, the recommendation for Title
I is a full $25 million dollars short of the bare-bone needs for FY 1995. Advocacy
directed at the sub-committee on appropriations for the Labor, Health and Human
Services -Education appropriations'bill has already begun, with MAA participating
with other national organizations to advocate for increases in not only care, but also
prevention, research and even housing.
The CAEAR Coalition will be hosting a two-day lobbying and advocacy event in April
targeting the House appropriators and MAA will again co-sponsor "AIDS Watch" in
May of 1994 where about two-hundred advocates from across the US will also lobby
Congress for increased funding across the "triple track" of HIV/AIDS care, research
and prevention.

Gven the budgetary caps on discretionary, domestic spending, producing increases
above the President's Budget request will be difEcult, to say the least, but not
impossible. representative Nancy Pelosi is crucial to thid advocacy and we have met
personally with her several times in the past two months encouraging her to take a
strong, leadership role in the appropriations cycle. She has indicated absolute support
for this.

Z.

HMrevention Reform:

The debacle of the President's budget Request has, in retrospect, been of the strongest
motivating factors behind an increased amount of attention to the need for additional
funds from Congress for HIV prevention activities as administered by the CDC.
Recently, in a meeting with Dr. Phil, the Assistant secreta.ry for Health (which I
attended), Dr. Lee commented that while the President's Budget request reflects no
new money for HIV prevention in 1995, it was not done this way because HHS or the
Administration believes HIV prevention (reform and otherwise) to be useless or
ineflectual. Rather, there was a very clear political decision made about prevention
funding recognizing that, at least in the House, strong advocates for HIV prevention
sat in critical appropriation seats and would, in fact, with the support of HHS, rectifu
the oversight of the Clinton Budget request.

At this same meeting, Dr. Lee agreed to pursue a new, on-going dialogue with HIV
prevention reform advocates to look at ways in which the federal government can
facilitate administrative reform activities that are no- or low-cost projects (see attached
letter to Dr. Lee).
continues to take a strong coordinating role with the National HIV Prevention
Reform Working Group (who will have already met and lobbied for increased
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appropriations for the CDC by the time MAA's Board of Directors meet). The
working group has agreed to a series of operating principles and has forwarded these
principles to all other relevant advocacy groups for their buy-in and sign-on.

The requested increase for HIV prevention activities, as administered by the CDC
through the funding of the Cooperative Agreements with the fifty states and six
discrete cities (of which San Francisco is one) is an additional $95 million new dollars,
above the current base of $543 million dollars. Justification to support this request is
being coordinated by the National Working Group, with MAA addressing the needs
and unmet needs of the six cooperative agreement cities. remember that as of January
1,1994, HIV prevention funds are now being driven by the Community Planning
Process that MAA was instrumental in bringing to fruition. San Francisco's HIV
Prevention Planning Council is now fully operational and developing their needs
assessment and priority listing of services which will drive resource allocation for 1995
for HIV prevention services as funded by the San Francisco Department of Public
health AIDS Office.

3.

Preventive Vaccines:

MAA's consensus document regarding our position on the ethics and social
implications of candidate HIV preventive vaccine trials is nearing completion.
Currently, the draft document is being reviewed by an ad-hoc committee, comprised of
advocates and public policy experts in San Francisco. Their comments will be folded
into the document before its actual release. MAA will be requesting an endorsement
of this document by local organizations and advocacy groups. Apart from project
Inform's interest from a community-research angle, MAA is the only local organizatron
addressing preventive vaccines at all, primarily because of our expertise on HIV
prevention and our understanding of the community politic. Hopefully, by the close of
April 1994, the document will be released. MAA will continue its role as a member of
the National Steering Committee regarding the ethics of HIV preventive vaccine trials
and will be using this consensus document as our advocacy foundation.

4.

Prevention and Behavioral Research:

MAA has accepted an invitation from the Center for AIDS Prevention Studies (CAPS)
to sit on a national Steering Committee (actually a think tank) to address the need to
invigorate behavioral and prevention research activities that are funded and performed
by and through both the NIH and the CDC. This two year project, funded by the
Kaiser Family Foundation, will address three areas of research: 1) improving research
to improve service delivery; 2) policy implications of research for HIV prevention; and
3) improving clinical prevention services.

5.

National Institutes of Health Issues:

Through our relationship with the AIDS Action Council, AmFAR and TAG, MAA is
now also delivering a strong message of support Congressionally to increase the
appropriations level for HIV/AIDS research at the NIH. The request for funding for
the NIH for HIV/AIDS research was made at $550 million new dollars while in the
President's Budget request, there was only an increase of $78 million new dollars.
Clearly, as with both care and prevention, the Administration's request is far, far short

ofknown

need.

Secondly, MAA will be supporting the advocacy efficrts aimed at preserving the
legislative reforms now in place at the NIH. Last year, in the reauthorization bill for
the NIH, an amendment was passed which strengthened the OfEce of AIDS research
(OAR) This office will have a consolidated budget and discretion to improve
HIV/AIDS research projects at the NIH and also to move aggressively towards nonduplicative and critical HIV/AIDS research projects. However, the consolidated
budget issue is under fire from some Congressional camps. MAA supports the AAC,
AmFAR and TAG in holding that the consolidated budget authority must be
maintained or else all the reform activities are meaningless.

6.

Health Care Reform:

It should come to no surprise to anyone that Clinton's "Health Securities Act" (Health
Care Reform) is under tremendous fire in Washington DC. Nonetheless, MAA is
supporting the basic elements contained within the Clinton plan and even pushing for
augmentation of services poorly funded within the plan or not funded at all (such as
drug treatment services and mental health services, not to mention care for the
undocumented). The success or failure of health care reform has a great impact on the
Ryan White CARE Act reauthonzation, not to mention appropriation levels for the
next five years. By the time of the Board of Director's meeting, MAA will have
spoken publicly in support of health care reform at a local rally with Representative
Nancy Pelosi. Clinton's plan to give universal coverage with portability (that is, no
matter where you are, you will be covered), providing insurance regardless of preexisting conditions (such as HIV infection) and the ofllabel use of drugs (a significant
reality for people lMng with HIV disease), are all essential pieces of a health care
reform plan that must survive if this plan is to help out people living with HIV disease.

7.

Miscellaneous
A>

MAAwill

B>

I have resigned from the Joint Task Force on the HIV/AIDS Epidemic

be hosting a reception for Senator Tom Harkin when he
visits San Francisco in early April.

because of time constraints.

C>

Attached is MAA's analysis of the SF Department of Public Health
AIDS Office's document discussing the state of HIV/AIDS in San
Francisco. The news coverage following this announcement declared
that the epidemic is waning in SF, which is only partially true. This
document deserved a more thoughtful analysis and to this end, on3-2394, I testified at the Board of Supervisors as to the real impact of this
document at the federal level.

D>

MAA's Community Relations Director was recently elected as a Board
member of the LIFE AIDS Lobby, which is quite exciting.

December 30, 1993

Ron Rowell
National Native American AIDS Prevention Center
3515 Graband Ave. #100
Oakland, CA 94601
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Board of Directors

Dear Ron,
On behalf of the Steering Committee of the National HfV Prevention Reform Working Group, I am
writing to invite you to our next meeting, which will be held on Thursday, January 20, 1994. It will be
held at the National Council of la Raza, located at 810 First Street, NE, Suite 300, in Washington D.C.
We

will begin at 9:00 a.m. and end at 5:00 p.m.

The past two meetings of the National HIV Prevention Reform Working Group have been very
successful and have indicated that dweloping this nationally-focused Working Group would not only be
sound, but effective in addressing our collective need to make sure that comprehensive HIV prevention
reform activities (as well as increased HIV prwention appropriations from Congress) occur in tlre
upcoming year.

Ted Fang

Tom Lloyd
Co-Chairs
Tom Bassett
Rick Hauptman
Martha Nissen
Tom Nolan

Don Sloan
Ron Wong

Enclosed, please find the revised copy of the "HIV Prevention Principles" which serve as the common
agreement between the groups participating in the Working Group. All of the padcipating nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) have agreed to these principles as part of their commitment to this
process of developing this Working Group. Secondly, all participating NGOs have agreed to help make
our Working Group as inclusive as possible by extending information to relevant NGOs who may wish to
actively participate in this endeavor. With the expansion of the Steering Committee to seven
organizations, we are attempting to make the Working group as diverse and representational as possible.
Please review the enclosed principles prior to the meeting on January
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20th. A draft agenda, including
the minutes from the last National HfV Prevention Reform Working Group meeting will be mailed
out under separate cover before the meeting. We will be inviting stafffrom key House and Senate
appropriator's staffto come and discuss the status of increased HIV prevention funds for federal FY 1995
and we will also be breaking into small working groups to action plan several key components of the
1994 HIV prevention reform platform. These activities include (but are not limited to): Monitoring
federal administrative HIV prevention reform; Dweloping a national HIV prevention constituenry,
Exploring aggressive media strategies to insure that HIV prevention remain a high priority in the HIV /
AIDS advocacy communities; and Developinga plan for a sustained HIV prevention and advocacy
project.
Again, on behalf of the Steering Committee, I really hope to see you at the next National HIV
Prevention Reform Working Group meeting. Please RSVP to Jay Coburn at the AIDS Action Council
at (202) 986-1300 x2 I if you are able to.attend.

Sincerely
Coordinators of
the world's largest

annual grassroots
AIDS event:

_*mffiil:,_
Gr...rrn

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
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PRINCIPLES OF HIV PREVENTION REFORM

l.

Self Determination and Self Responsibitity. The course ofthe HIV/AIDS epidemic can be
changed-if individuals, families, groups, neighborhoods, and communities affFected by the
epidemic are involved in making public decisions and personal decisions about ways to prevent
new HIV infections. Persons at risk for HIV infection, persons with HIV disease, and groups,
neighborhoods, and communities affected by the HIV/AIDS epidemic need to be involved directly
in planning, developing, implementing, and evaluating HIV prevention strategies and
interventions, as well as in decisions about resource allocation for prevention. People also need to
have the power to make personal decisions about their lives and their behavior, about what is best
for them. Involving people in a meaningful way in HIV prevention efforts means addressing
directly issues related to their Hlvsero-status, age, gender, sexual orientation, race and ethnicity,
primary language, socioeconomic status, area of residence, residency status, immigration status,
behavioral risk for HIV infectioq and the cultural, social and environmental context of their lives.
To address prevention issues for socioeconomically disadvantaged populations and populations
who experience discrimination based on gender, sexual orientation, race and ethnicity,
immigration status, or some other characteristic means acknowledging differences in power
dynamics among individuals and groups and working to change these dynamics so that all people
can participate equally in decision-making

2. Shared Decision-Making and Shared Responsibility.

Promoting health--and preventing

disease--are not the exclusive enterprises of government. To develop appropriately targeted,
culturally competent, non-sexist, and cost-effective approaches to HIV prevention requires not
only effective participation of government at all levels (federal, state, county, municipal) and
across agencies (health, mental health, education, substance abuse, and corrections) but also

effective participation of those outside government. Non-governmental organizations, HIV
prevention service providers, behavioral and social scientists knowledgeable about HIV
prevention, persons at risk for HIV infection, persons with HIV disease, and communities affected
by HIV/AIDS need to work effectively in partnership with government agencies to develop HIV
prevention strategies and interventions that prevent new infections. A participatory planning
process for HIV prevention that is based upon equity, inclusiveness, and representation of public
and private agencies and people committed to changing the course of the epidemic is one way to
initiate this change. Shared decision-making and shared responsibility imply that mutual interests
emerge from a diversity of individual experiences and concerns.

3. Accountability.

Public, not-for-profit, and private agencies mounting HIV prevention
programs need to be able to account for the use of public funds. Five basic questions need to be
answered about programs: l) What populations were targeted for HIV prevention efforts?
2) What interventions were used to reach these populations? 3)What objectives were met/not met
in carrying out these interventions? 4) How does meeting/not meeting these objectives relate to
the prevention of new infections? 5)What process is in place to evaluate HIV prevention efforts
and tocontinuously improve them? Questions about decision-making processes also need to be
answered. For example. What individuals were included in decision-making?. How--and when in
the process--were individuals and groups involved?

4. Targeting Local IIMAIDS Epidemics. The HIV/AIDS
HIV/AIDS epidemics. These epidemics are in different

epidemic is made up of many local

stages and are affecting populations and

communities differently (i.e., by age, gender, sexual orientation, race and ethnicity, exposure
category, socioeconomic status, and other characteristics). These local characteristics of the
epidemic are the most important factors to consider in targeting HIV prevention resources and
efforts. It is important to distinguish the different types of epidemics occurring in large urban
epicenters, smaller urban areas, suburbs, and rural areas.

5. Taking a Community-Wide Approach to Prevention end Health Promotion-Using
Multiple Strategies and Intenentions to Reinforce HIV Prevention Efforts. HIV prevention
involves a mix of strategies. including clinical diagnosis and treatment (e.g., substance abuse
treatment), individual behavior change, group support and empowerment, community organizing,
community development, communications, and prevention social marketing. There is no "silver
bullet" in HIV prevention--no single solution. Evidence shows that multiple approaches and
interventions work best in prevention, if they are designed to reinforce each other and to support
an overall community wide goal in prevention.

6. Linking HIV Prcvention to the Prevention of Other Health end Social Problems-Strengthening the Ilealth of Individuals and Communities. Persons at risk for HIV infection
are often at risk for other health problems--other sexually transmitted diseases, tuberculosis,
alcohol and drug abuse, unintended pregnancy. HIV prevention approaches and interventions
need to take into consideration not only behavioral risks for HIV infection, but behavioral, social,
and environmental factors influencing the general physical and mental health of individuals and
groups in the community. Understanding how to develop HIV prevention programs that enhance
individual self-esteem and provide concrete incentives to individuals, that use cultural resiliency
factors to reach and empower target populations, that draw on the spiritual resources and
strengthen the spiritual life of individuals, and that change the physical and social environment of
individuals is a challenge that needs to be met if the HIV epidemic--and other epidemics--are to be
ended.

7. Linking Primary Prevention to Secondary Prevention of HIV Disease and Access to
Health Care. Primary prevention of HIV infection means preventing new infections in the
community. To prevent new infections requires reaching both people who are uninfected and at
high risk of being infected and people who are infected and at high risk of transmitting infection to
someone else. Secondary prevention of HIV means slowing the progress of the disease and
enhancing the quality of life of persons already infected. Primary and secondary prevention
effiorts need to be linked if they are to be effective. Effective secondary prevention means access
to primary care--care of first contact and continuing care--and access to mental health and other
services (i.e., prevention case management) to assure that people who are HIV positive are
supported in their prevention efforts

E. Finding Out What Works in HIV Prevention and Linking Research to Practice and
Policy Development. The research agenda in HIV prevention needs to be driven by urgent
questions of people working in the field to try to prevent new infections in their communities and
of people in policymaking positions in public and private institutions charged with making
decisions about allocating resources for HIV prevention. Research cannot be for the sake of
research alone. Science is a way of seeking and finding answers to specific questions that will
help prevent new infections.

)

9. Sharing Information About What Works-and l)oesn't Work-in IIfV Prevention and
Using the Best infomration Available to Make Decisions about HIV Prwention Funding
end Programs. Information about what works and doesnt work in HIV prevention can come
from a variety of sources and can be both qualitative and quantitative. Information can include:
published outcome studies of the effectiveness of specific interventions in specific populations,
unpublished or preliminary studies, focus groups oftargeted individuals, focus groups of HIV
prevention providers, etc. We need to find better ways to share what we know and to make
decisions based on the best information we have. People working in academic centerq people
working in community based organizations, people working in Heral, state, and local
government, and people directly affected by HIV/AIDS need to find better ways to share
information on a regular basis.

10. Making a Long-term Commitment to HIV Prevention Efforts and Funding. Every
successful disease prevention effort has taken a significant investment on the part of individuals
and their societies over a significant peiiod oftime. Changes in social nonns and individual
behaviors related to cigarette smoking is a good example.

revised Pat Franks, Institute for Health Policy Studies, UCSF

December 30, 1993
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Wc've been busl- since ws saw vou last April at the March
On Washingon. In August and Septcmber, Mobilization
Against AIDS was one of thc organizers of "AIDSwatch '93,"
u,hich brought citizcn lobbyists into the home district offices of
members of Congress, as \4'ell as to Washington DC, to push
for maximum AIDS funding appropriations.
We're vcry proud that our cfforts helped to securc over half
a billion new dollars for HIV/AIDS prevention. research. care
and housing. As someone dedicated to personal action in the
fight against AIDS, you may even have been a part of AIDSwatch '93. But rvhether or not you !\'ere involved, you can take
full satisfaction in this significant victory in our long struggle.
We've sent you our latest newsletter because we thought
you'd be interested in our ongoing AIDS advocacy work.
Although the March On Washington has come and gone, those
of us who were there--and who lobbied there--must not lose
contact with cach other. Our scattcred network is the closest
thing we've got to the armies of the far right wing, who oppose
us vigorously at every tum.
As the new executive director of Mobilization Against
AIDS, I'm committed to fighting back-and I hope you are, too.
If you share our conviction that intense political advocac!'. and
frequent communication with ke]' legislators- are essential and
effective ways to improve AIDS funding and policy, we warlt
you to join us as a mcmber of Mobilization Against AIDS.
Membership is only $30 a year. Members receive our
quarterlv newslettcr, "Action Alert," and are automatically part
of the network of people we invite to participate in citizen
lobbying campaigns. If you'd like to support our work but can't
afford S30, any amount you give will be appreciated and put to
immcdiate use. Plcase use the enclosed envelope to send what
you can. Thank you very much!
Sincerely,

world's
annual

Mike Shrivcr
Executive Director
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Abt Associates, Inc
Haruptlen Square-Suite 400

r

4800 Montgorr:clv Lane

r

Bethesda,

I'ID 20814-5341
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FacsrMrLE TRANsMITTAL CoveR SHEET
Please deliver the following pages to:

Name:

Mike Shriver

organization: Mobilization Against AIDS
Facsimile Number: 41

Date:

5-863'4740

1 April

i994

Total I'lurrrber .;f Pages (including this Cover Sheet): 5

lf you do not receive alI pages, or if transnrrssion is unclear, please cali sender identtfied below

Fronr

Harrington
(301 I 718-3182
Phonu i{un ber
Facsrmrle

Jan

Abt Associates, lnc.
or

{3O1

) 91 3-0500 ext 41 1

Nurrrber (301 ) 718-3108

is ,.terri-er, for the sole use cf the rndividual or entity to which iI is addressed, and may contain
inforrnatron ilrat ,r propr,etary, con{icientiai, and exempt from drsclosure under applicabte law. lf the reader of this
message;s not the,rrtr.rrdcrl ls6ipienl, or is rrot responsible for rjelivering the message tothe intended recipient, you
are hereb,y notified that arry drssemrnation, drstribution, or copying of this communicatron is $trictly prrohibited. lf you
have received t'.t ;t-,r.rrrrrrirrLation in error, please notify the Abt Associates operator immediately by telephone at
(301 )gl3-0sCoarxt retu!'n ths qriginal nlessage to us atthe above sddress by return mail,
This messaqf

Message:

Following is some information about the panels and some forms for you to

complete. lf you have any questions, please give me a call.
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Dear Colleague,

I am writing to ask whether you may be willing to serve on scientific peer review panels that
w'i{l evaluate proposals from potential clinical trial sites proposing to conduct future trials of
vacclnes to prevent HIV infectiorr as well as related biomedical and behavioral research. l{ you
have received a 'equest such as this recently, ptease ignore this mailingi ws have been using
multiple sources to identify potentially qualilied reviewers.
Under a contract with the Vaccine Trials and Epidemiology Branch, Division of AIDS,
National lnstitute of Allergy and lnfectious Diseases (NlAlD), National lnstitutes of Heatth (NlH), Abt
Associates is respcnsible for the competitive procurement of ctinical sites that will be selected to
undeftake domestic trials of preventive HIV vaccines. Subcontracts will be awarded to continue a
program of research initiated by the NIAID in 1992to determine optimal strategies for implementing
multi-center Phase lll vaccine efficacy trials. This procurernent also will pre'qualify subcontractors
who may tre called upon to implement such large-scale trials, once suitable candidate vaccines
hecome available. Enclr:sed with this letter is a copy of the notice of availabrlity of the Solicitation
for Proposals (SFP). The SFP was issued on 1 February 1994, vrith proposals due 1 April 1 994.
The review panel or panels will convene to evaluate the resulting proposals during early
June 1994 in the BethesdalHockville, MD area. Could you please let us know if you have
schedul'ng conflrcts during the frrst two weeks of June? Each panel member is asked to read all
proposals the par-rel will be considering, and is assigned to prepare wrirten reviews of three or four
proposals. Written comments on assigned proposals are prepared in advance for submission at the
panel meeting For eacl'r proposal a primary reviewer presents the proposal to other penel
members. Beviewers will have several weeks to review the proposals prior to the panel meeting.
Consistent with the alrangements for scientific review panels convened by government agencies,
we will provide honor;trra to panelists along with reimbursement for travel and per diem expenses,

The nature of tlie procurernent requires review panel members from a variety of dlsciptines
and backgrounds, as indicated on the enclosed response form. For this reason the enclosed
response form asks about race and gender. Please understand that your response does not commit
You to serve ilor ensure that you will be asked to serve on a parrel, Since rr;e also have to corrsider
other factors such as conflict of interest and committee balance (expertise, women and minorities,
geographic regions, etc.).
Please cornplete and return the response form even if you are not irrterested in participating
in the current review cycle. Since the government anticipates that there will be a series of such
procuremen,a 6urtng tlre next four to five years, we are developing a roster for future peer reviews.
lnclude with the completed form a current curriculum vitae or resume. lf you know colleagues who
maY be qualified and willing to serve, please provide their names on the form, We would greatly
appreciate a response within one week. Thank you for your interest.

Sincerely,

\**\
Jan Harrington
Executive Secretary
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PEER REVIEW PANELIST RESPONSE FORM
HIV VACCINE PREPAREDNE-SS S.TUDIE$ AUD PHASE III EFFICACY TRIALS

Complete the following
t

M k e Shri ve.
Address:
fl r D5
Mobilito{bn Aqains{
'g
sOtl -9 Castro Slree*
S"" Fft.,acisc, C/+ lvtrq
Name:

I

Title

E

xe"ul.ne D; rcc+r

Work phone:

(tts;

FAX:

(qts) 8b5'{}'tt

tb3- {tp}t

Hom6 phone {optionai}

lnternet:

d

Yes, t am interested in being
Efficacy Trrals" Please se

D

No, larn not interested in serving as a peer review panelist rre,w, but I may be interesteci in servitrg in the
futrrre. Please serrd a resume arrd conrplete Sections ll and lll.

L]

No, I anr nor interested itr beirrg a peer review panelist now or irr the future. Please com{rlete and return
Section lll.

w panelist for HIV Vaccine Preparedne.$s Studies and Phase lll
complete Sections ll and lll

a

SECTION II

Provide the follov/rng informarion, which will be used to help us establish batanced panels and avoid potential
conflicts of interest.

fl female

1.

Gender

a

Race: EAmerican

trlfiale

Native
trBiack, rrot of Hispariic origin
lndian/,Alaskan

EIAsian or Pacific lslander

E(,'hite, not of Hispanic origin

trHispanic

Professional enrployrnent -- prirnary affiliation (institution):
Check type;

E
[f
E
E

tr

Federal

Government {r)orr federal)
Acadernic (university or university-afiiliate research center)
Other research organizalion
Service de ivery organizati on

{ern*r,

A

ro5

Iic

%li.

4

Oth*r enrployment:

5

Consultsnt for:

6

Subcontractor or contractor fon

7

Volunteer for;

E).ur.t'on
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Below is a lrs: of lieldr o{ expertrse. Please rnark all that apply. Note that ws ar6 also requesting resurneg since
varyirrg criteria nrav be used to establish expe!'tise in different fields, We are particularly interested in people with
reievant expertrse in multiple areas.
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June 6, 1994

Richard Perez-Feria

Editor-in-Chief
POZ
P.O. Box 1279
Old Chelsea Station
New York City, NY tott3-1279

Dear Mr. Perez-Feria:
On behalf of Mobilization Against AIDS, I am writing to congratulate you on a terrific
new publication.
We were very excited about your recent article about the new, national AIDS PAC ("The
HIV Beltway" by Fred Bimbler) in your April/May issue. Mobilization Against AIDS is
enthusiastic about the emergence of this very needed AIDS PAC. In fact, for the record,
Mobilization Against AIDS played a role in the genesis of this project, and wanted to
inform you of this. In May 1993, Mobilization Against AIDS hired Tom Sheridan,
founder of the DC-based Sheridan Group, to investigate the feasibility of this project. We
were excited about the potential of a national AIDS PAC. (We are very clear the AIDS
PAC is the product of Tom Sheridan). In August of 1993, we agreed that it would be in
the best interest to transfer complete responsibility for the development, formation and
implementation of the AIDS PAC solely to the Sheridan Group.
We are excited that the AIDS PAC, under the stewardship of Tom Sheridan, has done so
well and promises to be credible and important. And from the perspective of
Mobilization Against AIDS, California's oldest HIV/AIDS advocacy organization
(founded in 1984), we are pleased to have played a small but important role in the birth of
the AIDS PAC. In fact, one of our Board members sits on the Board of the AIDS PAC
(Mr. Tom Nolan) to insure successful coordination of our efforts.

In the future, Mobilization Against AIDS would be grateful
AIDS PAC, recognition of our role be mentioned.

i{

when writing about the

Again, congratulations on your publication and we wish you success.

Sincerely

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
cc

Tom Sheridan, The Sheridan Group

Iune 9, 1994

ACT IJPAIew York
135 West 2fth Street, 10th Floor
New York City, NY 10001

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

tel 415-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740

Board of Directors
Ted Fang
Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Tom Basseft
Treasurer

Rick Hauptman

Dear ACT UPA{ew York
On behalf of Mobitization Against AIDS, I am writing to request that our
organization be pulled from the list of endorsers for The AIDS Cure Act (H.R. 4370).
While Mobilization Against AIDS has been listed in the past as having endorsed the
Nadler Bill, we are no longer able to continue our support, for a variety of reasons,
explicated below. Please know, however, that we are extremely supportive of
focused, non-duplicative and reasoned reform that is aimed at bringing about an end to
the HIV/AIDS pandemic, nationally as well as internationally.

The current reform activities in place at the NIH, namely those directed by The NIH
Revitalization Act of 1993 (P.L. 103-43) (S.1), are, in our opinion, essential towards a
more comprehensive, directed and non-duplicative protocol for HIV/AIDS research as
administered by the NIH, specifically as overseen by the OAR Director, Dr. William
Paul. The fact that even the authority of the OAR is in question Congressionallly says
to us that any competing or contradicting legislation that calls into question the OAR
as essential reform must be questioned and re-evaluated.

Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins
Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
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The authority of the OAR must be honored and supported. For this reason, we are no
longer able to support H.R. 4370 because we fear its potential to divert Congressional
and community support away from this legislation.
Secondly, while we applaud the activist communities and their initiative in addressing
the need for crucial and invigorated HIV/AIDS research, we are equally concerned
that the ambiguities of H.R. 4370 may, in fact, lead to the erosion of current, tenuous
and inadequately funded HIV/AIDS programs at the Public Health Services (CARE at
fRS,\ HIV prevention at the CDC, and HIV/AIDS research through the consolidated
budget at the NIH). Any bill directing reform without authorizing levels that does not
augment current progrirm activity (such as the Supplemental Guidance for Community
HIV Prevention Planning as issued by the CDC in January 1994) is cause for concern.
Gven that there is less domestic discretionary spending available for Labor, Health
and Human Services - Education in Federal Fiscal Year 1995 than was available in
Federal Fiscal Year 1993, we are greatly concerned that H.R. 4370 could cause major
re-distribution of minimal resources in the absence of authorizing levels.

Lastly, on this point, the lack of a funding mechanism expressed in the bill greatly
concerns Mobitization Against AIDS. We have been trying, with increasing degrees
of success, to remove Congress as the principle director of federal HIV/AIDS policy.

HIV counseling and testing requirements enforced through
a Congressional mandate andwhere that has stymied effortsfor ffictive and real
spending of limited HIV prevention dollars at the CDC to ground thisfear aswell as
(One need only to look at

to see where we have been successful in removing Congressional mandates).

Finally, we are concerned over the use of the Ryan White Title I Planning Councils as
a venue for procuring experts regarding HIV/AIDS treatment and research issues.
The CARE Councils have been designed to meld community-based organizations,
health department entities as well as individuals representing affected communities,
including people living with HIV infection. This body has determinative authority over
the continuation of health care services for people living with HIV who are uninsured,
underinsured and/or low income. (Mobilization Against AIDS has been an
historically strong advocate for the Ryan White CARE Act, especially for increased
appropriations for the bill, as well as now advocating for its expedited
reauthorization).
The Title I Planning Council is not a body that has been designed to have expertise on
HIV/AIDS treatment and research policy, program or advocacy. Further, it is a body
that survives within the context of political activities, being appointed by the local
chief elected official. It is questionable that in every Title I EMA (Eligible
Metropolitan Area, the Title I area) that one will necessarily find the real opinion
brokers and experts on HIVIAIDS research. Again, this fact also makes us
uncomfortable with H.R. 4370.
Because of the aforementioned issues,
its endorsement of H.R. 4370.

Mobilization Against AIDS can not continue

Nonetheless, we do want to express our shared commitment with the forces behind

H.R. 4370 in terms of finding better treatment options for people living with HIV as
well as a cure. Many of our staffare living with HIV. Nothing is closer to us than a
cure. As you pursue revisions of H.R. 4370, please keep us abreast so that we may reconsider a further endorsement once our concerns have been appropriately and fully
addressed. If you have any further questions, please call.

Sincerely

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

cc

Representative Jerrold Nadler
Mayor Frank Jordan, San Francisco
ACT UP/Golden Gate
Project Inform
AIDS Action Council
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President Glinton campaifined on tlre theme of change.
His administration planned to make HIV/AIDS a prtorlty,
unlike the administrations of f,s:r5an and Bush.
Srhat happened?
Clinton's budget request
for fiscal year 1995 for
HlVilAIDS programs includes
only a small increase for
HIVIAIDS research, a small
increase for the Ryan White

increase for
HIV prevention, and no

CARE Act,

!g

increase for HIV housing.
When inflation and the
expanding HIV/AIDS case

load are considered, this
means we're losing ground!

THEN, the Clinton Admirr

$!f

istration announced a
million reduction in its
1995 budget request for
the Ryan White CARE Act.
This will leave the Act
almost $2OO mlllion short
of full funding in 1995.

This, from a prcsident who
campaigned on a promise
to fully fund the Ryan

White CARE Act!

When

it

comes

AND, the Clinton Administration has announced an
acros$the-board cut in funding for the Departrnent of
Health and Human Services

for 1995, which will slash
the HIV prevention budget
by $10 million.
This, from a president who
claims to be a strong advocate of Hlv education
and preventionl

to

AND, the Clinton Admin-

istration has announced a
$189 million reduction in

its 1995 budget for the
National lnstitutes of Health,
where HIV/AIDS research

ls conducted.
This, from a president who
made us belicve that he was
committed to finding a curel

We've been had!

HIV and AlIlS,

it's gettintl hardel and harder to tell the difference
between Glinton, Buslr and Reaglan.
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President tsill Clinton
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 2O5OO

Mr. President:
You promised us real change in the nation's response
to the HIV/AIDS pahdemic. lnstead, WU're Eivin{ us
loose change. Your 1995 budget request for the Ryan
White CARE Act, for HIV prevention, and for H|V/A|LS
resarch at the NIH are seriously inadequate and must
be revised. Make HIV and AIDS a priority W:
Sin€rely,

of your own, Let Clinton know how angry
you are that he has abandoned his
commitment to HIV and AIDS. Tell him
to re.think his priorities.

T
T

Otherwise, this budget will kill us!
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Clip, sign, and mail the message at left

I
I
I
I
I

to President Clinton. Or write a letter

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro 5t.
San Francisco, CA
94114

tel 4I5-8634676
fax 4l 5-861-4740

6"L

June 30, 1994

N
b1

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA

Ms. Erna Pahe
Executive Director
American Indian AIDS Institute, Inc.
333 Valencia Street, Suite 400
San Francisco, California 94103

94114

tel 415-863-4676
lax 415-863-4740

Dear Erna:
Board of Directors
Ted Fang

Chair

Manha Nissen
Vice Chair

This letter is to confirm receipt of information from the American Indian
AIDS Institute, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as "AIAI") by Mobilization
Against AIDS (hereinafter referred to as "MAA"). As you are aware,
MAA is continuing to hold the distribution of the 1994 Dance-a-thon grant
to AIAI because of reservations expressed in our corespondence (5131194).

Tom Bassett
Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins
Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit

AIDS advocacy
organization

Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:
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I want to reiterate that MAA is still concerned about both the stability of
as well as your relationship to the San Francisco Deparfinent of Public
Health AIDS Office (including the Ryan White Title I Planning Council).
Their decisions to discontinue both contractual and sub-contractual
relationships with AIAI indicates to us that there is a disconnection between
the services proffered by AIAI and the unqualified trust of both the AIDS
Office and the CARE Council.

AIAI

We are in receipt of the documentation of the chronology of events that
transpired between the AIDS Office, the CARE Council and AIAL To
date, AIAI has not offered any explanation for this series of events, except
to contest the receivership action taken by the AIDS Office. As the cochair of the CARE Council, I was in attendance at the initial meting when
this action was announced, and MAA is in possession of correspondence
from the interim director (a staff person of the AIDS Office) when he was
outstationed at AIAI. We do not feel that the letter from the Office of the
Attorney General explains fully the known actions of the SF DPH AIDS
Office in a manner sufficient for MAA to release frrnds to AIAL
That no action was filed in court (as referenced in the correspondence from
the Office of the Afforney General of California) does not explain to us in a
comprehensive manner AIA['s response following the actions taken by the
AIDS Office after placing AIAI into receivership.

2

Historically, the AIDS Office, in collaboration with the CARE Council, has
placed other AIDS organizations into receivership in the same manner and
this receivership was respected and implemented until resolution.
Please know that we wil1, at some point, make a final decision at MAA
regarding this grant. According to the contract signed by the former
Executive Director of AIAI, MAA will distribute "proceeds to one or more
tax-exempt AIDS education and services organizations" should your
organizaion "cease to exist." The loss of both the trust and funding of the
AIDS Office and the CARE Council following AIAI's placement into
receivership indicates to us that this in fact what has happened.

The Board of Directors of MAA will meet in late July and the final
determination of the status of this grant will be made then. If you have any
other information to support your position, please forward ttto me post
haste. AIAI will be notified in writing as soon as possible after our July
Board meeting with our final decision.

Sincerely,

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

July 17,1994

Mobilization

ACT UP/San Francisco
AIDS Cure Act Working Group
2261Market Street, Box 115
San Francisco, CA 94114

Against AIDS
Dear ACT UP/San Francisco
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

rel 415-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740

Board of Directors
Ted Fang
Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair
Tom Bassett
Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:
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As you know, Mobilization Against AIDS (MAA) has officially moved to remove its
name as an endorser of H.R. 4370 (The AIDS Cure Act) as introduced by
Representative Jerrold Nadler. Our reasons were explicated in our correspondence to
ACT UPAIew York as dated June 9, 1994. Onbehalf of Mobilization Against
AIDS, and as agreed upon in our telephone conversation June 30,1994,I ant
forwarding the following suggestions to the AIDS Cure Act Working Group
concerning H.R. 4370.

Barring a disaster on Tuesday, July 19, 1994, the Senate will move to support at the
National Institutes of Health NIH) for the Office of AIDS Research (OAR)" ...a
single consolidated appropriation as requested by the President." (IIouse of
Representative Report Languagefor Labor HHS-EAppropriations Bill, page 71, June 21, 1994).
As you know, one of the principal concerns expressed by MAA in our June 9, 1994
correspondence was the viability of the OAR as, at that time, its authority was in
question Congressionally. While we are displeased with the House appropriations
mark for both the OARA{IH ($40.5 million new dollars) as well as CARE (47 million
new dollars overall), we were pleased that the House maintained its support from 1993
in strengthening and recognizing the function and import of the OAR through the
single consolidated budget. MAA feels that with this initial crisis over, we can move
towards addressing the other concerns we have with H.R. 4370.

I want to begin this discussion with a reiteration of a basic tenet of MAA regarding
HIV/AIDS research: We support focused, non-duplicative and reasoned reform that is
aimed at bringing about an end to the HIV/AIDS pandemic, nationally as well as
internationally. Also, MAA is a strong supporter of the "triple track" approach to
HIV/AIDS funding and appropriations. The "triple track" approach holds that
HIV/AIDS care, research and prevention programs (as funded by the federal
government) must be funded well and never at the expense of each other. At no time
is a "zero-sum" game (taking, for example prevention funds and moving them to
CARE or research, etc.) an acceptable policy position or funding reality.
This is where our concern over the lack of authorizing levels and funding mechanisms
for H.R. 4370 are rooted, and continue to be rooted. As ACT UP is well aware, for
federal fiscal year 1995, we have less domestic discretionary dollars available than
were available in federal fiscal year 1993. In FY 1996, we will have less than in FY
1995, until the budget summit agreement is ended (in FY 1998).

The lack of clarity as to the cost of this program, coupled with the budgetary
constraints, makes us unable to support H.R. 4370. What would be necessary in
this case is the establishment of, at a minimum, an authorizing amount for both
the invigoration of the alternative and non-western research program contained
within H.R 4370 as well as an authorizing level for the HfV cure project.
Secondly, if these projects are to be funded outside of the (formal) mechanism of
the Labor, Health and Human Resources - Education appropriations bill, this
needs to be stated and codified. If it is to be contained within the Labor, HHS E bill, this must be made clear with (a) formal authorizing amount(s)
Regarding the use of the Ryan White Title I Planning Councils as a venue for
procuring experts regarding HMAIDS research and treatment issues, MAA stands
firm in its position that these councils are not the appropriate venue. As you may
know, San Francisco, which has a Title I Planning Council, sought to create a separate
planning council to administer its HIV prevention funds (through the Cooperative
Agreement with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC]). The
nominating process used to select the HW Community Prevention Planning
Council does suggest an alternative that I believe is viable in determining the
representation of a comprehensive and diverse body of individuals and
organizations.
This model was recently utilized by the US Department of Health and Human Services
in organizing the HHS/PHS HMrevention Planing Group (which is making budget
recommendations for FY 1996 HIV prevention funds). Simply put, the process
requires coordinating the co-chairs of the relevant HIV/AIDS advisory groups, as well
as a petition through newspapers and service organrzation networks, to gather names
and establish a matrix of needs for the composition of a planning body.
The co-chairs of the People of Color Advisory Board, the Youth and HIV Advisory
Board, the Title I Planning Council, the Health Services Advisory Board, the Women's
Services Advisory Board and the AIDS Office of the local Health Department met and
developed criteria for membership. Then, they developed a minimum constitution of
the planning board before ever reviewing the applicants. Then, they looked for both
consumers with no organizational affliation as well as individuals whose area of
expertise were multidisciplinary. Only after this matrix was established did they select
the HIV Prevention Planning Council for San Francisco.
The same process, instituted at the HHS level, brought together recommendations
from a variety of sources, including HIV activist groups, national AIDS policy
organizations and coalitions and used a series of community - HHS meetings to
develop membership criteria and finally, the planning body itself. In the case of the
HIV Prevention Planning Council, established mandates (constructed by the
community in the writing of the 1994 "Supplemental Guidance for HIV Prevention
Community Planning') guided the demographic and institutional representatives of
these planning groups. In the case of the HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Planning Group,
the mandates of the community planning guidance were adhered to, although this
group was not bound by them.

Lastly, Mobilization Against AIDS, in our review of H,R. 4370 would like to
suggest the following as possible reconstructions of the AIDS Cure Act in an attempt
to see as much of this bill implemented, given our above concerns and
recommendations.

I

Divorce from the Alternative and non-Western research activities
discussions about an HIV/AIDS cure project and make these two
activities discrete:

2.

Place the research and treatment activities of Alternative and nonWestern research activities under the authority of the Institute of
Alternative Research at the NIH (this Institute was established under
the leadership of Senator Tom Harkin of Iowa, a longtime HIV/AIDS
champion). Then, develop an authorizing level for these relevant
research activities and create an advisory board to this Institute; and

3

Place the

HIV/AIDS cure project, with

an advisory board and

with an

authorizing amount, under the authority of the Director of the OA&
Dr. William Paul. The advisory Board would have power to direct
research towards a cure (as inclusive as it sees fit) but would not
operate with such broad and sweeping "eminent domain" status as is
currently written into H.R. 4370, but would have significant power
over the direction ofsaid research.

MAA would like this to then

serve as a boilerplate for further discussions regarding
the AIDS Cure Act, but continues to withhold its endorsement. We are, again, very
excited by the enthusiasm and dedication of all the individuals and groups working on
invigorated research and treatment projects, including TAG, AmFAR, Project Inform,

the AIDS Action Council and the ACT UP organzations working on the AIDS Cure
Act. Please keep us posted on your future developments and we look forward to
working with you in our mutual goal to stop HIV/AIDS.

Sincerely,

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS

cc

AIDS Action Council
ACT UPA{ew York
Mayor Frank Jordan, San Francisco
Project Inform
Representative Jerrold Nadler

(3 r 0) 495-2330
(310) e83-r421 (FAX)

Community Research & Services Program
cALtFORNtA STATE UN|VERS|W, LONC BEACH

1407 East Fourth Street
Long Beach, CA 90802

July 29, 1994

Philip Lee, M.D.
Assistant Secretary for Health
Department of Health and Human Services
200 lndependence Avenue, S.W., Room 716G
Washington, D.C. 20201
Dear Dr. Lee:
I am writing in enthusiastic support of the candidacy of Michael Shriver for the position of National
AIDS Policy Coordinator. I have known Mr. Shriver for four years in his capacity as Advisor to the State
of California's Working Group on Title ll of the Ryan White CARE Act, of which I am a member.

ln addition to his obvious intelligence and quickness of mind, one of Mike Shriver's outstanding
qualities is his consensus-building skill. He has brought argumentative opposites together, helping them
find a common ground on which to agree. He is able to compromise when necessary to achieve a higher
goal, but manages to stand firm when principle would be jeopardized. He certainly has the respect of the
AIDS community and of community-based providers, and has no difficulty communicating with the
academic community or government otficials. He would be an appropriate and etfective policy
coordinator at the national level.
You could do no better than to select this dedicated and sensible individual for this position.

\fiil.--

Sincerely,

Nancy H
Senior

bcc:

Ph.D.

Fellow
Research and Services Program

Mike Shriver

formerly the AIDS Research & Education Project and the Long Beach A|DS Network
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Bobby Rosenthal

Fax:
From:
Date:
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415-863-4740

Davc Parham

^.. Novernber 2 1, 1994

Pages: l, including cover sheet.
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Here's the infonnation about. nry friend at Inclepcndent
Action. In addition to the PAC, the sarrre people rLrn ir
corrsulting cornpany which is planning the New year's Eve
party for AIDS Action, Ralph is a p;lrtner in that, in
additiorr to working for Independent Action, prrss this
along to Mike and tell him to conracr ltalph when [re,s
going to be Washington.

Ralph Santora
Ittdepcndent Actiorr

l5ll

KStreet,N.W.

Washington, DC
202.628-4321

It was nice talking witlr yru last night. If you l'rave tinrc,
give rne a call during Thanksgiving.

From the desk of..,
David W. [,arham

Director, Public & Policy Education

Ull.the Urban

Land lnstitute

625 lndiana Arenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20004
202-624.7 t27
Fax:202-67.4-7 t 4t

Facsimile Transmittal
Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA

Date: l2/ I 3/94
Please deliver to:

Danny Sauro
S.F.A.F.
Fax #: (415) 487-3097

94114

tel415-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740
e-mail m.against-ai
@genie.geis.com

Board of Directors

From:

MIKE SHRIVER
Executive Director

Ted Fang
Chair

MOBILIZATION AGAINST AIDS

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins
Kerry Enright

Number of pages to

Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Please confirm receint

Mike Shriver

Here is our report. I hope this is the correct information. If not, please give
me a call so I can construct what you need.
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ofthis fax to (41$ 863-4676.

Danny

Thanks

Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:
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Executive Director
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AIDS advocacy
organization
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Facsimile Transmittal
Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94'.114

Date: 12/14/94
Please deliver to:

Patsy Fleming

f)irector,
o.N.A.P.

tel 4'15-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740
e-mail m.against-ai
@genie.geis.com

Fax

#:

(202) 632-1096

Board of Directors
Ted Fang

Chair

From:

Martha Nissen

MIKE SHRIVER
Executive Director

Vice Chair

MOBI LIZATION AGAINST AIDS

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins
Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan

Number of pages to

follow:
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Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
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Plcasc confirm receiut of this lax to (415) 863-4676.

CONFIDENTIAL
Patsy

I have LOTS to talk with you about and hope this little idea may be of
interest to you. Please call when you can, hopeftilly soon! I will be in
NYC next week for a series of NIMH meetings and then I am thinking of
coming down to DC. Is there a possibility that we could meet Decernber
21 or 22 or 23? Please let me know. I hope you are doing welllll My
direct line is (415) 863-9122 and my pager # is I-800-SKY-PAGE Pin #
204-7656.
mds

HIV/AIDS Public Policy Thlnk Tank

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro

St.

San Francisco, CA

94114

tel 415-863-4676
tax 415-863-4740

Obiective
Create a "think-tank" and a partnership of principal community and governmental
policy makers.
Goal
To strategize, develop, and monitor the implementation of a framework for
innovative and immediate action across federal governmental agencies to
address the continuum of HIV and AIDS issues (prevention, research, care,
housing, and substance abuse/mental health services).

e-mail m.against-ai
@genie.geis.com

Board of Directors
Ted Fang

Chair

Method
Convene a one day, facilitated meeting in Washington with participation by
those in the following list. Follow-up would be achieved by quarterly meetings in
Washington with the same individuals reporting on developmental milestones
and progress to date.

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair
Rick Hauptman
Secretary

Track
Prevention/Education
Research Treatment

Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

Care
Housing

Communitv

Government

Mike Shriver/MAA
Dr. Tom Coates/CAPS
Derek Hodel/GMHC

Dr. Jim Curran/CDC
Dorothy TripletUCDC
Dr. Bill Paul/OAR/NlH
Dr. Ellen Stover/NIMH/NlH
Dr. Steve Bowen/HRSA
Anita Eichler/HRSA
Henry Cisneros/HUD
New AIDS Housing Person/HUD

Brenda Lein/Project lnform
Regina Aragon/SFAF
Julie Scofield/NASTAD
Keith Cylar/Housing Works
Todd Summers/A|DS Housing
CorP.

Substance Abuse/MH

Other
California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

Christine Lubi nski/AAC
Suzi Rodriguez/AltaMed
Phill Wilson/APLA
Steve Lew/GCHP
Ron Rowell/NNAAPC
Sandra Johnson/GMHC
Jane Silver/AmFAR
Steve Burns/1 8th Street

Services
Cornelius Baker/NAPWA
Mark lshaug/Chicago AIDS
Foundation

Facilitators

Pat Christen/SFAF

Jean MacGuire/Private
Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:

@
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Consultant

Dr. Melba Chavez/SAMHSA
(Mental Health Person)
Donna Shalala/HHS
Dr. Phil Lee/OASH
Patsy Fleming/ONAP
Dr. Eric Goosby/NAPO

Jeff Levi/ONAP
Dr. Sophia Chang/HHS
(Consultant)
Michael lskowitzJSen. Kennedy
Trisha KnighUSen. Hatch
Dr. Steve Morin/Rep. Pelosi
Cindy Hall/Rep. Morella

Joe Kelly
Research Director

Against AIDS

National Alliance of State and Territorial AIDS Directors
444 North Capitol Street, Suite 617
Washington, DC 20001

584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94'.t14

Dear Mr. Kelly,

Mobilization

tel 415-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740
e-mail m.against-ai
@genie.geis.com

Board of Directors
Ted Fang

Chair
Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Decernber 14,1994

Mobilization Against AIDS is California's oldest nonprofit HIV/AIDS advocacy
organization. We lobby the government for improved policy and funding for HIV/AIDS
treatment, research and education. We also coordinate the world's largest annual
grassroots HIV/AIDS event, the International AIDS Candlelight Memorial and
Mobilization.

Not only have we worted closely with the National Alliance of State and Tenitorial AIDS
Directors in the past, particularly on issues related to the Ryan White CARE Act, but we
have also formed a collaborative policy relationship with NASTAD to address
comprehensive

HIV prevention reform.

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

We're pleased to learn ofNASTAD's plans for a program to assist health departments and
HIV prevention groups in the social marketing of condoms. We are committed to
networking and exchanging information with NASTAD on effective HIV prevention
programs. We're willing to noti$ our members and networks about the progress of
NASTAD's project.

If we can be of further

Sincerely

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
MS/bc
Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:

@),
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assistance, please contact us.

Employment Non-Discrimination Act of 1994 Co-Sponsors
Edward Kennedy (D-MA)
John H. Chafee (R-RI)
Daniel K. Akaka (D-fil)
JeffBingaman (D-NM)
Barbara Boxer (D- CA)
Bill Bradley (D-NJ)
Christopher Dodd (D-CT)
Russell Feingold (D-!VI)
Diane Feinstein (D-CA)
John Glenn (D-OH)
Tom Harkin (D-IA)
Daniel K. Inouye (D-HI)
James Jeffords (R-VT)
Robert J. Kerry @-NB)
Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ)

Patrick Leahy (D-VT)
Carl Levin (D-MI)
Joseph I. Lieberman (D-CT)
Howard M. Metzenbaum (D-OH)
Barbara A. Mikulski (D-MD)
Carol Mosely-Braun (D-IL)
Daniel P. Moynihan (D-hfY)
Patty Murray (D-WA)
Bob Packwood (R-OR)
Clairborne Pell (D-RI)
Donald W. Riegle, Jr. (D-MI)
Charles S. Robb (D-VA)
Paul S. Sarbanes (D- lvfD)
Paul Simon (D-tL)
Paul David Wellstone (D-UN)

These Senators, and all others, can be reached by calling the Capitol Switchboard at
224-3121. You can also write to them at:

L

L

f9
.t(

,W

(202)

Senator
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 215rc
The Employment Non-Discrimination Act of 1994 is an extremely important piece of
legislation that will have positive benefits for the gay and lesbian community. Our fight for
equal rights will not end with this Act, but it could be a stepping stone to greater things. Take
the time and the effort to ensure that our voices are heard and that our needs, and our rights,
are met. Senator Kennedy has offered us an amezing opportunity: let's act on it.

FIGHT ON THE CIVIL RIGHTS BATTLEGROUND
(

THE EMPLOYMENT NON.DISCRIMINATION ACT OF

^

1994

The Clinton Administration has been a disappointment to the hundreds of thousands, if not
millions of gay and lesbian Americans who helped to vote him into office. The embarrassing
"Dont ask, don't tell" compromise of the military ban on homosexuals, the disappointing and
ineffectual AIDS czar Kristine Gebbie, the failure to remove immigration and travel
restrictions on HIV/AIDS, and a lack of true initiative to increase AIDS funding have led
many to question whether Bill Clinton is all that different than his predecessor. In the midst of
all ofthis, the gay community has continued its struggle for civil rights, regardless of whether
the man in the White House merely paid us lip-service or, as remains to be seerq actually
supported our goal of equal rights. Bill Clinton has another challenge ahead of him: his
reaction may let us know how sincere he is about protecting the rights and freedoms of all
Americans, gay and straight.

A Potential Civil Rights Milestone
Senators Edward Kennedy

(D-MA) and John Chafee (R-RI) have initiated the Employment

Non-Discrimination Act of 1994 (S. 2235) which has been co-sponsored by twenty-eight
other Senators including California Senators Boxer and Feinstein. Other co-sponsors worthy
of mentioning are Senators Harkin (D-IA), Lautenberg (D-NJ), Mikulski (D-MD), MoselyBraun (D-IL), Murray (D-WA), and Wellstone (D-MN). These Senators, along with several
others, have committed to supporting the Employment Non-Discrimination Act of 1994 which
would extend federal employment discrimination protections currently provided based on
race, religion, gender, national origin, age, and disability to include sexual orientation. If this
Act is passed it will be a major breakthrough in the civil rights movement, as well as a victory
for gay and lesbian Americans that could open the way to a host of other cMl rights advances.
The Employment Non-Discrimination Act of 1994 would prohibit employers, employment
agencies, and labor unions from using an individual's sexual orientation as the basis for
ernployment decisions, such as hiring, firing, promotion, or compensation. The Act does not
include any quotas, mandate affErmative action, or extend special benefits to gays and lesbians
on the job. The far right and conservative members of Congress will surely use the same old
story about "special rights" for gays and lesbians, but the Act is written to express that any
form ofpreferential treatment is prohibited. The Act would not only diminish the amount of
discrimination that out gays and lesbians experience at work, but it would also make it easier
for more of us to come out at worlg without fearing for our job safety.
The Employment Non-Discrimination Act of 1994 would also benefit people living with HIV
and AIDS. Currently, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) protects people from losing
their jobs if they are handicapped, or have a dehabilitating disease. HIV and AIDS are
covered by the ADA but there is little legislative or judicial precedence to base any claims of
discrimination against. The Act will help to protect the job security of gay men and lesbians,

thereby decreasing the chance that a person might lose his job and health benefits due to his
real or perceived sexual orientation, or HIV status.

What will Clinton do?
Senator Kennedy has been a long-time and outspoken supporter of the gay and lesbian
community. He, along with Senator Chafee, has managed to rally support for a piece of
legislation that will surely divide the Senate and much of the nation as well. Although opinion
polls often show that Americans feel that gays and lesbians should be protected on the job, the
far-right has gained momentum in the past few years, and it will surely exert its influence to
try and block passage ofthe Act. Although the fight in Congress will most likely split
predominantly along party lines, it will be interesting to see what position President Clinton
chooses to take on the Act. Bill Clinton has the opportunity to voice his support for an Act
that would improve the civil rights of millions of Americans, while sending the message that
bigotry and discrimination can not be tolerated in American society.

Gay Community Must Take Action

It is absolutely necessary that the gay community vocalize its support for the Employment
Non-Discrimination Act of 1994. This legislation has been developed with our rights in mind,
and it is imperative that we let Congress, and the President, know how important the Act is
and that we whole-heartedly support it. Without our voices, the thirty Senators who have cosponsored the Act will have no way of registering support for the Act, countering the actions
ofthe right, and demonstrating to Congress and the American people that we care about this
issue and are willing to fight for it.
Senator Kennedy hopes to push the Act through Congress this term. Although there has not
been a lot of press on the Act, as it moves along the legislative process, it is certain to become
a political hot-potato. Unless Congress and the President see and hear that there is widespread support for the Act it will either fail or suffer the fate of health-care reform and become
hopelessly watered down. Like Stonewall and the March on Washington, the Employment

Non-Dscrimination Act of 1994 canbe a defining and critical moment in the struggle for
equal rights for gay and lesbian Americans. We have made our presence and political power
known, but we can't stop yet. This Act would make job discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation illegal, making one ofthe gay corrmunities'long-term goals a reality. We can not
allow this opportunity to slip by us.

What Can You Do?
Even though it very often feels as if you have no control over what happens in Congress, your
voice can be influential. The Senators who have co-sponsored the Act need to hear that you
support them. Ifyou are from outside of California, and your Senators are not on the list of
co-sponsors below, call them and let them know that you support the Employment NonDiscrimination Act of 1994 (S. 2238), and that you hope that they will join their colleges in
supporting this important civil rights measure.

July 6,1994

Senator Barbara Boxer
ll2}Iart Senate Office Building

Washington,

DC 20510-0505

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

tel 415-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740

Dear Senator Boxer:
As you know, the Labor, Health and Human Services - Education Bill will be on the
floor of the Senate in the next few weeks. I recently wrote to ask your help in moving
the sub-committee on Labor HHS - E to increase funding for the Ryan White CARE
Act (especially for Title I), increase funding for AIDS research through the OAR at
the NIH as well as to support the Comprehensive PHS Preventian Initiative, which
includes a needed $63 million dollar increase for HIV prevention efforts.

Board of Directors
Ted Fang
Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Now, however, I am writing to ask for your leadership in another atena of the Labor,
HHS - E bill. The experience of the House in acting on the education bill leads us to
believe that we could possibly be seeing a host of negative amendments from the
Senate that would be disastrous for not only the HIV communities, but also for
lesbians and gay men of all ages and all colors.

Tom Basseft
Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary

Last year, you responded to our roquest to be a leader in opposing any and all negative
amendnents that woirld have a detrimental impact on California. For this, you know I
arn grateful. We need your help again this year.

Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

As one ofthe only national AIDS organizations based out of California, based actually
in San Francisco, I am writing to ask that you again be poised and prepared to
organize around and defeat any negative amendments that we know will only hurt
constituents in California.

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

I will follow-up with your stafr who have always been more than helpful. In advance,
I want to thank you for your compassion, your support and your leadership on these
issues.

Sincerely,
Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
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Facsimile Transmittal
Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

Date: 7/6/94
Michael Iskowitz
Labor Committee

Please deliver to:

tel 415-863-4676
lax 415-863-4740

FAX: (202) 224-3533
Board of Directors
Ted Fang

Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

MIKE SHRTVER

From:

Executive Director

Tom Bassett

MOBILIZATION AGAINST AIDS

Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns

Number of pages to

Joe Collins

follow: 4

Kerry Enright
'
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

Coordinators of
the world's largest
.,rnnual grassroots

s

AIDS event:
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Dear Michael:
As requested. The Boxer and Feinstein letters went out today

I'll see you on Friday
Please

conirm recetet ofthls fer to (41$ t63-{676.
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July 8, 1994

The Honorable Tom Harkin

DP

C<t,) {r3-2121

Chairman
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and
Human Services, Education and Related Agencies
Committee on Appropriations
531 Hart Senate Office Building
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Harkin:

We, the undersigned national organizations, write in support of the "Public Health
Service Prevention Initiative" contained in the Labor, HHS, Education and Related
Agencies appropriations bill, H.R. 4606.
The prevention initiative provides urgently needed increases in the fbllowing public
health prevention programs at the Centers for Disease Control and Health Resources
Services Administration :

. AIDS Prevention
. Infectious Diseases
. Chronic Diseases

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Breast Cancer Screening
Sexually Transmitted Diseases
Tuberculosis
Lead Poisoning
Injury Control
Community Health Centers
Migrant Health Centers
Healthy Start
Homelcss Health
Emergcncy Services for Children
Family Planning

(+$62.147m)
(+$8.218m)
(+$4.996m)
(+$21.924m)
(+$7.229m)
(+$3.231m)
(+$2.317m)
(+$2.992m)
(+$14.905m)
(+$6.000m)
(+$2.500m)
(+$2.434m)
(+$2.500m)
(+$6.082m)

Many of these programs were either level funded or received cuts in the President's
revised FY '95 budget request.

As public health advocates, we are very concerned about a variety of interrelated,
yet preventable health problems. Rising rates of sexually transmitted di.seases, HIV
itrfection, TB, breast canccr and violence related injurics are preventable, particularly

Letter to Senator Harkin
July 8, 1994
Page Two

through expanded access to prevention progra,ms and primary care services through
Community, Homeless and Migrant Health Centers. Investments in the critical
programs funded under this initiative will result in savings in future healthcare costs
and loss of economic productivity. We strongly urge you, at a minimum, to
maintain the House's increases in these programs.

Sincerely,

Advocates for Youth
AIDS Action Council
AIDS Coordinator, City of Los Angeles
AIDS National Interfaith Network
AIDS Policy Center for Children, Youth and Family
American Academy of Pediatrics
American Foundation for AIDS Research
American Lung Association
American Public Health Association
American Social Health Association
Americans for Democratic Action
Asian & Pacific Islander Coalition on HIV/AIDS, Inc.
Association of Reproductive Health Professionals
Association of Schools of Public Health
Association of State and Territorial Health Official.s
Center of Women Policy Studies
Consortium of Social Science Associations
HIV/AIDS Prevention Intervention Section/Michigan Dept. of Public Health
Human Rights Campaign Fund
Legal Action Center
National Alliance of State and Territorial AIDS Directors
National Association of County Health Officials
National Association of People With AIDS
National Association of Public Hospitals
National Association of Social Workers
National Catholic AIDS Network
National Community AIDS Partnership
National Council of Jewish Women
National Council of La Raza
National Education Association
National Family Planning and Reproductive Health Association
National Foundation for Infectious Diseases

Letter to Senator Harkin
July 8, 1994
Page Three

National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
National Leadership Coalition on AIDS
National Minority AIDS Council
National School Health Education Coalition
National Task Force on AIDS Prevention
National Urban Coalition
National Women and HIV/AIDS Project
NYS AIDS Institute
Organization of Chinese Americans
People With AIDS Coalition of Long Island
Population Services Intemational
State of Alaska, AIDS/STD Program
The National Latino/a Lesbian & Gay Organization
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MEMORANDUM
BY l,'ACSltrttlLE

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
941'.|4

Date:

8 September 1994

To

San Francisco

From.

Mike Shriver, Mobilization Against AIDS

RE

Meeting with Mario Cooper

HIV Public Policy Working Group

Everyone.

rel 415-863-4676
fax 4'15-863-4740

Mario Cooper, the Chair of the Board of Directors of the AIDS Action Council, will
be in San Francisco on Wednesday, September 14,1994. Marto called and asked if
MAA could help set up a meeting with him and members of the HIV/AIDS

Board of Directors

community-based providers.

Ted Fang
Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Tom Bassett

Gven our policy activity in San Francisco and the breadth of expertise of the Public
Policy Working Group, I thought it would be a good idea for the group to meet with
Mario and have a frank and open discussion about HIV/AIDS public policy, the
delivery of care and prevention services, as well as to update him on the effective
collaborative relationship in place here regarding HIV/AIDS public policy.

Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

Also, if there are individuals from your agency, especially front-line individuals, feel
free to bring them to the meeting. This meeting could provide a good chance for
community-based organizations to express their concerns, thoughts and issues
regarding the AIDS Action Council directly to their Board Chair. As a point of
reminder, the Executive Director of the AIDS Action Council , Dan Bross, recently
submitted his resignation, so it is fair to say the AIDS Action Council is entering a
significant period of transition.
Mobilization Against AIDS will host the meeting, Wednesday, September T4,1994 at
3:30 here at our offices. Since it is at the end of the day, I'll make sure light
refreshments will be available for everyone. Please call and confirm your attendance as
soon as you can to Bobby Rosenthal @ 863-4676. Sorry for the short notice, but I
really hope we can generate a good turn-out for this meeting.
Thanks.

Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:
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The Honorable Pete Wilson
Governor
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 958 I 4

August 24,1994

Dear Governor Wilson

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
941'.!4

tel 415-863-4676

Mobilization Against AIDS is California's oldest non-profit AIDS advocacy organization.
We are committed to securing increased funding and improved policies for HIV/AIDS
care, treatment, research, education, and prevention. This organization stands in firm
support for AB3l02 (Martinez), which would designate the State Office of AIDS as the
lead agency for the State on HIV/AIDS policy and issues. We are disturbed to learn that
the Dept. of Health Services intends to recommend that you veto this important legislation
because they oppose reference to the "State Office of AIDS" being entered into statute.

fax 415-863-4740

Board of Directors
Ted Fang

Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Tom Bassett
Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:
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As you may be aware, AB 3102 codifies the lead recommendation of the Statecommissioned evaluation of HIV prevention and education in California. The intent of the
evaluation was to assist the Office of AIDS, the California Department of Health Services,
the California State Legislature, local health juristictions, community-based organizations,
persons at risk for HIV infection and persons with HIV disease, and others working in the
field of HIV prevention in better understanding and improving these efforts. The first
recommendation of the final report of this evaluatiog published in April 1993, stated that
"The Governor and the California State Legislature should designate the California
Denartment of Health Services, Office of AIDS, as the lead state agency in HIV
- activities." This recommendation is an integral step
pr€
wt
te of California to improve it's HIV prevention efforts
an
litional future costs for the treatment of HIV disease and
Y
L
t
A]
rfected because they have not been reached with effective
pr
new infection averted, the state will save approximately
$l
nent costs.

Your leautsrDr,p vr. --,-is extremely important. Please sign AB 3102 and help
assure that greatly needed reforms in the coordination and cooperation between
state agencies on HIV prevention efforts will occur. The state commissioned this
independent evaluation and should now be willing to abide by its findings and
recommendations.

Your attention to this matter is appreciated.
Sincerely,

The Staffof Mobilization Against AIDS

Mike Shriver

Ben Carlson

Robert

Karl Swenson

a.ld fotfilt tlor

cc: Kim Belsh6, Director, California Department of Health

Seruices

Facsimile Transmittal
Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
941'.!4

Date: 8/18/94
Please deliver to:

tel 415-863-4676

Jeff Stryker
C.A.P.S.

fax 415-863-4740

FAX: (415) s97-9213
Board of Directors
Ted Fang

Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

MIKE SHRIVER

From:

Executive Director

Tom Bassett

MOBILTZATION AGAINST AIDS

Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Number of pages to

follow:

4

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

Dear Jeff:
As requested, here are my comments. Great jobll

mds

Please confirm receint
Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:
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ofthis fax to (41$ 863-4676.

MEMORANDUM

Mobilization

Date:

August 18, 1994

To

Jeff Stryker, CAPS

From:

Mike Shriver, Mobilization Against AIDS

RE

Comments on Prevention Article

Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

tel 4'15-863-4676
fax 4'15-863-4740

Board of Directors
Ted Fang
Chair

Jeff:

Knowing how difficult it is for even me to read my own handwriting, I have decided to
type my comments for you and send them along, post haste. Overall, I think the
article is excellent and quite sweeping in scope. You were able to cover quite a bit
without redundancy or oversimplification. I think it's really really good.
Here are my comments, by page and paragraph, for your reference:

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Tom Bassett
Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:
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Page2
Paragraph 2: Is it possible to cite the statistics about Years of Productive Life Lost?
It strikes me that the YPLL info, in supplement to the "cause of death" statistic, really
brings home the dramatic social, fiscal and communal impact of the disease.
Page 3:

l:

Paragraph
In the last sentence (although it is stated later), I would suggest that the
trsustained"
word
or "consistent" be amended in.

4'. " Anew understanding of what is meant by "what works" is in order."
4: As former addict, I am not so sure we can say, unequivocally, that all
drug using behavior, especially injection drug use, is "pleasurable." I understand the
intent, but somehow this word strikes me as the wrong word for addictive behavior.
Addictive behavior is hard to stop because of its inculturation and maintenance aspect.
We live to use and use to live.
Paragraph 4: My question for clarification purposes is whether HIV can be contracted
by "low levels of risk-taking behavior" or by an absolute number of fewer encounters,
as opposed to smoking or heart disease.
Paragraph 4: "No intervention aimed at changing behaviors so as to promote better
Paragraph
Paragraph

health have been
Page 4
Paragraph

rcAo

completely successful, whether involving..."

3: In the Lurie study, don't they

cite the $119,000 figure? I think the
fine,
comment about exclusive of other costs is
but taken out of context, this citing

could prove contradictory to the buzzinthe policy world about "120K per infection"
stuff.
Page 5:
Paragraph 2. Just a comment - Too bad Stall's data from 18th Street can't be
referenced (because of how muddy it is etc.) even though it shows an effective
demonstration with substance abusing gay and bi men.
Paragraph 2: "Interventions have also been shown to be successful with ..."
Page 6:
Paragraph 2: I was wondering whether it would be noteworthy to reference that up
until 1994, the CDC, through a Congressional mandate, forced States and local health
departments to spend, at a minimum,65oh of their Cooperative Agreement on
Counseling, Testing, Referral, and Partner Notification (CTRPN) This cap was not

lifted until 1994.
Paragraph 3: Do you want to cite the recent National Academy of Sciences
publication on needle exchange just as another referral source for the efficacy

of

needle exchange?

PageT

3: "...easily obtained, especially as long as legal barriers and federal
prohibitions continue to exist."
Paragraph 5: "Counseling and Testing programs, in and of themselves, ere not
equatable as HfV prevention."
Paragraph

Page 9

l:

Paragraph
The opening lines ofthis paragraph, regarding advocacy for care-related
services, I assume for HIV infected individuals and communities, is not accurate in
light of the actual efforts to increase funding for the Ryan White CARE Act.
Hospitals, universities, third party payers and professional associations are NOT the
lobbyists and advocates for the significant increases in CARE. Secondly, the CARE
model of federal appropriations advocacy is based on consumer input and the
involvement of a multi-disciplinary partnership of health departments, communitybased providers, drug and alcohol providers, housing experts, and, most importantly,
people directly impacted by HIV, particularly consumers of CARE-funded services.
This is important, because the CARE-model is what we are currently adapting for the
HIV prevention advocacy efforts. The Prevention Action Group (PAG) is comprised
of the same types of multi-disciplinary and nationally representative parties. Lastly,
keep in mind that the passage and subsequent funding of the Ryan White CARE Act of
1990 signaled the first REAL influx of federal dollars for the care services for PWAs
and PWHIVers. Before CARE, there was little funding for care-specific services, and
care-funded services were dwarfed, prior to Ryan WHITE passage, in funding when
compared to research and prevention. The system has obviously changed over the past
four years.

Page 10
Paragraph

2:

Agun, the comment that drug use is pleasurable is in question.

Page I I
Paragraph

3:

The last sentence doesn't seem to make sense to me

Page 13
Paragraph
"Potentially effective HIV prevention programs continue to be
hampered by laws against consensual adult sexual behavior, discrimination (deterring
at-risk..." I dropped the "fear of..." section because the travel and immigration policies
actively discriminate; it's not just a perception of discrimination therein.

l:

Paragraph 3 (The sound bites or "correlates"): Shouldn't prevention science be listed
as a correlate, rather than just an activity that informs the correlates? It strikes me that
behavioral and prevention research and evaluative services are essential in this
paradigm as E)GLICIT activities, not just the background hum within which we
work. Also, should we cite Shriver and Coates on these five (or hopefully 6)
principles so they are more concrete? Or footnote them? They came out, publicly, at
the CAPS/Harvard meeting and Tom has actually spoken of them in his speech at the

CDC a few months ago.
Page 14
Paragraph

a: "Bold policy changes are needed to protect all sexually active youth as
well as youth who engage in experimental (or addictive) drug and alcohol use.. I
know that queer youth are specifically referenced later, but I think we need to make
youth as general (and inclusive) here and then get specific about queer youth on page
15.

Page 15
Paragraph 2: "Far bolder changes are needed to protect gay and bisexual youth..."
Paragraph 2: "This must include strategies for: helping young persons accept and
become comfortable with their sexual orientation; providing venues other than
bars for social gatherings, and places where individuals can learn to negotiate
safely in their sexual practices; and providing therapeutic environments
specifically for gay and bisexual youth to assist them in coping with issues
impacting self-esteem and self-eflicacy (unlearning societal homophobia)."
Page 16
Paragraph
"...and the Federal government continues its unwarranted prohibition
on the use offederal funds to support increased needle and syringe exchange
availability."

l:

Page 18
Paragraph 2'.

I

really didn't understand where this paragraph is taking us.

3: Intervention campaigns must also be in an appropriate and culturally
relevant context, including language and readability.
Paragraph

Paragraph

2l

Paragraph 1: We should footnote the 65 jurisdictions referenced in the Community
Planning discussion. These sixty-five jurisdictions include all fifty states, six cities
(LA! NYC, SF, Chicago, Philadelphia and Houston) and nine territories. Secondly,
the number quoted for HIV prevention $ for FY 1995 is inaccurate. We will know
this number for FY 1995 soon, but we do also know that they are administering at a
minimum $179 (not $175) million dollars (the current funding level for this process at
the CDC).

Page24
The last tiny paragraph: I think Kushner's quote is a great way to end the article.
So, there are my additions, corrections and clarifications. Thank you VERY MUCH
for allowing me to be a part of this process. It means a lot to me. I hope these all
make sense Jeff. If you have any further questions or need me to read anything else,
please give me a call.
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Chair
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Vice Chair
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Date: 8/22/94
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Jay Coburn, AAC/PAG (202) 986-1345
Tomiko Connor, SFAF/GBAHPWG (415) 487-3097
Julie Scofield, NASTAD (202) 434-8092
Carol Varga, AmFAR (202) 331-8606
Kerrington Osborn, NTFAP/Campaign For Fairness (415) 403-3809
Derek llodel, GMIIC/TAG (212) 337-1220
Judy Klapholz, APLA (213) 993-1595
Valerie Kegebein, SF DPH AIDS Office (415) 431-7547
Crystal Harris, I\-YC DoH, AIDS Program (212) 788-4278
Richard Scott, Philadelphia DPII AIDS Office (215) E75-5614
John Schunhoff, LA DIIS AIDS Program (213) 738-0825
Glenda Gardner, Houston HHS HMSTD (713) 798-0830
Judith Johns, Chicago AIDS Office (312\ 747-9663
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Please confirm receint

ofthis fax to (415) 863-4676.

URGENT. Please Resnond Accordinglv to networks. clients. staff ETC.

ME M ORAND UM

Date:

22 August 1994

To

All Interested

From:

Mike Shriver, Mobilization Against AIDS
PREVENTION ACTION GROUP

RE

HIV PREVENTION FUNDING

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

tel 415-863-4676

Parties

The Joint Conference on the Labor, Health and Human Services - Education Appropriations
Bill has been moved until after the Congressional recess. The Joint Conference will not decide
on FY 1995 funding levels for HIV/AIDS research, care or prevention until mid-September.

fax 4'15-863-4740

Board of Directors
Ted Fang
Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Tom Bassett

This now means we have almost three weeks to actively mobilize our constituents to target
the Senate conferees ofthe Joint Conference.
As of Friday, August 19,1994, there was still NO indication that the Senate Joint Conferees
were any closer to agreeing to recede to the House number for HIV prevention than they
were at the beginning of the week of August 15th. There has been no indication from the
Senate that they are even willing to agree to any number OTHER THAN the $15
million dollars that is in the Senate Appropriations bill.

Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong
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Executive Director
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$15 million dollars is unacceptable. We need the full $62.7 million new dollarc for
hevention Communitv Plannins that is in the House Aporopriations bill

HIV

We can not accept any less! Because of the reduction in domestic discretionary dollars in FY
1996 on onward, this is our only REAL opportunity to significantly increase funding for HIV
prevention, thanks in large part to the efforts of the House of Representatives. The Senate
Joint Conferees (listed below) MUST hear from us as to how crucial the$62.7 million new
dollars are.
What we need is daily phone calls to the Senate Joint Conferees, as well as daily faxes to the
Chair of the Senate Sub-Committee, Senator Tom Harkin (D-IA) Harkin has long been a
champion on the Senate side for HIV/AIDS funding and he must once again be a leader.
Senator Patty Murray (D-WA) and Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA) are also critical in this
advocacy effort.

Harkin's phone number is: (202) 224-3254
Harkin's fax number is: (202) 224-9369
Murray's phone number is: (202) 224-2621
Murray's fax number is: (202) 224-4238
Specter's phone number

is:

(202) 224-4254

Please be clear in all your communications that we support of the Senate numbers for the

(but need the Joint Conferees to augment the Senate levels for all
Titles of the CARE Act) and are happy that the House and Senate have concurred on the
funding for and authority of the Offfice of AIDS Research at the NIH.

Ryan White CARE Act

Funding for HfV prevention must NOT COME at the expense of CARE or research,
but we MUST SEE a significant increase in HIV prevention funding.
Otherwise, HIV Community Planning will suffer and countless individuals and communities
at-risk for HIV prevention will not receive the services they deserve and need if we are to stop
the spread of HIV in the U.S.

This is urgent!

Thank you for your work on this.
The Senate Joint Conferees are:
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

Tom Harkin (Chair, Sub-Committee) (D-IA) (2OZ) 224-3254; (202) 224-9369 g)
Robert Byrd (Chair, Full Committee) (D-!trV) (202) 224 3954; (202) 224-8070 (F)
Ernest Hollings (D-SC) (202) 224-6121
Dale Bumpers (D-AR) (202) 224-4843
Harry Reid @-NV) (202) 224-3542; (202) 224-7327 @)
Herb Kohl (D-!VI) (202) 224-5653
Patty Murray (D-WA) (202) 224-2621; (202) 224-0238 (F)
Daniel Inouye (D-fil) Q02) 224-39]4

Arlen Specter (R-PA) (202) 224-4254
Mark Hatfield E-OR) (202) 224-3753
Thad Cochran (R-IW) (202) 5054
Ted Stevens (R-AK) (202) 224-3004
Senator Slade Gorton (R-WA) (202) 224-3441
Senator Connie Mack (R-FL) (202) 224-5274
Senator Christopher (Ki| Bond (R-MO) (202) 224'5721; (202) 224-8149 (F)

Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator

For more information, please call fuIike Shriver, E.D., Mobilization Against AIDS
@ (41s) 86s-4676 0D; Gts) 863-4740 @m)
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Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC)
Atlanta GA 30333

October

ll,1994

Mr. Michael D. Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS
584-8 Castro Street
San Francisco, Califomia 94114
Dear

Mr. Shriver:

For your information, f am enclosing a copy of a recent memorandum from Dr. Curran to
the 65 state and local HIV Prevention Program Project Directors. The memorandum outlines
important milestones occurring over the next three months in the HIV Prevention Community
Planning process.
Sincerely yours,

&l"!d- o Mu,mo,
Ronald O. Valdiserri, MD, MPH
Deputy Director
Division of STD/HIV Prevention
National Center for Prevention Services

cc:
J. Curran
A. Hinman
W. Parra
J. Scofield

E. Taylor
J. Wasserheit
G. West

,,"".#

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Public Health Service

Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC)
Arlanta GA 30333

October

TO:

HIV Prevention Program Project Directors

SIIBJECT:

Update on HfV Prevention Community Planning

FROM:

Associate Director for HIV/AIDS

5, 1994

During the next three months, a number of important milestones are occurring in the HfV
Prevention Community Planning process. I thought a brief summary of them would be
useful to you.
Fiscal Year 1995 (Fy 95) Continuation Applicai.ons
Agreements (Program Announcement #300)

for HIV Prevention Cooperative

Continuation applications are due to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
during the week of October 3, 1994. As recommended atthe September 12, 1994IJIV
Prevention Community Planning Consultant's Meeting, CDC is arranging an external review
of the applications to take place in Atlanta on November 6-10, 1994. Each application will
be reviewed by a team composed of three represenktives: a health department representative
(not from the applicant agency), a non-governmental representative, and the CDC Project
Officer. The teams will review the applications to determine (1) progress made in
implementing community planning and consistency with the principles of the guidance
doiument; (2) future technical assistance needs; and (3) innovative modelsipractices to be
disseminated to other areas. Written summary statements of these reviews will be returned
to each applicant.
ht-Progress Review of HIV Preventiott Community Planning

CDC, in collaboration with the National Alliance of State and Territorial AIDS Directors and
other prevention partners, is planning an overall review of progress in HfV prevention
conrmunity planning on December 5-7, 1994 in Atlanta. At this meeting, representatives
from CDC, health departments, non-governmental organizations, and community planning
groups will discuss progress in achieving the five core objectives (HandbookforHN Prevenrion
Communiry ptanning, April 1994, page 8-3) of HIV prevention community planning based on
information obtained from the November review and other sources. Recommendations from
this meeting will help shape future directions of the community planning initiative.

Page 2 -
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HMrevention Program Project Directors

95 Supplemental Prevention Funds

Congress has appropriated additional FY 95 HIV prevention funds. These funds will be
awarded competitively as a supplement to Program Announcement #300. The anticipated
timeline for the competition is as follows:
December

7, 1994

The third day of the December 5-'1, 1994 In-Progress Review
Meeting will be dedicated to discussing potential criteria for
competition of supplemental funds;
The request for applications and the competitive criteria will be

Early January 1995

announced;

Early February 1995

Supplementat Applications due to CDC;

Middle - I-ate February

Objective review of applications for supplemental funds;

Early-Mid March

Supplemental funds awarded.

Co-Chain Meeting

in

1995

A meeting for HfV Prevention Community Planning Co-Chairs is in the initial planning
stages. Such a meeting will likely be held in early March 1995.

I hope this information

is helpful.

If

you have any questions, please contact your Project

Officer or Grants Specialist.

W. Curran, M.D., M.P.H.
Surgeon General
cc:

A. Hinman
W. Parra
J. Scofield
E. Taylor
R. Valdiserri
J. Wasserheit
G. West

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Public Health Service

Office of the Assistant Secretary

for Health
Washington DC 2O2Ol
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Mr. Mike Shriver
Execut.i-ve Director
Mobilization Against AIDS
584-B Castro Street
San Francisco, CA 941,14
Dear Mike,

Just a noLe to tel-I you how much I appreciated your efforts
on the Prevention Work Group and how pleased I am with the
report, which should soon be comi-ng to pat.sy and me. The
whole process is started, now we simply have to keep it going
with lots of energy.
With best. regards,
Sincerely,

,nrilhA"",M

D.

Assf-btant lsecretary for Health
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Chair
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Dear Regina:

CONFIDENTIAL
For your information. I'll be speaking to you soon!

mds

Please confirm receipt

ofthis fax to (41$ 863-4676.

MEMORANDUM
Date:

15

To:

Interested Parties

From

Mike Shriver, Mobilization Against AIDS
P RE I,ryNTI O N

Mobilization
Against AIDS

RE
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

tel 415-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740

Board of Directors
Ted Fang
Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Tom Bassett
Treasurer
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Ron Wong
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ACTIOAI GRO(TP

HIV PREVENTION FUNDING ACTION ALERT

The House-Senate Joint Conference on the Labor, Health and Human
Services - Education Appropriations Bill will in all likelihood happen late
Wednesday or early Thursday this week (the 17th or the 18th).

It is clear that the Senate is NOT planning to recede to the House on the
funding for HIV prevention for next yea.r.
Calls must be placed to the Office of Senator Tom Harkin (Chair of the
senate sub-committee on appropriations for Labor, HHS - E) to strongly
encourage him and the Senate Joint Conferees to recede to the House
funding level for HIV prevention

Harkin must hear from as many people as possible as soon as possible that
we fullv suooort an increase of ) 7 million new dollars for HIV
prevention for FY 1995. We can not survive with less
Harkin needs to hear from as many people as humanly possible within the
next24 hours. Staff, clients, volunteers, communif members, basically
anyone! The word is that the Senate is not planning to recede to the
House on the prevention number. Remember that while the House gave
HIV prevention a$62.7 million dollar increase, the Senate only gave HIV
prevention a $15 million dollar increase. The House funding level is the
best possible number for HIV prevention for next year and must be
supported.

Harkin's phone number is: (202) 224-3254
Harkin's fax number is: (202) 224-9369

This is urgent!
Uor

Thank you for your work on this.

D R.,AFT
October 14, 1994

Dr. Philip R. Lee, MD.
Assistant Secretary for Health
Departrnent of Health and Human Services

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro

St.

San Francisco, CA

and

Ms. Patsy Fleming
Interim National AIDS Policy Coordinator
200 Independence Avenue, SW
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Washington, D.C. 20201

94114
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Dear Dr. Lee and Ms. Fleming
On behalf of the Prevention Action Group (PAG), the national coalition of HIV
prevention advocates, I am writing to forward our recommendations for the second and
more expansive phase of the comprehensive HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group. As
you both are aware, PAG has been extremely pleased to watch the development and
culmination of the HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group and is eagerly anticipating the
impact of this process on the FY 1996 President's Budget Request for HIV prevention
funds across the Public Health Service, and in particular as it pertains to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
Because the HHS and PHS have made a serious commitment to continue this process, the
final meeting of the HHS Work Group was devoted to discussion of next yearrs process.
Next year's process, which we hope to see begin as soon as possible, will have a decided
impact not only on the FY 1997 HIV prevention budget requests, but also on the
collaborative, non-duplicative and innovative partnerships across the agencies of the
Public Health Service.

The goal, as we understand it, of the second phase of the HHS/PHS HIV Prevention
Work Group is not only to arrive at a set of principles and priorities for the allocation of
HIV prevention resources at the federal level, but also to actively pursue a comprehensive
PHS HIV prevention plan for FY 1997. Gven this, PAG would like to suggest the
following structure for the HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group process:
I

The continuation of the same process used to impact the FY 1996 budget request
(including the "core team," the larger Work Group, and avenues for community
input through the community consultants); and

2.

The creation of a series of Task Forces to the HHS/PHS process which will
address a set of core issues surrounding a comprehensive PHS HIV Prevention

Action Plan.
Following is an explanation of these suggestions

l0/14/94 PAG letter to Dr. Philip R. Lee and AIs. Patsy Fleming, page 2

l.

The continuation of the process already in place
PAG believes that the Work Group, actualned in June 1994 and concluded in September
1994, rs a strong foundation for all future HHSIPHS HIV prevention - related processes. We
remain concerned that the degree to which community consultants were included is still not
thorough and inclusive enough to reflective the national breadth of the epidemic, and suggest
that HHS/PHS make a concerted effiort to make this group more inclusive and diverse. We
are still concerned that there is a lack of dedicated expertise for youth (especially gay and
bisexual youth at-risk) as well as representation from the Native American communities.
As there is quite a bit of time before the FY 1997 budget justification needs to be submitted to
the Secretary and to OMB, we are confident that more communication between the
community consultants and their constituents, networks and colleagues will happen to inform
the next phase of this process. T'o this end, we recommend that the HHS/PHS HIV
Prevention Work Group (with augmentation of community consultants as referenced above)
begin its process as soon as possible, and no later than January 1995.

2.

The creation of Task Forces
Because the mission of the HHS process for the next year is far more sweeping, and will
demand greatly increased input from all parties with a vested interest in improving the delivery
of comprehensive HIV prevention services to individuals and communities at significant risk
for HIV infection, PAG recommends that HHS/PHS convene a series of Task Forces (no
more than five) that will allow for increased input from PHS agencies, community consultants,
state and local health departments and PHS/FIHS staffregarding the development ola
comprehensive HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Plan for FY 1997. The specifics of the Task
Forces will be at the discretion of HHS/PHS; however, PAG believes that the Task Forces
should address core areas regarding HIV prevention, including:
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

counseling and testing/access to HIV prevention
men who have sex with men
women (including lesbian and bisexual women)
substance users and abusers
youth and young adults (especially gay and bisexual males)

Each of the Task Forces would be comprised of relevant PHS stafi members of the
HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group, members of the "core group," additional community
representatives and stafffrom PHS agencies involved in HIV prevention. Each would act as a
think tank that would uncover and illuminate relevant issues surrounding their topical area,
and would forward its findings through the appropriate community consultant sitting on the
HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group.

Timing would necessitate that these Task Forces begin their discussions in February 1995 and
finish their process no later than May 1995.
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In closing, PAG hopes that this correspondence can be followed by a meeting with both of you to
discuss the status of FY 1995 activities and to further the discussion regarding PAG's proposal for the
HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group process.
PAG is very heartened by the progress that HHS and PHS have made over the past year. Please
know that we share HHS's and PHS's sense of urgency regarding HIV prevention, and want to
continue to work closely with HHS and PHS as we move into 1995 and beyond. The work we
continue to do will benefit not only individuals and communities at-risk for HIV infection, but will
also benefit HHS, PHS, state and local health departments and the community-based organizations
that provide HIV prevention services.

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please feel free to contact me at (415)
863-4676. We hope to set a meeting date for November or December 1994. Please let us know
what will work for you so that we can convene PAG. Thank you again.

Sincerely,

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS
Steering Committee member, Prevention Action Group
Community Consultant, HHSIPHS HIV Prevention Work Group

cc:

Prevention Action Group

By Facsimile

Post-it'' Fax
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Dr. Philip R. Lee, MD.
Assistant Secretary for Health
Department of Health and Human Services
and

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA

Ms. Patsy Fleming
lnterim National AIDS Policy Coordinator
200 Indcpendence Avenue, SW
Roonr 716-G
Washington, D.C. 20201

94114

tel 4'15-863-4676

Dear Dr. Lee and Ms. Fleming:

tax 4'15-863-4740

Board of Directors
Ted Fang
Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Tom Bassett
Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns

I wanted to write and thank the two of you for not only the past two meetings of the FIHS/PHS
HIV Prevention Work Group, but also for your sense of urgency and leadership regarding HIV
prevention reform.

In reviewing the timeline from inception of the HHS Work Group to fruition (February 1994 until
June 1994), I am overwhelmed by the pace and seriousness of this activity from PHS and HHS.
Sitting in the meeting the other day, I was equally impressed by the manner in which both of you
addressed not only the PHS agency representatives, but also the Community Consultants.
Now that I am back in my office and have had time to reflect on the August 17, 1994 meeting, I
am more dedicated to this process than ever before. Watching the group move towards
comprehensive and rational HfV prevention priority-setting principles and dollar allocations was
(and is) encouraging, to say the least.

Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

On a personal note, I am honored to know the two of you and be able to participate in this
process. I hope that I can continue to actively contribute to this process, not only for FY 1996,
but for the out years.

Anyway, I just wanted to make sure I thanked you both for all that you continue to do for the HIV
impacted communities. Please know that I am more than appreciative. I look forward to seeing
you at the September L9,1994 meeting, and hopefully before that.
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Take good care.
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Sincerely

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS
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cc:

Donna Shalala, Secretary of Health and Human Services

C\

June 9, 1994

ACT UP/I{ew York
135 West 29th Street, lfth Floor
New York City, NY 10001

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

tel 415-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740

Board of Directors
Ted Fang

Chair
Martha Nissen
Vice Chair
Tom Bassett
Treasurer

Rick Hauptman

Dear ACT UPA{ew York:

Mobilization Against AIDS, I

am writing to request that our
pulled
from
list
the
of endorsers for The AIDS Cure Act (H.R. 4370).
organization be
While Mobilization Against AIDS has been listed in the past as having endorsed the
Nadler Bill, we are no longer able to continue our support, for a variety of reasons,
explicated below. Please know, however, that we are extremely supportive of
focused, non-duplicative and reasoned reform that is aimed at bringing about an end to
the HIV/AIDS pandemic, nationally as well as internationally.

On behalf of

The current reform activities in place at the NIH, namely those directed by The NIH
Revitalization Act of 1993 (P.L. 103-43) (S 1), are, in our opinion, essential towards a
more comprehensive, directed and non-duplicative protocol for HIV/AIDS research as
administered by the NIH, specifically as overseen by the OAR Director, Dr. William
Paul. The fact that even the authority of the OAR is in question Congressionallly says
to us that any competing or contradicting legislation that calls into question the OAR
as essential reform must be questioned and re-evaluated.

Secretary
Steve Burns
.loe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
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The authority of the OAR must be honored and supported. For this reason, we are no
longer able to support H.R. 4370 because we fear its potential to divert Congressional
and community support away from this legislation.
Secondly, while we applaud the activist communities and their initiative in addressing
the need for crucial and invigorated HIV/AIDS research, we are equally concerned
that the ambiguities of H.R. 4370 may, in fact, lead to the erosion of current, tenuous
and inadequately funded HIV/AIDS programs at the Public Health Services (CARE at
HRSA, HIV prevention at the CDC, and HIV/AIDS research through the consolidated
budget at the Ntr{) Any bill directing reform without authorizing levels that does not
augment current program activity (such as the Supplemental Guidnnce for Community
HIV Prevention Planning as issued by the CDC in January 1994) is cause for concern.
Gven that there is less domestic discretionary spending available for Labor, Health
and Human Services - Education in Federal Fiscal Year 1995 than was available in
Federal Fiscal Year 1993, we are greatly concerned that H.R. 4370 could cause major
re-distribution of minimal resources in the absence of authorizing levels.

Lastly, on this point, the lack of a funding mechanism expressed in the bill greatly
concerns Mobilization Against AIDS. We have been trying, with increasing degrees
of success, to remove Congress as the principle director of federal HIV/AIDS policy.

(One need only to look at HIV counseling and testing requirements enforced through
a Congressional mandflte andwhere that has stymied effortsfor effective and real
spending of limited HIV prevention dollars at the CDC to ground this fear as well as
to see where we hwe been successful in removing Congressional mandates).

Finally, we are concerned over the use of the Ryan White Title I Planning Councils as
a venue for procuring experts regarding HIV/AIDS treatrnent and research issues.
The CARE Councils have been designed to meld community-based organizations,
health department entities as well as individuals representing affected communities,
including people living with HIV infection. This body has determinative authority over
the continuation of health care services for people living with HIV who are uninsured,
underinsured andlor low income. (Mobilization Against AIDS has been an
historically strong advocate for the Ryan White CARE Act, especially for increased
appropriations for the bill, as well as now advocating for its expedited
reauthorization).
The Title I Planning Council is not a body that has been designed to have expertise on
HIV/AIDS treatment and research policy, program or advocacy. Further, it is a body
that survives within the context of political activities, being appointed by the local
chief elected ofEcial. It is questionable that in every Title I EMA (Eligible
Metropolitan Area, the Title I area) that one will necessarily find the real opinion
brokers and experts on HIV/AIDS research. Again, this fact also makes us
uncomfortable with H.R. 4370.
Because of the aforementioned issues,
its endorsement of H.R. 4370.

Mobilization Against AIDS can not continue

Nonetheless, we do want to express our shared commitment with the forces behind
H.R. 4370 in terms of finding better treatment options for people living with HIV as
well as a cure. Many of our staffare living with HIV. Nothing is closer to us than a
cure. As you pursue revisions of H.R. 4370, please keep us abreast so that we may reconsider a further endorsement once our concerns have been appropriately and fully
addressed. If you have any further questions, please call.

Sincerely,

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

cc

Representative Jerrold Nadler
Mayor Frank Jordan, San Francisco
ACT UP/Golden Gate
Project Inform
AIDS Action Council

June 9, 1994
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Chair
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Rick Hauptman

Dear ACT UPA.{ew York:
On behalf of Mobilization Against AIDS, I am writing to request that our
organization be pulled from the list of endorsers for The AIDS Cure Act (H.R. 4370).
While Mobilization Against AIDS has been listed in the past as having endorsed the
Nadler Bill, we are no longer able to continue our support, for a variety of reasons,
explicated below. Please know, howeveq that we are extremely supportive of
focused, non-duplicative and reasoned reform that is aimed at bringing about an end to
the HIV/AIDS pandemic, nationally as well as internationally.
The current reform activities in place at the NIH, namely those directed by The NIH
Revitalization Act of 1993 (P.L. 103-43) (S.l), are, in our opinion, essential towards a
more comprehensive, directed and non-duplicative protocol for HIV/AIDS research as
administered by the NIH, specifically as overseen by the OAR Director, Dr. William
Paul. The fact that even the authority of the OAR is in question Congressionallly says
to us that any competing or contradicting legislation that calls into question the OAR
as essential reform must be questioned and re-evaluated.
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The authority of the OAR must be honored and supported. For this reason, we are no
longer able to support H.R. 4370 because we fear its potential to divert Congressional
and community support away from this legislation.
Secondly, while we applaud the actMst communities and their initiative in addressing
the need for crucial and invigorated HIV/AIDS researclq we are equally concerned
that the ambiguities ofH.R. 4370 may, in fact, lead to the erosion of current, tenuous
and inadequately funded HIV/AIDS programs at the Public Health Services (CARE at
IIRSA HIV prevention,at the CDC, and HIV/AIDS research through the consolidated
budget at theNtrI). Anybill directing reform without authorizing levels that does not
augment current program activity (such as the Supplemental Guidoncefor Community
HIY Prevention Planning as issued by the CDC in January 1994) is cause for concern.
Gven that there is less domestic discretionary spending available for Laboq Health
and Human Services'Education inFederal Fiscal Year 1995 than was available in
Federal Fiscal Year 1993, we are gfeatly concerned that H.R. 4370 could cause major
re-distribution of minimal resources in the absence of authorizing levels.

Lastly, on this point, the lack of a funding mechanism expressed in the bill greatly
concems Mobilization Against AIDS. We have been trying, with increasing degrees
of success, to remove Congress as the principle director offederal HIV/AIDS policy.

Lastly, Mobilization Against AIDS, in our review of H.R. 4370 would like to
suggest the following as possible reconstructions of the AIDS Cure Act in an attempt
to see as much of this bill implemented, grven our above concerns and
recommendations:

I

)

Divorce from the Alternative and non-Western research activities
discussions about an HIV/AIDS cure project and make these two
activities discrete:
Place the research and treatment activities of Alternative and nonWestern research activities under the authority of the Institute of
Altemative Research at the NIH (this Institute was established under

the leadership of Senator Tom Harkin of Iowa, a longtime HIViAIDS
champion). Then, develop an authorizing level for these relevant
research activities and create an advisory board to this Institute; and
3

HIV/AIDS cure project, with an advisory board and with an
authorizing amount, under the authority of the Director of the OA&
Dr. William Paul. The advisory Board would have power to direct
research towards a cure (as inclusive as it sees fit) but would not
operate with such broad and sweeping "eminent domain" stafus as is
currently written into H.R. 4370, but would have significant power
over the direction of said research.
Place the

MAA would like this to then serve as a boilerplate for further

discussions regarding
the AIDS Cure Act, but continues to withhold its endorsement. We are, again, very
excited by the enthusiasm and dedication of all the individuals and groups working on
invigorated research and treatment projects, including TAG, AmFA& Project Infornt,
the AIDS Action Council and the ACT UP organizations working on the AIDS Cure
Act. Please keep us posted on your future developments and we look forward to

working with you in our mutual goal to stop HIV/AIDS.

Sincerely,

Mke

Shniver

Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS

cc

AIDS Action Council
ACT UPAIew York
Mayor Frank Jordan, San Francisco
Project Inform
Representative Jerrold Nadler

July 17, 1994
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ACT UP/San Francisco
AIDS Cure Act Working Group
226lMarket Street, Box 115
San Francisco, CA 94114

Against AIDS
Dear ACT UP/San Francisco:
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

tel 415-863-4676
fax 4'15-863-4740

Board of Directors
Ted Fang

As you know, Mobilization Against AIDS (MAA) has officially moved to remove its
name as an endorser of H.R. 4370 (The AIDS Cure Act) as introduced by
Representative Jerrold Nadler. Our reasons were explicated in our correspondence to
ACT UPA.[ew York as dated June 9, 1994. On behalf of Mobilization Against
AIDS, and as agreed upon in our telephone conversation June 30, 1994, I am
forwarding the following suggestions to the AIDS Cure Act Working Group
concerning H.R. 4370.
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Vice Chair

Tom Bassett
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Barring a disaster on Tuesday, July 19,1994, the Senate will move to support at the
National Institutes ofHealth NIH) forthe Office of AIDS Research (OAR)" ...a
single consolidated appropriation as requested by the President." (IIouse of
Representative Report Language for Labor HHS-E Appropriations Bilt , page 7I , June 21 , t gg4) .
As you know, one of the principal concerns expressed by MAA in our June 9, 1994
correspondence was the viability ofthe OAR as, at that time, its authority was in
question Congressionally. While we are displeased with the House appropriations
mark for both the OARNIH ($40.5 million new dollars) as well as CARE (47 million
new dollars overall), we were pleased that the House maintained its support from 1993
in strengthening and recognizing the function and import of the OAR through the
single consolidated budget. MAA feels that with this initial crisis over, we can move
towards addressing the other concerns we have with H.R. 4370.
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I want to begin this discussion with a reiteration of a basic tenet of MAA regarding
HIV/AIDS research: We support focused, non-duplicative and reasoned reform that is
aimed at bringing about an end to the HIV/AIDS pandemic, nationally as well as
internationally. Also, MAA is a strong supporter ofthe "triple track" approach to
HIV/AIDS funding and appropriations. The "triple track' approach holds that
HIV/AIDS care, research and prevention programs (as funded by the federal
government) must be funded well and never at the expense of each other. At no time
is a "zero-sum" game (taking, for example prevention funds and moving them to
CARE or researctq etc.) an acceptable pohcy position or funding reality.
This is where our concern over the lack of authorizing levels and firnding mechanisms
for H.R. 4370 are rooted, and continue to be rooted. As ACT UP is well aware, for
federal fiscal year 1995, we have less domestic discretionary dollars available than
were available in federal fiscal year 1993. In FY 1996, we will have less than in FY
1995, until the budget summit agreement is ended (in FY 1998).

The lack of clarity as to the cost of this progrum, coupled with the budgetary
constraints, makes us tinable to support H.R. 4370. What would be necessary in
this case is the establishment of, at a minimum, an authorizing amount for both
the invigoration of the alternative and non-western research program contained
within H.R 4370 as weII as an authorizing level for the HfV cure project.
Secondly, if these projects are to be funded outside of the (formal) mechanism of
the Labor, Health and Human Resources - Education appropriations bilt, this
needs to be stated and codified. If it is to be contained within the Labor, HHS E bill, this must be made clear with (a) format authorizing amount(s)
Regarding the use of the Ryan White Title I Planning Councils as a venue for
procuring experts regarding HIV/AIDS research and treatment issues, MAA stands
firm in its position that these councils are not the appropriate venue. As you may
know, San Francisco, which has a Title I Planning Council, sought to create a separate
planning council to administer its HIV prevention funds (through the Cooperative
Agreement with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC]). The
nominating process used to select the HfV Community Prevention Planning
Council does suggest an alternative that I believe is viable in determining the
representation of a comprehensive and diverse body of individuals and
organizations.
This model was recently utilized by the US Department of Health and Human Services
in organizing the HHSIPHS HIV Prevention Planing Group (which is making budget
recommendations for FY 1996 HIV prevention funds). Simply put, the process
requires coordinating the co-chairs of the relevant HIV/AIDS advisory groups, as well
as a petition through newspapers and service organization networks, to gather names
and establish a matrix of needs for the composition of a planning body.
The co-chairs of the People of Color Advisory Board, the Youth and HIV Advisory
Board, the Title I Planning Council, the Health Services Advisory Board, the Women's
Services Advisory Board and the AIDS Office of the local Health Department met and
developed criteria for membership. Therq they developed a minimum constitution of
the planning board before ever reviewing the applicants. Then, they looked for both
consumers with no organizational affiliation as well as individuals whose area of
expertise were multidisciplinary. Only after this matrix was established did they select
the HIV Prevention Planning Council for San Francisco.
The same process, instituted at the HHS level, brought together recommendations
from a variety of sources, including HIV activist groups, national AIDS policy
organizations and coalitions and used a series of community - HHS meetings to
develop membership criteria and finally, the planning body itself. In the case of the
HIV Prevention Planning Council, established mandates (constructed by the
community in the writing of the 1994 "Supplemental Guidancefor HIV Prevention
Community Planning') guided the demographic and institutional representatives of
these planning groups. In the case of the HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Planning Group,
the mandates of the community planning guidance were adhered to, although this
group was not bound by them.

.

(One need only to look at HIV counseling and testing requirements enforced through
a Congressional mandote andwhere that hos stymied effortsfor effective and real
spending of limited HIV prevention dollars at the CDC to ground this fear as well as
to see where we have been successful in removing Congressional mandates).

Finally, we are concerned over the use of the Ryan White Title I Planning Councils as
a venue for procuring experts regarding HIV/AIDS treatment and research issues.
The CARE Councils have been designed to meld community-based organizations,
health department entities as well as individuals representing affected communities,
including people living with HIV infection. This body has determinative authority over
the continuation of health care services for people living with HIV who are uninsured,
underinsured and/or low income. (Mobilization Against AIDS has been an
historically strong advocate for the Ryan White CARE Act, especially for increased
appropriations for the bill, as well as now advocating for its expedited
reauthorization).
The Title I Planning Council is not a body that has been designed to have expertise on
HIV/AIDS treatment and research policy, program or advocacy. Further, it is a body
that survives within the context of political activities, being appointed by the local
chief elected official. It is questionable that in every Title I EMA (Eligible
Metropolitan Are4 the Title I area) that one will necessarily find the real opinion
brokers and experts on HIV/AIDS research. Again, this fact also makes us
uncomfortable with H.R. 4370.
Because of the aforementioned issues,
its endorsement of H.R. 4370.

Mobilization Against AIDS can not continue

Nonetheless, we do want to express our shared commitment with the forces behind
H.R. 4370 in terms of finding better treatment options for people living with HIV as
well as a cure. Many of our staffare living with HIV. Nothing is closer to us than a
cure. As you pursue revisions ofH.R. 4370, please keep us abreast so that we may reconsider a further endorsement once our concerns have been appropriately and fully
addressed. If you have any further questions, please call.

Sincerely

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

cc:

Representative Jerrold Nadler
Mayor Frank Jordan, San Francisco
ACT UP/Golden Gate
Project Inform
AIDS Action Council

By FTcsimile
(202) 690-6960t7098

October 14,1994
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Dear Dr. Lee and Ms. Fleming:
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On behalf of the Prevention Action Group (PAG), the national coalition of HIV prevention
advocates, I am writing to forward our recommendations for the second and more expansive
phase of the comprehensive HHSPHS HIV Prevention Work Group. As you both are aware,
PAG has been extremely pleased to watch the development and culmination of the HHSIPHS
HIV Prevention Work Group and is eagerly anticipating the impact of this process on the FY
1996 President's Budget Request for HIV prevention funds across the Public Health Service,
and in particular as it pertains to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
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Because the HHS and PHS have made a serious commitment to continue this process, the
final meeting of the HHS Work Group was devoted to discussion of next year's process. Next
year's process, which we hope to see begin as soon as possible, will have a decided impact not
only on the FY 1997 HIV prevention budget requests, but also on the collaborative, nonduplicative and innovative partnerships across the agencies of the Public Health Service.

The goal, as we understand it, of the second phase of the HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work
Group is not only to arrive at a set of principles and priorities for the allocation of HIV
prevention resources at the federal level, but also to actively pursue a comprehensive PHS
HIV prevention plan for FY 1997. Gven this, PAG would like to suggest the following
structure for the HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group process:
I

The continuation of the same process used to impact the FY 1996 budget request
(including the "core team," the larger Work Group, and avenues for community input
through the community consultants), and

)

The creation of a series of Task Forces to the HHS/PHS process which will address a
set of core issues surrounding a comprehensive PHS HIV Prevention Action Plan.

Coordinators

world's largest
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AIDS event:
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Following is an explanation of these suggestions.

l0/14/94 PAG letter to Dr. Philip R. Lee and Ms. Patsy Fleming, page 2

l.

The continuation of the process already in place
PAG believes that the Work Group, actualized in June L994 and concluded in
September 1994, is a strong foundation for all future HHSIPHS HIV prevention
planning processes. We remain concerned that the degree to which community
consultants were included is still not thorough and inclusive enough to reflect the
national breadth of the epidemic, and suggest that HHS/PHS make a concerted effort
to make this group more inclusive and diverse. We are still concerned that there is a
lack of dedicated expertise for youth (especially gay and bisexual youth at-risk) as well
as representation from the Native American communities.
As there is quite a bit of time before the FY 1997 budget justification needs to be
submitted to the Secretary and to OMB, we are confident that more communication
between the community consultants and their constituents, networks and colleagues
will happen to better inform the next phase of this process as well as future budget
requests. More importantly, this enhanced communication and response from the
community consultants will assist and improve coordination in and among HHS/PHS
HIV prevention programs. Ultimately, this will result in a more effective utilization of
precious and limited HIV prevention resources. To this end, we recommend that the
FIHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group (with augmentation of community
consultants as referenced above) begin its process as soon as possible, and no later
than January 1995.

2.

The creation of Task Forces
Because the mission of the HHS process for the next year is far more sweeping, and
will demand greatly increased input from all parties with a vested interest in improving
the delivery of comprehensive HIV prevention services to individuals and communities
at significant risk for HIV infection, PAG recommends that HHS/PHS convene a
series of Task Forces (no more than five) that will allow for increased input from PHS
agencies, community consultants, state and local health departments and HHS/PHS
staffregarding the development of a comprehensive HHSIPHS HIV Prevention Plan
for FY 1997. The specifics of the Task Forces will be at the discretion of HHS/PHS;
however, PAG believes that the Task Forces should address core areas regarding HIV

prevention, including:
a.

b.
c.

d.
e.

counseling and testing/access to HIV prevention
men who have sex with men
women (including lesbian and bisexual women)
substance users and abusers
youth and young adults (especially gay and bisexual males)

Each of the Task Forces would be comprised of relevant PHS stafl members of the
HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group, members of the "core group," additional
community representatives and stafffrom PHS agencies involved in HIV prevention.

I 0/ 14194
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These five Task Forces would act as think tanks that would uncover and illuminate
relevant issues surrounding their topical areas, and would forward their findings
through the appropriate community consultant sitting on the HHS/PHS HIV

Prevention Work Group.

Timing would necessitate that these Task Forces begin their discussions in February
1995 and finish their process no later than May 1995.
In closing, PAG hopes that this correspondence can be followed by a meeting with both of
you to discuss the status of FY 1995 activities and to further the discussion regarding PAG's
proposal for the HHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group process.
PAG is very heartened by the progress that HHS and PHS have made over the past year.
Please know that we share HHS's and PHS's sense of urgency regarding HIV prevention, and
want to continue to work closely with HHS and PHS as we move into 1995 and beyond. The
work we continue to do will benefit not only individuals and communities at-risk for HIV
infection, but will also benefit HHS, PHS, state and local health departments and the
community-based organizations that provide HIV prevention services.

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please feel free to contact me at
(415) 863-4676. We hope to set a meeting date for November or December 1994. Please let
us know what will work for you so that we can convene PAG. Thank you again.

On behalf of the Prevention Action Group,

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS
Steering Committee member, Prevention Action Group
Community Consultant, HHSIPHS HIV Prevention Work Group

cc:

Prevention Action Group

By Facsimile
(202) 8984435

August 16,1994

Mr. Bill Freeman
Executive Director
Ndional Associ.dion of Peoplc With AIDS

14l3 K Street, NW
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Against AIDS
Dear
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

Bill

I am sorry that I can not be at the meeting today with Carol

Rasco and Patsy Fleming regarding the
reorganiiuation of the Offrce of National AIDS Policy, but hope that you will be able to communicate the

following points for both myself and Mobilization Against AIDS in my absence:

tel 4'15-863-4676
fax 4'15-863-4740

Board of Directors

I

There is a need for an official, Administration-supported person to be stationed at the
Domestic Poliry Council overseeing HIV/AIDS across the Federal Government,

2.

This person must have access to the Clinton Administration in a comprehensive and
meaningful way so as to advocate on behalf of individuals, communities, regions, and
states impacted by this pandemic;

3

This person must

Ted Fang
Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

llcm

Bassett
Treasurer

see

their job as one that is accountable to the communities impacted by

HIV/AIDS;
4.

This person must have a dynamic vision of the needs of people living with HIV/AIDS
and have a direct relationship to the epidemic either as a caregiver, service provider or
someone living with HIV/AIDS;

5.

The National AIDS Poliry Coordinator must have a strong and complementary working
relationship with the Deputy Director of NAPO and must work with NAPO, as opposed
to working against the activities of the Office of the Assistant Secretary;

6.

The National AIDS Policy Coordinator must be a strong nurnager of personnel and be
able to supervise staff, direct the activities of the staffand inzure that staffis not acting
as a "lone agent," but rather as a collaborator withthe activities ofthe national
HMAIDS agenda;

7

The National AIDS Poliry Coordinator should not, in my opinion, have under their
purview the Public Health Service, but rather, the agencies outside PHS that work in and
around HMAIDS (such as SSA, VA/HUD, USAID, etc.); and

8

The soon-to-be-appointed Presidential Task Force should be chaired by notjust the
National AIDS Poliry Coordinator but also the Deputy Director of NAPO and
community representatives from the Task Force itself.
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As you know, I agree with NAPWA in their determination that there should be a person at the DPC
advocating and coordinating HIV/AIDS poliry across the Federal Government. I also believe that a
strong Public Health Service is not an obstacle to the National AIDS Poliry Coordinator, but rather, an
ally and work-partner. The new Coordinator should not duplicate or try to subsume the activities of the
PHS or those of the Deputy Director of NAPO. This person should have a smaller, and more directed staff
who are among the best and brightest minds willing to work collaboratively for better HIV/AIDS
cooperation, collaboration and poliry across the federal government.

NAPWA letter
Augtrst 16, 1994
page 2

I hold that the activities Mobilization Against AIDS

has discussed with NAPWA for this person are

well-

understood. Barring a narrative recapitulation, I believe that we need a strong, powerful and media-savvy
person at the helm of the Office of National AIDS Policy who is willing to confront the systemic and
organic barriers we experience across the country which prevent HIV/AIDS to be dealt with effectively, or
which prevent it from being funded well at the federal level or which keep people in a state of fear from
either knowledge of their serostatus or from accessing services for the management of their HIV disease.
We can not go through this process and end up at the same place we were at this Spring when NAPWA
and Mobilization Against AIDS called for the resignation of the former Coordinator. It is unacceptable
and ultimately destructive to our collective efforts to end this epidemic.

Know that Mobilization Against AIDS is committed to assistingboth NAPWA and all the National AIDS
Organizations as well as the new National AIDS Policy Coordinator making sure the new person, the
structure and the new job description are in concert with the real needs of those of us lMng with

HIV/AIDS.
Please feel free to communicate my support in your meeting today and
after the meeting. Take care and I will talk to you soon.

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS

Health Commissioner, City and County of San Francisco
Community Consultant, IIHS/PHS HIV Prevention Work Group

I look forward to hearing from you

By Facsimile
(202) 690-6960
E*f"

February 23,1994
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Board of Directors
Ted Fang
Chair
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Thank you for taking the time to meet on Friday, February 18, 1994 with Congresswoman
Nancy Pelosi, Pat Franks, Dr. Steve Morin, Regina Aragon and me regarding our concerns
surrounding HIV prevention reform. Based on our conversation at that meeting, I am
forwarding to you a synopsis of the areas of HIV prevention at the federal level that are still in
need of reform, statutorily or administratively. I was personally very pleased with our
discussion last week regarding the status of HIV prevention activities overseen by the
Deparhnent of Health and Human Services (I+IS), particularly those activities that are
directly under your purview within the Public Health Services (PHS) and look forward to our
meeting the week of March 14,1994. I am heartened by our lines of communication to your
office and I am also aware of your time restraints, especially in light of heatth care reform.
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As you know, San Francisco has been addressing at both a policy and program level the need
to reform the way in which federal HfV prevention services are funded and coordinated. Your
familiarity with the work of the Greater Bay Area HIV Prevention Reform Working Group and
its role in providing consultation in the drafting of H.R. 1538 (Congresswoman Pelosi's
"Comprehensive HIV Prevention Act of 1993") obviates the need for a great deal of
background discussion. As a point of information, we have recently convened a national, nongovemmental working group of community-based advocates and providers to address a
comprehensive HIV prevention reform plan at the federal level.

Below, I have listed those areas that we believe are still in need of immediate action. This list
is based on areas of reform laid out in H.R. 1538. At our upcoming meeting, I hope we can
use the following synopsis as the basis for our discussion. I hope you understand that we are
all very committed to assisting your office, as well as t}re office of Representative Nancy
Pelosi, in bringing about crucial and overdue reform to insure that the spread of HIV can be
halted. Targeted HIV prevention dollars, allocated through the new CDC HIV Prevention
Community Planning Process, is just the beginning of restructuring and oversight of activities
to make HIV prevention cost-effective, nonduplicative and meaningful.
Our specific concerns are as follows:

I

We still do not know what the federal HIV prevention plan is, nor do we
know how federal HIV prevention moneys are being spent across fbderal
agencies, within and outside the Department of Health and Human Services.

2.

We are still unclear what priority HIV prevention has within the Clinton
Administration. This mns across the boar4 from the Office of the National
AIDS Policy Coordinator, to the OfEce of the Secretary of Health and

2

Human Services, to the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health, and to
the Office of the Surgeon General.
J

There is still no known strategic plan for HfV prevention reform within PHS.

4

There is no procedure for PHS to set budget priorities and make HIV
prevention budget requests. No PHS HIV Prevention Advisory Council has
been established.

5

The current funding level for HfV prevention at the CDC are at the l99l
Cooperative Agreernent level, wholly inadequate to meet current need and
demand.

6.

Within the PHS system, no Office of HIV Prevention has been established at
the CDC, SAMHSA, NIH, or HRSA.

7

Reviewing reform activities at the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention(CDC):
a.

There is no legislative authority to increase budget authority within:
Health, Education and Risk Reduction (HE/RR).
D
ii)
Opi/Surveillance;

iii)

iv)
v)
vi)
viD

Counseling, Testingo Referral, and Partner Notification

(GTRPN);

fducation and Information;
Programs targeting Specific Populations;
Adolescent and School-Based Programs; or
Research and Development.

b

There is no statutory authority that mandates the administratively
established HIV Prevention Commumty Planning Process.

c.

Cooperative agreements for HE/RR and CTRPN have been restored
to their 1991 levels due to the increase for federal FY 1994 of $45
million dollars from the L994 Labor, HHS-E Appropriations Bill.
Within the accompanying Report Language, encouragement for
community planning and restoration of Cooperative Agreements to the
FY l99l levels were directed, but not mandated. We need a
mechanism to insure this activity as well as a status report of progress
being made under the guidance for community planning.

d.

Cooperative research initiatives between the CDC and NIH are still
unclear and under-utilized.

While this paints a rather bleak picture of the status of HIV prevention reform, it is important
to note that both the AIDS Action Foundation's "Blueprint for HIV Prevention Reform" as well
as H.R. 1538 have established sound and workable plans of action for federal reform. The
majority of reforms within the CDC, while statutorily recommended within H.R. 1538, remain
unattended to. The majority of reform activities across PHS, which need no statutory
direction, also remain unaddressed.

It is our sincere hope that in establishing a consistent and ongoing communication with you and
your office, we can assist PHS in developing and implementing HIV prevention reform
activities in a timely and efficient miurner.

J

Thank you, again, for your time, your assistance, and your commitnent to HIV prevention
reform, as well as to the full-spectrum needs regarding HIV and AIDS, including substance
abuse and mental health services, care and treatrnent, and research.

I will be following up with your office to arrange the meeting during the week of March 14,
1994, as you asked. I look forward to seeing you then.
Sincerely,

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS
Co-Chair, Greater Bay Area HIV Prevention Working Group
Steering Committee, National HIV Prevention Reform Working Group
cc:

Representative Nancy Pelosi
Steve Morin, Ph.D.
Pat Franks, UCSF/IHPS
Regina Aragon, SFAF

Analysis of SF DPH AIDS Office
"Projections of the AIDS Epidemic in San Francisco: 1994 - 1997"
Issued February 15,1994

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
94114

tel 415-863-4676
lax 415-863-4740

The release of the San Francisco Department of Public Health AIDS Office document
"Projections of the AIDS Epidemic in San Francisco: 1994 - 1997' is an important and
informative step for San Francisco to take in declaring the efficacy of targeted HIV
prevention activities and their impact on the seroprevalence rates for the City and County
of San Francisco. The Health Department should be applauded for its initiative and its
analyses of very telling and somewhat exciting news for both the local community and the
nation as well. Nonetheless, the battles against HIV infection are far from over and one of
the downsides of the release of this document is the absence of a thoughtful and strategic
discussion of the absolute implications of the data as compiled and analyzed by the SF
DPH AIDS Office. This document not only informs the community about HIV
prevention, it also indicates the extent to which HIV infection has ravaged and continues
to take its toll on both San Francisco as well as its health care system.
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Factually, the document is quite accurate. The epidemiology in San Francisco is, by far
and away, the best in the nation. However, the resulting analyses from this data and the
mathematical projections are, at best, uni-directional. It is of grave concern that this
document does not address the need for care. While it is true that al of the information at
hand suggests strongly that HIV prevention efforts, when targeted and well funded, are an
effective measure in halting the spread of HIV, the data also demonstrates, quantitatively,
that HIV/AIDS care demands and need are still increasing in San Francisco.
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San Francisco must be able to discuss the multi-faceted impact of this document and not
allow the need for care, particularly both early intervention services as well as long-range

acute care, to be subsumed and hidden by the very good news that can be documented,
namely that HIV prevention efforts have been demonstrated to be successful in San
Francisco.

There are of course, some flaws to the data, most strikingly for gay and bisexual male
injection drug users and for gay and bisexual male adolescents. The document makes an
unsubstantiated projection regarding gay and bisexual injection drug users (IDUs) while at
the same time playing lip-service to the rise in HIV infections for gay and bisexual male
adolescents and young adults. It is saddening that we can expect that beyond the year
1997 that there will still continue to be a tremendous devastating HIV/AIDS pandemic in
San Francisco.

For example, the executive summary (coupled with trend analyses within the document)
alludes to the fact that young gay and bisexual men will continue to see an increase in their
rates of HIV infection, beggrng the question of announcing success in HIV prevention
efficrts that are so community-specific and not inclusive of all the communities at-risk in
San Francisco. And while the projected shift, ethnically, for gay and bisexual men is slight
over the next three years, it is important to note that there will be an increase in the
percentage of AIDS cases in the gay and bisexual men of color communities.

Lastly, in reviewing the projections discussing the rates of AIDS cases for gay and
bisexual IDUs, it is without explanation why the Seroepidemiology and Surveillance
Branch of the AIDS Office believes that there is a (nearly) equal percentage reductioh for
gay and bisexual IDUs that is equal to that of gay and bisexual men (who are not IDUs).
Gven the incredibly disproportionate seroprevalence and seroincidence rates for gay and
bisexual male IDUs, it is questionable that this specific community will also see as decisive
a reduction as their non-IDU gay and bisexual male counterparts.

Two other relevant points of interest in the document are: l) the obvious documentation
ofthe need for care services; and 2) the fact that these projections are predicated on a
level of maintenance of risk reductive behavior that must be maintained if we are to see
these projections actualized.

First ofi the document carries with it a harrowing realization that one of the mitigating
factors that is to result in the absolute number of people living with AIDS in San Francisco
decreasing is that the death rate of PWAs will soon surpass the rate of new AIDS
diagnoses (projected to first be actualized in 1994 and continuing through 1997). In the
fourteen years of the epidemic in San Francisco, 1994 will be the first year that this
phenomenon will occur.
This information clearly highlights the need for later-stage care (which is both intensive
and expensive) as we begin to see more and more individuals (primarily gay and bisexual
men of all colors) progress through to end-stage disease and death. Also indicated within
the document is the need for accommodating the care system for an ever-increasing
number of PWAs. The data states clearly that we are still going to be seeing an increase
of AIDS cases over the next four years. It does not suggest at all that there are to be no
more AIDS cases past 1994, only further underscoring the need to both continue and
augment care-related services for San Franciscans living with AIDS.
The DPH document also has implications for those asymptomatic San Franciscans (living
with HIV disease but not yet diagnosed as having one or more opportunistic infections
and therefore being diagnosed as having ADS). Using AIDS cases only uncovers a
discrete population of the individuals living with HIV infection. Using the current
projections that 2o/o of the San Francisco population is living with AIDS and that 4o/o of
the City and County is HIV positive, we know that (at the very least) there are two HIV
infections in San Francisco for every one AIDS case. So while the absolute number of
AIDS cases may be decreasing (because of concomitant factors), the absolute number of
individuals living with HIV disease will continue to overwhelm the health care system.

Lastly, it is vital to understand that in order for these projections to have meaning and an
impact, current risk reductive practices, as well as care services, must be both maintained
and augmented to insure that the system is working to its fullest extent to guarantee stong
and targeted HIV prevention efforts for all San Franciscans at-risk for HIV infection.
Also, the system must be able to grow in such a way as to guarantee that all HIV infected
San Franciscans have access to necessary and life-prolonging services, which is their due.
Access to care must be a guarantee for all San Franciscans living with HIV and AIDS.
2

Increased funding for both care (through not only Ryan White Titles I, IL IIIb and IV, but
also for mental health, drug treatment and ancillary services) as well as HIV prevention
activities (through the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Cooperative
Agreement with San Francisco, from the State of California, from the County's General

Fund as well as through private foundations). If funding were to decrease as a bizarre
result of this document, we will only guarantee the dismantling of not only the projections
contained within the DPH report, but also of the health care system of the City and
County of San Francisco.

Illtimately, this report gives to advocates (as well as people affected by HIV) a needed
booster shot. It suggests strongly that we have been on the right track in attempting to
provide culturally-specific and well-targeted efforts aimed at halting the spread of HIV. In
such a political and fiscal climate as we are now in, any and all news that directs us to
applaud our success must be lauded and publicized. At the same time, the document also
strongly highlights that the system is still fragile at best and will not be expecting a
decrease in demand (for either prevention services or care services).
In closing, on a more depressing note, there is an underlying fact that we still are sorely
lacking any treatment for HIV disease that can do anything except prolong life and/or
delay the onset of disease. The invisible factor in all of the projections from the San
Francisco Department of Public Health AIDS Office is that HIV is still not a disease for
which we have a cure (and none seems to be on the horizon). In other words, the ravages
of the epidemic will be with us for years and years, barring a radical and breakthrough
discovery on the treatment side of the equation.
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Dr. Philip R. Lee, MD.
Assistant Secretary for Health
DeparEnent of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Room 7I6-G
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Dr. Lee:
Thank you very much for our phone conversation(s) yesterday, August 2, 1994. Pursuant to our
discussion, I am forwarding the following correspondence articulating my concerns regarding the reauthorization of the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration (SAMHSA).

Mobilization Against AIDS, in our review of our 1994 priorities as well as our internal expertise, has
decided that we will aggressively address the issue of chemical dependency and mental health as they
relate to HIV infection as part of our Strategic Plan for FY 1995 (1195 - 12195). Additionally, I have
authority to begin this work as a preparatory activity to inform our 1995 Strategic Plan.
Having directed a drug and alcohol program for gay and bisexual men of all ages and all colors (the
nation's largest outpatient program of its kind) that dealt explicitly with HIV infection (our
seroprevalence rates surpassed those of the City and County of San Francisco), I come to the world of
HIV policy with a strong historical relationship, personal and professional, to the co-epidemics that are
intertwined with HIV risk and infection.
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To this end, I understand that the reauthorizrtion of SAMHSA is scheduled for the 103rd Congress.
Given that SAMHSA finally has a brilliant and passionate new director, I am writing to request that
PHS and FIFIS consider supporting a continuation of SAMHSA for FY 1995 and reauthorizing
SAMHSA during the first half of the 104th Congress.

Not only should Dr. Nelba Chavez be given the opportunity to review her agency prior to
reauthorization (so as to make substantive and reasoned recommendations towards effective reform), so
too should the commumty have this opportunity. I am especially concerned about SAMHSA's
reauthorization in light of Health Care Reform, Managed Care, the imminent reauthorization of the
Ryan White CARE Act, HIV Prevention Community Planning and the HHS HIV Prevention Working
Group. A decided and community-partnered reauthorization is not only in the best interest of
government and management of limited resources, it is also in the best interest of Americans who rely
upon federal funding for their substance abuse and mental health services.

I encourage you to consider this request seriously and am more than willing to assist PHS, SAMHSA
and Dr. Chavez in the reauthoizationprocess. Thank you for considering this request and if you have
any questions, please give me a call.

Sincerely,

I.mld
l.oiallr.Uq

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

co?Y
August 5, 1994

Dr. Philip R. Lee, MD.
331I Cathedral Avenue, NW
Washington,

DC

2A008

Dear Phil:
Under official correspondence, I faxed to you Wednesday my letter regarding the
reauthorization of SAMHSA. Under this cover, I wanted to write to continue our
conversation regarding HIV Community Planning, the CDC, and compliance with the Report
Language (and active engagement in reform at the State level)

I

ability of a State to refuse compliance with
the CDC in establishing meaningful HIV prevention through the Community Planing
Process. I hope that your conversation with Dr. Satcher helps strengthen the CDC's
understanding of their authority and partnership with the 65 grantees of the Cooperative
lcnow you understand my concern regarding the

Agreements.

Per our call, I amfollowing up with Dr. Cutan to discuss with him the scenario of a State
defunding their Cooperative Agreement City (or Cities as is the case in California). I om
flabbergasted that this is out there in the mix. One does not address "unmet need" as written
into the House Report Language by "creating need." (Especially here in California where
over 45ol of HIV infections reside in San Francisco and Los Angeles & over 53% of all the
cumulative cases are in Los Angeles and San Francisco). I will keep you posted on the
progress with Dr. Curran.
Secondly, regarding the CDC and their FY 1995 funding, I would like to pass the following
scenario by you: If the markfrom the Joint Conference comes in at a minimum of $35

million new dollars, we consider this:

I
2

3

Baclfilling oll the Cooperative Agreements to their FY l99l level
(55 million):
Granting an across the board 5%o increase as both a COLA as well
as in incentive for continuing Community Planning, regardless of
the developmental stage of the plans ($ 9 million); ond
Configure a matrix of critical elements for all HIV Prevention
Community Plans, review Supplemental Grant Requests from the
Cooperative Agreement grantees by an Independent Review Panel
(like Title I of CARE) and thenfold supplemental moneys into the
Stotes and Territories and Cities based on their ability to
demonstrate effective and meaningful community planning ($21

million dollars).

It strikes me that in order to make the "competitive" money wortlwhile, it must be, at o
minimum, an additional $20 million new dollars above the FY l99l bacffill and a straight
"COIA." Otherwise, we offer smaller states, and the territories (and to a lesser extent the
six cities) little or no meaningftil incentive to want to compete for this additional money.
Anything below $20 million dollars available by competition is just not substantial enough to
really consider it able to be bid.

I would suggest thot the "application"
cumbersome or rotefor the grantees.

process

for

the supplemental moneys not be

Perhaps there is a mechanismwhereinwe askfor a

2
rationale from the Community Planning Groups as to how they intend to meet unmet needs
through on increase of Cooperative Agreement funds, match this petition against the
comprehensivity of the ACTUAL HM Prevention Plan and Confinuation Grant Application
to make a determination of the extent of the increase of their Cooperative Agreement.

Hopefully, each grantee will realize that this supplemental bump will then move (upwards)
their baseline fundingfor the following year's Cooperotive Agreement and take seriously
their Letter of Request for Supplemental funding. This probably becomes the fail-safe if in
fact a Community Planning Group hos decided to de-fund a Cooperative Agreement city. If
we accept that this activity (the defunding of a Cooperative Agreement City) is bad policy,
we can then look to make either reparation through the supplemental funding cycle or to
execute a sefise ofdiscipline for foolhordy policy decisions.

I had a great phone call yesterday with Pat Franks who gave me a thumbnail sketch of the
progress she and Jeff Levi d alia are makingwith the review of the PHS programs. I
continue to tell everyone I know about this entirely critical activity and overwhelmingly have
found the community to be amazed that: a) HHS moved so quickly to do the HIV Prevention
Planning activities; and b) HHS/PHS are committed to a community-informed process.
On a totally separote topic, it looks like we finally hsve achieved total consensus about all
the technical and ancillary changes necessaryfor the expedited CAfuE reauthorization. You
lcnow that the four-title coalition has been in agreement for three months already; now, it
looks like the advocacy coalition representing the Title II consortia have fnally struck a
series of compromises and agreements with the four-title coalition and are prepared to move
forward in coalition. NAPWA has also volleyed in with their unequivocal supportfor
expedited reauthorization. I promise to engage you only after we have a concrete product
and process. I do not want to wdste your time with process and negotiation issues. I'll keep
you posted.
epistle finds you well. I have enclosed a few tidbits from San Francisco
regarding needle exchange and medical marijuana, just for your consumption (and even
recycling if you so choose!).

I hope this little

Take care Phil and

I will

see

you later this month.

Sincerely,

Mike Shriver

Home address: 4036 18th Street
SF, CA 94114
(4ts) s52-2957
Pager

number: I-800-SKY-PAGE,

ENCL.

access number 204-7656
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August 3,1994

Dr. Philip R. Lee, MD.
Assistant Secretary for Health
Departrnent of Health and Human Services
200 Independencs Avenue, SW
Room 716-G
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Dr. Lee:
Thank you very much for our phone conversation(s) yesterday, August 2, 1994. Pursuant to our
discussion, I am forwarding the following correspondence articulatlng my concems regarding the reauthorization ofthe Substance Abuse and Mental Health Administration (SAMHSA).

Mobilization Against AIDS, in our review of our 1994 priorities as well as our intemal expertise, has
decided that we will aggressively address the issue of chemical dependency and mental health as they
relate to HIV infection as part of our Strategic Plan for FY 1995 (1/95 - 12195). Additionally, I have
authority to begin this rvork as a preparatory activity to inform our 1995 Strategic Plan.
Having directed a drug and alcohol program for gay and bisexual men of all ages and all colors (the
nation's largest outpatient program of its kind) that d€alt explicitly with HIV infection (our
seroprevalence rates surpassed those of the City and County of San Francisco\ I come to the world of
HIV policy with a strong historical relationship, personal and professional, to the co-epidemics that are
intertwined with HIV risk and infection.
To this end, I understand that the reauthori zation of SAMHSA is scheduled for the 103rd Congress.
Given that SAMHSA finally has a brilliant and passionate new director, I am writing to request that
PHS and FIHS consider supporting a continuation of SAMHSA for FY 1995 and reauthorizing

SAMHSA during the first half of the 104th Congress.
Not only should Dr. Nelba Chavez be given tho opportunity to review her agency prior to
reauthorization (so as to make substantive and reasoned recommendations towards effective reform), so
too should the community have this opporhmity. I am especially concerned about SAMHSA's
reauthorization in light of Health Care Reform, Managed Care, the irnminent reauthorization of the
Ryan White CARE Act, HIV Prevention Community Planning and the I:tr{S Hry Prevention Working
Group. A decided and community-parfrered reauthorization is not only in the best interest of
government and management of limited resources, it is also in the best interest of Americans who rely
upon federal funding for their substance abuse and mental health services.

I encourage you to consider this request seriously and am more than willing to assist PHS, SAMHSA
and Dr. Ctavez in the reauthorization process. Thank you for considering this request and if you have
any questions, please give me a call.

Sincerely

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

.i

August 5, 1994

Dr. Philip R. Lee, MD.
331I Cathedral Avenue, NW
Washington,

DC

20008

Dear Phil
Under fficial coruespondence, I faxed to you Wednesday my letter regarding the
reauthorization of SAMHSA. Under this ccler, I wanted to write to continue our
conversation regarding HIV Community Planning, the CDC, and compliance with the Report
Language (and active engagement in reform at the State level).

I l*tow you understand my concern regarding

ability of a Stote to refuse compliance with
the CDC in establishing meaningful HIV prevention through the Community Planing
Process. I hope that your conversation with Dr. Satcher helps strengthen the CDC's
understanding of their authority and partnership with the 65 grantees of the Cooperative
the

Agreements.

Per our call, I amfollowing upwith Dr. Curran to discass with him the scenario of a State
defunding their Cooperative Agreement City (or Cities as is the case in California). I am
flabbergasted that this is out there in the mix. One does not address "unmet need" as written
into the House Report Language by "creating need." (Especially here in California where
over 4596 of HIV infecttons reside in San Francisco and Los Angeles & over 53% of all the
cumulafive cases are in Los Angeles and San Froncisco). I will keep you posted on the
progress with Dr. Curran.
Secondly, regarding the CDC and their FY 1995 funding, I would like to pass the following
scenario by you: If the markfrom the Joint Conference comes in dt a minimum of $35

million new dollars, we consider this:

I
2

5.

Bacffilling all the Cooperative Agreements to their FY 1991 level
(55 million);
Granting an across the board 5o/o increase as both a COI-A as well
as in incentive for continuing Community Planning, regardless of
the developmental stage of the plans ($ 9 million); and
Configure a matrix of critical elements for all HIV Prevention
Community Plans, review Supplemental Grant Requests from the
Cooperative Agreement grantees by an Independent Review Panel
(ike Title I of CARE) and thenfold supplemental moneys into the
States and Territories and Cities based on their ability to
demonstrate ffictive and meaningful community planning ($21

million dollars).

It strikes me that in order to make the "competitive"

money worthwhile, it must be, at a
minimum, an additional $20 million new dollars above the FY l99l backfill and o straight
"COLA." Otherwise, we offer smaller states, and the territories (and to a lesser extent the
six cities) little or no meaningful incentive to want to compete for this additional money.
Anything below $20 million dollars wailable by competition is just not substantial enough to
really consider it able to be bid.

I would suggest that the "application"
cumbersome or rote for the g;rantees.

process for the supplemental moneys not be
Perhaps there is a mechanism wherein we ask

for a
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rationale from the Community Planning Groups as to hore they intend to meet unmet needs
through an increase of Cooperative Agreementfunds, match this petition ogainst the
comprehensivity of the ACTUAL HIV Prevention Plan and Confinuatton Gront Application
to make a determination CIf the extent of the increase of their Cooperative Agreement.

Hopefully, each grantee will realize that this supplemental bumpwill then move (upwards)
their baseline fundingfor the following year's Cooperative Agreement snd take seriously
their Letter of Request for Supplemental funding. This probably becomes the fail-safe if in
foct a Community Planning Group has decided to de-fund a Cooperafive Agreement city. If
we accept that this activity (the defunding of a Cooperative Agreement City) is bad policy,
'we can then look to make either reparation through the supplemental
funding cycle or to
execute d sense ofdiscipline

forfoolhardy policy decisions.

I had a great phone call yesterday with Pat Franks who gave me a thumbnail sketch of the
progress she and JeffLevi et alia are makingwith the review of the PHS programs. I
continue to tell everyone I lotow about this entirely critical activity and overwhelmingly have
found the community to be amazed that: a) HHS moved so quickly to do the HIV Prevention
Planning activities; and b) HHS/PHS are committed to a community-informed process.
On a totally sepdrate topic, it looks like we finally hwe ochieved total consensus about all
the technical and ancillary changes necessory for the expedited CARE reauthorizafion. You
know that the four-title coalifion has been in agreement for three months already; now, it
looks like the advocacy coalifion representing the Title II consortia hwe finally struck a
series of compromises ond agreements with the four-title coalition and are prepared to move
forward in coalition. NAPWA has also volleyed in with their unequiwcal support for
expedited reaulhorization. I promise to engage you only afterwe have a concrete product
and process. I do not want to woste your time with process and negofiotion issues. I'll keep
you posted.
hope this little epistle finds you well. I have enclosed a few tidbits from fun Francisco
regarding needle exchnnge and medical marijuana, just for yur consumption (and even
recycling if you so choose!).

I

Take core Phil and

I will

see

you later this month.

Sincerely,

Mike Shriver

Home address: 4036 18th Street
SF, CA 94114

(4t5') ss2-2e57
Pager

number: 1-800-SKY-PAGE,

ENCL.

access number 204-7656
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10 August 1994

To:

Rob Cogorno
Office of Representative Rosa Delauro

Against AIDS

From:

Mike Shriver
Mobilization Against AIDS

584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA

RE

Joint Conference on Labor HHS - E

Mobilization

94114

tel 415-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740

Rob

Board of Directors

Per our conversation yesterday, enclosed, please find the copies ofcorrespondences
have had with Dr. Phil Lee regarding the CDC, SAMHSA and other bits and pieces.

I
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Chair
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Secretary
Steve Burns
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Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

What is not here is the discussion he and I had regarding the $3 million dollar cut from
the Senate regarding NAPO. In our conversation, Phil stated his desire to detail staff
out from OASH into the FDA, the CDC and NIH (my suggestion) with this funding. I
understand that he has had ayear to implement this concept, but also understand that
Health Care Reform has occupied way too much of a lot of people's time and energy
and focus. I do know that if this money is re-couped during the Joint Conference, we
will be able to actively participate in the detailing of staffwhere they are needed, the
restructuring of the NAPO Office proper and even the downsizingplan for both
NAPO and ONAP. Steve Morin and I have had lengthy conversations.about this plan,
as have you and I, and Phil is in line with our principles and program for action.

just heard that Labor HHS - E passed the Senate with relatively FEW negative
amendments from Mr. helms. With that in mind, here again is a re-cap of numbers
from my perspective for the Joint Conference:
I

l.
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NIH is obviously non-conference-able.
Title IV of CARE is also non-conference-able.
For Title I, the House should recede to the Senate number of $31
million PLUS support the Senate action to secure the additional $3
million dollar pot for the "hamlets" out of the HRSA Administration's
budget. Further, the House and Senate Joint Conferees should look, if
available, for an $5 million dollars for Title I if there is an offset
available for this. The Senate mark, as we discussed, place us only $5
million shy of the (pathetic) President's request. If this can be done, it
would be fabulous.
The same scenario holds for Title IIIb including trying to find more
funding in the Joint Conference if there is change therein.

5.

6.

The House needs to recede to the Senate mark for Title II.
For HIV Prevention (as well as the entire PHS Prevention Initiative)<
the House should try to force the Senate to recede to the better
package (yours). Where this is unlikely, I am clear that we need to do
at least as well as last year's mark for HIV prevention at the CDC of an
additional $45 mitlion new dollars targeted to Community
Planning. Splitting the difference between the two marks (62.7 and 15
will bring us to $38.9 million, so even the middle mark is good, and
close to the FY 1994 mark.

Lastly, in the Report Language, I know it is unwise to move too new of any language
into the Report, but I am concerned about States defunding their Cooperative
Agreement Cities through the upcoming award of funds from the CDC. I am also
aware that we really do not want to see "Maintenance Of Effort" language, but am
also struck by how vindictive and unwise some States could be in awarding funds from
their HI(V Prevention Community planning processes. Therefore, I hope that the final
Report language for HIV Prevention stresses the desire to have HIV prevention funds
meet unmet needs and not create unmet needs through the defunding of established
block grants between States and their Cooperative Agreement cities.

With regards to CARE, it would be helpful for the House to recede to the Senate
language which does not contain the requirement or directional language regarding
"family-centered care." This is highly proscriptive and unwise, especially in
undermining the determinative authority of Title I and the flexibility of Titles II & IIIb.

I will be seeing you soon! and hope you are getting some rest. If you have any
questions or need to chat before the Joint Conference, please give a call. Take good
care and get ready for the tennis game of your life!
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Board of Directors

Tom

I wanted to

offa quick word of encouragement to you before the Joint Conference on
Labor, HHS - E this week. I am very happy that you were able to lift the funding for CARE
over the House mark (as usual). Please know how appreciative of this I am. Secondly, I am
send

extremely appreciative of the Senate support of the OAR at the NIH.
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However, as you may well know, I am very concerned (still) with the funding level for FY
1995 for HIV prevention activities as administered by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. True to her commitment, Nancy Pelosi lifted that number to a significant and
realistic level in the House (with the cooperation of Rosa Delauro and Nita Lowey and then
with the support of the Chair, your Iowan colleague, Mr. Smith).

I understand the tight constraints the Senate was operating within in the mark-up and am
happy that the Senate gave HIV prevention a lift. Nonetheless, I have to tell you that in order
for the reform activities that you have helped bring about (through last year's appropriations
and Senate Report language) to really become a reality, we have to do better than the Senate
mark in Joint Conference.

Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

Your statement to me that you would "protect" our HIV prevention funding meant a lot to me
and I hope that you will be able to move your colleagues to recede to the House mark of
$62.7 million new dollars, or as close as humanly possible to that mark.
Keep in mind that we now have HIV Prevention Planning occurring at every state as well as
within the six Cooperative Agreement Cities (including Philadelphia and San Francisco).

I know you understand the urgency of HIV prevention as well as insuring the systemic
reforms are in place, funded appropriately and then well-monitored. I can continue to push
the reforms, monitor the CDC and PHS, but I need your help in securing the necessary

Coordinators

wor ld's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:

funding in the Joint Conference so that we continue to promote effective and relevant
prevention activities across the country.

HIV

Please Tom, do all you can to achieve the $62.7 million dollar mark for HIV prevention in the
Joint Conference. I thank you in advance and hope that we can see each other soon! Ifyou
get a chance, please give me a call. Take care and good luck in the Joint Conference.
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Marty
Sorry for the delay, but things at the shop have been chaotic, to say the least.
Pursuant to our conversation last week here are my recommendations for yours and
ACT's consideration in developing a community-responsive package when Angels in
America finally returns to San Francisco.

l.

Mobilization Against AIDS: California's oldest non-profit HIV/AIDS
advocacy organtzation, focused exclusively on policy and appropriations at the federal
level for San Francisco's needs. One of the two HIV/AIDS national organizations
based out of San Francisco. MAA helps financially support the CAEAR Coalition, the
coalition of Title I cities receiving money from the federal govemment for direct
HMAIDS care that does federal advocacy for more money for the areas hardest hit
by HIV/AIDS. San Francisco receives the second largest amount of money under
Title I of the Ryan White CARE Act and MAA! to date, has moved over $40,000 to
the CAEAR Coalition. MAA also supported the National HIV Prevention reform
Working Group and the Greater Bay Area HIV Prevention reform Working Group.

2.

AIDS Foundation: The oldest HIV/AIDS community
organization in San Francisco, offering the single widest array of HIV/AIDS services
for affected and infected, including client services, housing, education and public
policy. One of the most effective and respected AIDS organizations in the country.
SFAF, along with MA,\ helps underwrite the CAEAR Coalition (A LOT!!!) and
provides the staffsupport to the Greater Bay Area HIV Prevention Reform Working
Group and BAHAN, the Bay Area HIV Advocacy Network.
San Francisco

3.

Project Open Hand. The most cost-effective organzation serving
people with HIV/AIDS in San Francisco. The largest food program for PWHIVs and
PWAS i the country. A great bang for the buck.

4.

Black Coalition on AIDS: A cross-county HIV/AIDS organizatiorq
offering a wide array of services including housing, case management, HIV prevention

policy. BCA also helps support ACE, the needle exchange program in
Alameda County and can pass money through for ACE, which is great!

and public

5.

HIV Prevention Project: More commonly known

as "Prevention

Point," the nation's largest, and one of the oldest, needle exchange programs. Now
legal in San Francisco, FIPP serves a huge number of IDUs in the County and has
established a model for needle exchange that has been replicated all over the place.
Every dollar donated to FIPP can but 10 needles.

6.

Gay Asian Pacific Alliance Community HIP Project (GCFIP): The
nation's only gaylbisexual HIV/AIDS project for Asian/Pacific Islanders. They focus
across the board from care programs to prevention to public policy. They are setting
the groundwork for all future HIV/AIDS consolidation efforts with their merger with
Asian AIDS Project. A brilliant organization.

7.

BAY Positives (BAY+): One of two orgaruzations in San Francisco
(the other being Project AHEAD) that addresses the needs of adolescents and young
adults (exclusively) dealing with living with HIV. They are youth-run and youthspecific.

8.

WORLD: Women Overcoming Life ThReatening Diseases, which
with HIV/AIDS, breast cancer, etc. Fabulous, small and women-

addresses women

specific.

9. Project Inform: The only HMAIDS research and treatment-specific
organization in California. A leader nationally for its community-based view and
organizing. PI offers hotline services, clinical trials and even public policy. A truly
great place and very needed.
10.

Larkin Street Youth Center: Works with homeless, runaway and
throwaway youth offering a comprehensive array of services, especially regarding HIV
from prevention to clinical care and housing and treatment. LSYC is the fiscal agent
for Project AHEAD, which offers comprehensive services for HlV-infected youth.

11.

AIDS Benefits Counselors: ABC is great , offering rental assistance
and financial assistance for PWAs. Small and well-loved.

12. AIDS Legal Referral Panel: ALRP is law-based, offering a variety of
legal services for people lMng with HIV, from wills to entitlement advocacy. ALRP
also has a public policy wing.
13. The National Task Force on AIDS Prevention: The nation's ONLY
gaylbisexual men of color national organization. they offer comprehensive services
ranging from care to prevention to fiscal agency-hood to public policy. A great, model

national orgaruzation (the only other national organization based out of San Francisco
besides

MAA).

These are the thirteen best I can come up with, but I would also note Instituto
Familiar de la Raza, serving the Latino Community and LYRIC, serving queer

youth.

I hope this is a god start for you and please give me a call so we can meet next week
to go to the next level of this discussion.
Again, thanks Marty for your concern, your initiative and your support.
mds
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March 28. 1994

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA

Mr. Tinr Offutt
Interim Executive Director
American Indian AIDS Institute
333 Valencia Street, Suite 400
San Francisco. California 94103
Dear Tim

9411 4

tel 415-863-4676
tax 415-863-4740

Board of Directors

Pursuant to our conversation today, this letter serves as a request for a disclosure of
the operational status of American Indian AIDS Institute, specifically, the ramifications
of AIAI's placement into receivership. As we discussed, MAA is concerned in relation
not only to the necessary services AIAI provides to the community, but in relation to
the implications of this as outlined in our 1994 Dance-a-thon contract.

Ted Fang

Chair
Martha Nissen
Vice Chair
Tom Bassett
Treasurer

it

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns

ioe Collins
Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit

A review of the Dance-a-thon contract will show that because funds are intended to be
used for work conducted by benefiting agencies in 1994 (through March 1995), a
provision was made to address the issue of an agency's dissolution and disruption of
services to the community. Should a benefiting agency cease to exist or lose its taxu. . MAA shall distribute your
exempt status, paragraph 2 of the contract states,
agency's share of the proceeds to one or more tax-exempt AIDS education and service
organizations." Furtherrnore, paragraph 4 outlines guidelines for the use of grants.
Specifically, your agency has agreed to use funds as outlined in your agency's Letter of
Intent and has also agreed to provide MAA with quarterly reports that describe how
proceeds have been used to support these projects.
This letter is written to request your assurance that funds will be used specifically as
contracted and quarterly reports will be submitted to MAA. Should you foresee any
difficulty in meeting the terms of our agreement, I would appreciate the disclosure and
the opportunity to discuss these concerns at your earliest convenience.
Please contact me if you have any questions.

AIDS advocacy

organization

Sincerely
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Nakata
Finance & Administration Director
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Mr. Delma Mitchell

Board of Directors
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450 Golden Gate Avenue
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RE: Taxpayer ID Number 94-3093457
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Thank you for your assistance today regalding the Final Notice of
lntention to Levy for Mobilization Against AIDS' (MAA) payroll ta:(
underpayments for tax periods ending 9/30193 arld 12131/93. As we
discussed to avert this actioq I am working to bring MAA's account
crurent for the first quarter of 1994 and will provide information that
documents this activity. As instructe4 I will, under sepalate cover,
forward MAA's March 15th payment to you directly.
Pursuant to our conversation, I am attaching a copy of MAA's
corespondence dated February 8, 1994 with the IRS regarding a Notice
to Levy for taxes owed from 1989 and 1992 that documents my attempts
to contact the IRS regarding this matter as well as the matter of MAA's
underpayment of taxes in 1993. As we discussed, I would appreciate
your looking into the circumstances around the lely placed on IvIAA's
Califcrrnia Federal Bank account (number 358-0507473-8) despite full
payment of these taxes and penalties. |vfs. Slaughter with the IRS
assured me that making full payment would prevent the levy from being
carried out. However. oonespondence from California Federal Bank
states that compliance with tire lcrl was made on February 28. i994.

t

a

IRS
Taxpayer ID Number 94-3093457

March 9,1994
Page Two

We understand the seriousness of your colrespondence and will make
every effort to rectifu this situation as quickly as possible. However,
because MAA is a non-profit agency that advocates for people infected
and affected by HIV/AIDS, we are ineligible for federal funding and
rely primarily on private, individual donors. Therefore, our desire to
comply with a payment plan may challenge our resources and, in
foresight, we thank you in advance for your patience in dealing with our
agency.

I look forward to receiving the forms you described and meeting with
you on April 5th to discuss these matters firrther.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Nakata
Director, Finance & Administration

lfil
Attachments

_> cc:

Mike Shriver
MAA Executive Director
(without attachments)
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Against AIDS

Dr. Philip R. [.€e, MD.
Assistant Secretary for Health
DeparEnent of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Room 7164
Washington, D.C. 20201
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Dear Dr. [,ee:
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Thank you for taking the time to meet on Friday, February 18, 1994 with Congresswoman
Nancy Pelosi, Pat Franks, Dr. Steve Morin, Regina Aragon and me regarding our concerns
surrounding HfV prevention reform. Based on our conversation at that meeting, I am
forwarding to you a synopsis of the areas of HIV prevention at the federal level that are still rn
need of reform, statutorily or administratively. I was personally very pleased with our
discussion last week regarding the status of HIV prevention activities overs@n by the
Departnent of Health and Human Services 0+IS), particularly those activities that are
directly under your purview within the Public Health Services (PHS) and look forward to our
meeting the week of March 14, 1994. I am heartened by our lines of communication to your
office and I am also aware of your time restraints, especially in light of health care reform.
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As you know, San Francisco has been addressing at both a policy and program level the need
to reform the way in which federal HIV prevention services are funded and coordrnated. Your
familiariry* with the work of the Greater Bay Area HfV Prevention Reform Working Group and
its role in providing consultation in the drafting of H.R. 1538 (Congresswoman Pelosi's
"Comprehensive HIV Prevention Act of 1993") obviates the need for a great deal of
background discussion. As a point of information, we have recently convened a national, nongovernmental working group of community-based advocates and providers to address a
comprehensive HIV prevention reform plan at the federal level.

Below, I have listed those areas that we believe are still in need of immediate action. This list
is based on areas of reform laid out in H.R. 1538. At our upcoming meeting, I hope we can
use the following synopsis as the basis for our discussion. I hope you understand that we are
all very commiued to assisting your office, as well as the office of Representative Nancy
Pelosi, in bringing about crucial and overdue reform to insure that the spread of HIV can be
halted. Targeted HIV prevention dollars, allocated through the new CDC Hw Prevention
Community Planning Process, is just the begiruring of restructuring and oversight of activities
to make HfV prevention costtffective, nonduplicative and meaningful.
Our specific concerns are as follou,s:
I

We still do not know what the federal HfV prevention plan is, nor do we
know how federal HIV prevention moneys are being spent across federal
agencies, within and outside the Department of Health and Human Services.

2.

We are still unclear what priority HIV prevention has within the Clinton
Administration. This runs across the board, from the Office of the National
AIDS Policy Coordinator, to the Office of the Secrstary of Health and

t

2

Human Services, to the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health, and to
the Office of the Surgeon General.

3.

There is still no known strategic plan for HIV prevention reform within PHS.

4.

There is no procedure for PHS to set budget priorities and make HIV
prevention budget requests. No PHS HIV Prwention Advisory Council has
been established.

5

The current funding level for HIV prevention at the CDC are at the l99l
Cmperative Agreernent level, wholly inadequate to meet current need and
demand.

6

Within the PHS system, no Office of HIV Prevention has been established at
the CDC, SAMHSA, NIH, or HRSA.

7

Reviewing reform activities at the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention(CDC):
a.

There is no legislative authority to increase budget authority within
i)
Eealth, Education and Risk Reduction (IIE/RR).

iD
iii)

iv)
v)
vi)
viD

Epi/Suneillance;
Counseling, Testing, Referral, and Partner Notification

(GTRPN);
Education and Information;
Programs targeting Specific Populations;
Adolescent and School-Based Programs; or
Research and Development.

b

There is no statutory authority that mandates the administrativell'
established HIV Prevention Community Planning Process.

c.

Cooperative agreements for HE/RR and CTRPN have been restored
to their 1991 levels due to the increase for federal FY 1994 of $45

million dollars from the 1994 Labor, HHS-E Appropriations Bill.
Within the accompanying Report Language, encouragement for
community planning and restoration of Cooperative Agreements to the
FY l99l levels were directed, but not mandated. We need a
mechanism to insure this activity as well as a status report of progress
being made under the guidance for community planning.
d

Cooperative research initiatives between the CDC and NIH are still
unclear and under-utilizcd.

While this paints a rather bleak picture of the status of HIV prevention reform, it is important
to note that both the AIDS Action Foundation's "Blueprint for HIV Prevention Reform" as well
as H.R. 1538 have established sound and workable plans of action for federal reform. The
majori6'of reforms within the CDC, while statutorily recommended within H.R. 1538, remain
unattended to. The majority of reform activities across PHS, which need no statutor),
direction, also remain unaddressed.

It is our sincere hope that in establishing a consistent and ongourg communication with you and
your office, we ctul assist PHS in developing and implementing HIV prevention reform
activities in a timely and efficient manner.

3

Thank you, again, for your time, your assistance, and your commitnent to HIV prevention
reform, as well as to the full-spectrum needs regarding HIV and AIDS, including substance
abuse and me,ntal health services, care and treatnent, and research.

I will be following up with your office to arrange the meeting dunng the week of March 14,
1994, as you asked. I look forward to seeing you then.
Sincerely,

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS
Co-Chair, Greater Bay Area HfV Prevention Working Group
Steering Committee, National HfV Prevention Reform Working Group
cc:

Representative Nancy Pelosi
Steve Morin, Ph.D.
Pat Franks, UCSF/IHPS

Regina Aragon, SFAF
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Dr. Philip R. Lee, MD.
Assistant Secretary for Health
Deparfrnent of Health and Human Services
200 lndependence Avenue, SW
Room 716-G
Washington, D.C. 20201

584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA

Dear Dr. Lee:
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Thank you for taking the time to meet on Friday, February 18, 1994 with Congresswoman
Nancy Pelosi, Pat Franks, Dr. Steve Morin, Regina Aragon and me regarding our concerns
surrounding HIV prevention reform. Based on our conversation at that meeting, I am
forwarding to you a synopsis of the areas of HIV prevention at the federal level that are still in
need of reform, statutorily or administratively. I was personally very pleased with our
discussion last week regarding the status of HIV prevention activities overseen by the
Deparfrnent of Health and Human Services (I*{S), particularly those activities that are
directly under your purview within the Public Health Services (PHS) and look forward to our
meeting the week of March 14, 1994. I am heartened by our lines of communication to your
offrce and I am also aware of your time restraints, especially in light of health care reform.
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As you know, San Francisco has been addressing at both a policy and program level the need
to reform the way in which federal HIV prevention services are funded and coordinated. Your
familiarity with the work of the Greater Bay Area HIV Prevention Reform Working Group and
its role in providing consultation in the drafting of H.R. 1538 (Congresswonum Pelosi's
"Comprehensive HfV Prevention Act of 1993") obviates the need for a great deal of
background discussion. As a point of information, we have recently convened a national, nongovernmental working group of community-based advocates and providers to address a
comprehensive HIV prevention reform plan at the federal level.

Below, I have listed those areas that we believe are still in need of immediate action. This list
is based on areas of reform laid out in H.R. 1538. At our upcoming meeting, I hope we can
use the following synopsis as the basis for our discussion. I hope you understand that we are
all very committed to assisting your office, as well as the office of Representative Nancy
Pelosi, in bringing about crucial and overdue reform to insure that the spread of HIV can be
halted. Targeted HfV prevention dollars, allocated through the new CDC HIV Prevention
Community Planning Process, is just the beginning of restructuring and oversight of activities
to make HIV prevention cost-effective, nonduplicative and meaningful.
Our specific concerns are as follows:
1.

We still do not know what the federal HfV prevention plan is, nor do we
know how federal HIV prevention moneys are being spent across federal
agencies, within and outside the Department of Health and Human Services.

2

We are still unclear what priority HIV prevention has wittrin the Clinton
Administration. This runs across the board, from the Office of the National
AIDS Policy Coordinator, to the Officebf the Secretary of Health and

2

Human Seryices, to the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health, and to
the Office of the Surgeon General.
3

There is still no known strategic plan for HfV prevention reform within PHS

4

There is no procedure for PHS to set budget priorities and make HIV
prevention budget requests. No PHS HIV Prevention Advisory Council has
been established.

5.

The current funding level for HfV prevention at the CDC are at the 1991
Cooperative Agreement level, wholly inadequate to meet current need and
demand.

6

Within the PHS system, no Office of HIV Prevention has been established at
the CDC, SAMHSA, NIH, orHRSA.

7

Reviewing reform activities at the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention(CDC):
a

There is no legislative authority to increase budget authority within:
i)
Health, Education and Risk Reduction (HE/RR).
ii)
Epi/Surveillance;
iii) Counseling, Testing, Referral, and Partner Notification

iv)
v)
vi)
viD
b

c.

(crRPN);
Education and Information;
Programs targeting Specific Populations;
Adolescent and School-Based Programs; or
Research and Development.

There is no statutory authority that mandates the administratively
established HIV Prevention Community Planning Process.
Cooperative agreements for HE/RR and CTRPN have been restored
increase for federal FY 1994 ofS45
million dollars from the 1994 Labor, HHS-E Appropriations Bill.
Within the accompanying Report Language, encouragement for
community planning and restoration of Cooperative Agreements to the
FY l99l levels were directed, but not mandated. We need a
mechanism to insure this activity as well as a status report of progress
being made under the guidance for community planning.

totheir l99l levels duetothe

d.

Cooperative research initiatives between the CDC and NIH are still
unclear and under-utilized.

While this paints a rather bleak picture of the status of HIV prevention reform, it is important
to note that both the AIDS Action Foundation's "Blueprint for HIV Prevention Reform" as well
as H.R. 1538 have established sound and workable plans of action for federal reform. The
majority of reforms within the CDC, while statutorily recommended within H.R. 1538, remain
unattended to. The majority of reform activities across PHS, which need no statutory
direction, also remain unaddressed.

It is our sincere hope that in establishing a consistent and ongoing communication with you and
your office, we can assist PHS in developing and implementing HIV prevention reform
activities in a timely and efficient

mErnner.

J

Thank )'ou, again, for your time, your assistance, and your commitment to HfV prevention
reform, as well as to the full-spectrum needs regarding HIV and AIDS, including substance
abuse and mental health services, care and treatment, and research.

I will be following up with your office to arrange the meeting during the week of March 14,
1994, as you asked. I look forward to seeing you then.
Sincerely,

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS
Co-Chair, Greater Bay Area HIV Prevention Working Group
Steering Committee, National HIV Prevention Reform Working Group
UU.

Representative Nancy Pelosi
Steve Morin, Ph.D.
Pat Franks, UCSF/IHPS

Regina Aragon, SFAF

By Facsimile
(202) 6e0-6960

March 28,1994
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tel 415-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740

Board of Directors
Ted Fang

Chair
Martha Nissen
Vice Chair
Tom Bassett
Treasurer

Dr. Philip R. Lee, MD.
Assistant Secretary for Health
Departnent of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, SW
Room 7164
WashinSon, D.C. 20201

Dear Dr. Lee:
On behalf of the National HIV hevention Reform Worhing Group, a coalition of nongovernmental organizations that are working to address federal HfV prevention reform, I am
writing to follow up on your request for a meAing. We are still very interested in assisting
your office in the area of federal HfV prevention reform, especially those initiatives that are

administratively achievable.
We are sorry that we were unable to coordinate our schedules for an early March 1994
meeting with you, as our regular monthly meeting was held during the week of March 14,
1994. However, we will be returning to Washington DC the last week of April and hope that
we will be able to spend some time with you then. We have been in phone contact with your
office to schedule a meeting at that time. We would like to suggest the following as the agenda
for our meeting.

Rick Hauptman

I

Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins
Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan

The creation of an inter-agency PHS Prevention Task Force, which would also
include input from those outside of govemment, to be convened within the
next three months, to perform the following tasks:
*

The development of a PHS inter-agency, multi-year HIV Prevention
Plan, to have its initial impact in FY 1996 (and onwards) to
coordinate efforts ofthe CDC, NIH, SAMHSA and HRSA.; and

t

The development of a reasoned and defensible budget request for HIV
prevention activities across the PHS for FY 1996 based on this plan.

Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:
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The establishment of a consistent and recognized community consultation
group for PHS to give community comment and direction to PHS as HTV
prevention reform efforts are implemented by your office.

We believe that both of these activities are critical, given the time-frame for FY 1995
appropriations as well as HIV prevention reform through the Supplemental Guidance for
Communiry Planning.

We look forward to hearing from your office to confirm a mesting time and date with the
members of the National HIV hevention Reform lVorking Group. [n closing, please know
that we are very enthusiastic about furthering our dialogue with you as we move through an
important and crucial time regarding the future of HIV prevention activities in the United
States.

2

Please feel free to contact me regarding scheduling this meeting and, on behalf of the

HIV hevention Reform Working Group,I want to thank you for all of your
facilitating HIV prevention reform.

Sincerely, (on behalf of the National HIV Prevention reform Working Group)

Mike Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS
Steering Committee, Notional

cc:

Members, National

HIV Prevention Reform l4/orking Group

HIV hevention Reform Working Group

National HIV hevention Reform Worhing Group listing attached

National

assistance in

Analysis of SF DPH AIDS Offrce
"Projections of the AIDS Epidemic in San Francisco: 1994 - 1997"
As issued February 15, 1994

Mobilization
Against AIDS
584-8 Castro St.
San Francisco, CA
941'.14

tel 415-863-4676
fax 415-863-4740

Board of Directors

The release of the San Francisco Department of Public Health AIDS Office document
"Projections of the AIDS Epidemic in San Francisco: 1994 - 1997* is an important step
for San Francisco to take in declaring the efficacy of targeted HIV prevention activities
and their impact on the seroprevalence rates for the City and County of San Francisco.
The Health Department should be applauded for its initiative and its analyses of very
telling and somewhat exciting news for both the local community and the nation as well.
Nonetheless, the battles against HIV infection are far from over. One of the downsides of
the release of this document is the absence of a thoughtful and strategic discussion of the
implications of the data as compiled and analyzed by the SF DPH AIDS Ofifice.

In reality, this document not only informs the community about HIV prevention, it also
indicates the extent to which HIV infection has ravaged and continues to take its toll on
both San Francisco as well as its health care system.

Ted Fang

Chair

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Tom Bassett
Treasurer

Rick Hauptman
Secretary
Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong
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Factually, the document is quite accurate. The epidemiology in San Francisco is, by far
and away, the best in the nation. However, the resulting analyses from this data and the
mathematical projections are, at best, uni-directional. It is of grave concern that this
document does not address the need for care. While it is true that all of the information at
hand suggests strongly that HIV prevention efforts, when targeted and well funded, are an
effective measure in halting the spread of HIV, the data also demonstrates, quantitatively,
that HIV/AIDS care demands and need are still increasing in San Francisco.

to discuss the multi-faceted impact of this document and not
particularly
both early intervention services as well as long-range
allow the need for care,
acute care, to be subsumed and hidden by the very good news that can be documented,
namely that HIV prevention efforts have been demonstrated to be successful in San
San Francisco must be able

Francisco.

There are, of course, some questionable assumptions made in this report, most strikingly
for gay and bisexual male injection drug users and for gay and bisexual male adolescents.
The document assumes a projection regarding gay and bisexual injection drug users
(IDUs) that appears unsubstantiated while commenting, in a cursory fashion, about the
rise in HIV infections for gay and bisexual male adolescents and young adults.

It is saddening that we can expect that beyond the year 1997, there will still continue to be
a tremendous devastating HIV/AIDS pandemic in San Francisco.
For example, the executive summary alludes to the fact that young gay and bisexual men
will continue to see an increase in their rates of HIV infection, begging the question of
announcing success in HIV prevention efforts that are so community-specific and not
inclusive of all the communities at-risk in San Francisco.
Testimony to the San Francisco Board ofSupervisors

Submitted by Mike Shriver, Executive Director, Mobilization Against AIDS
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And while the projected shift, ethnically, for gay and bisexual men is slight over the next
three years, it is important to note that there will be an increase in the percentage of AIDS
cases in the gay and bisexual men of color communities.
Lastly, in reviewing the projections discussing the rates of AIDS cases for gay and
bisexual IDUs, given their incredibly disproportionate seroprevalence and seroincidence
rates, it is questionable that this specific community will also see as decisive a reduction
their non-IDU gay and bisexual male counterparts.

as

Two other relevant points of interest in the document are: l) the obvious documentation
ofthe need for care services; and 2) the fact that these projections are predicated on a
level of maintenance of risk reductive behavior that must be maintained if we are to see
these projections continue past 1997.

First ofl the document carries with it a harrowing realization that one of the mitigating
factors that is to result in the absolute number of people living with AIDS in San Francisco
decreasing is that the death rate of PWAs will soon surpass the rate of new AIDS
diagnoses (projected to first be actualize d in 1994 and continuing through 1997). In the
fourteen years of the epidemic in San Francisco, 1994 will be the first year that this
phenomenon will occur.
This information clearly highlights the need for later-stage care (which is both intensive
and expensive) as we begin to see more and more individuals (primarily gay and bisexual
men of all colors) progress through to end-stage disease and death. Also indicated within
the document is the need for accommodating the care system for an ever-increasing
number of PWAs. The data states clearly that we are still going to be seeing new AIDS
cases over the next four years. It does not suggest at all that there are to be no more
AIDS cases past 1994, ordy further underscoring the need to both continue and augment
care-related services for San Franciscans living with AIDS.
The DPH document also has implications for those asymptomatic San Franciscans (living
with HIV disease but not yet diagnosed as having one or more opportunistic infections).
Using AIDS cases only identifies a discrete population of the individuals living with HIV
infection. Using the current projections that2o/o of the San Francisco population is living
with AIDS and that 4o/o of the City and County is HIV positive, we know that (at the very
least) there are two HIV infections in San Francisco for every one AIDS case. So while
the absolute number of AIDS cases may be decreasing (because of concomitant factors),
the absolute number of individuals living with HIV disease will continue to overwhelm the
health care system.

Lastly, it is vital to understand that in order for these projections to have meaning and an
impact, current risk reductive practices, as well as care services, must be both maintained
and augmented to insure that the system is working to its fullest extent to guarantee stong
and targeted HIV prevention efforts for all San Franciscans at-risk for HIV infection.
Testimony to the San Francisco Board o.f Supervisors
Submitted by Mike Shriver, Executive Director, Mobilization Against AIDS
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Also, the system must be able to grow in such a way as to guarantee that all HIV infected
San Franciscans have access to necessary and life-prolonging services, which is their due.
Access to care must be a guarantee for all San Franciscans living with HIV and AIDS.
Increased funding for both care (through not only Ryan White Titles I, II, IIIb and IV, but
also for mental health, drug treatment and ancillary services) as well as HIV prevention
activities (through the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's Cooperative
Agreement with San Francisco, from the State of California, from the County's General

Fund as well as through private foundations). If funding were to decrease as a bizarre
result of this document, we will only guarantee the dismantling of not only the projections
contained within the DPH report, but also of the health care system of the City and
County of San Francisco.

Ultimately, this report gives to advocates (as well as people affected by HIV) a needed
booster shot. It suggests strongly that we have been on the right track in attempting to
provide culturally-specific and well-targeted efforts aimed at halting the spread of HIV. In
such a political and fiscal climate as we are now in, any and all news that directs us to
applaud our success must be lauded and publicized. At the same time, the document also
strongly highlights that the system is still fragile at best and will not be expecting a
decrease in demand (for either prevention services or care services).
In closing, on a more depressing note, there is an underlying fact that we still are sorely
lacking any treatment for HIV disease that can do anything except prolong life andlor
delay the onset of disease. The invisible factor in all of the projections from the San
Francisco Department of Public Health AIDS Office is that HIV is still not a disease for
which we have a cure (and none seems to be on the horizon). In other words, the ravages
of the epidemic will be with us for years and years, barring aradical and breakthrough
discovery on the treatment side of the equation.

It

for San Francisco to take a public and strong stance in discussing
implications
the
of this report on both a policy level as well as a programmatic level. As
the city receiving the second highest amount of Title I dollars of the Ryan White CARE
Act (for people living with HIV who are uninsured, underinsured andlor low income), we
must be careful to not allow the full findings of this report to be misconstrued. Vigilance
against the idea that San Francisco is no longer in need of massive infusions of
funding to support our system of care must be maintained.
is therefore important

It is important to keep in mind that

San Francisco has played a leadership role in

augmenting the federal appropriations for the Ryan White CARE Act. As such, we have a
responsibility to both San Francisco, as well as the country, to continue to demand and
advocate for requisite and needed increases in funding for people living with HIV for their
care systems. What this document then becomes is another piece of critical information
for us that strongly makes the case that our financial needs (as a city and county) for at
least the next ten years are going to increase.
Testimony to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors
Submitted by Mike Shriver, Executive Director, Mobilization Against AIDS
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This report clearly tells us that we must do more in the policy and advocacy arena and that
we can expect the system to continue to be overwhelmed, making the need to increase
funding (for both HIV prevention as well as HIViAIDS care), from all levels (federal,
state, private AND local).
Secondly, San Francisco has played a leadership role at the federal, state, regional and
local levels. Gven that this document clearly suggests that targeted HIV prevention
efficrts are effective when appropriately and specifically directed, we have an ethical
responsibility to inform, at a policy and programmatic level, this success.
We know how HIV prevention can be an effective tool, yet we can neither, on any level,
become complacent in either our advocacy for increased and better-targeted dollars for
HIV prevention nor in dealing appropriately with current community needs for better HIV
prevention or those from underserved and emerging communities. We must also be
willing to use San Francisco as a model for the impact of targeted and communityappropriate HIV prevention activities and their ultimate success.

Testimony to the San Francisco Board ofSupervisors
Submitted by Mike Shriver, Executive Director, Mobilization Against AIDS
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May 6, 1994

The Honorable Neal Smith, Acting Chairman
House Appropriations Subcomminee on
I-abor, HAlth and Human Services, Education
2358 Rayburn Housc Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Acting Cbairman Smith:
We are writing to express our strong sup_poq for increasgs^ 1n funding for HIV/AIDS
prevention. care and rcsearch programs for fiscal year 1995 1nd t9 register in-particular, our
i:oncern with the level furding of prcvention prograuu contained in the President's original
budget request.
We urge our colleagues on the Appropriations Comminee^to-take a leadersiip_role in_
rectifying rhis oversigt! qqlo appropriate an additional $95 million for the Cenrcr for
Disease eontrol's (CDC) HfV prcvention activities. This new money will bring HIV
prevemion spending at the CDC from $543 million in FY 1994 to $638 million for FY 1995
lnd will provide rn:uch needed resources for effective and targeted community-based
prevendon programs.
Nationally, AIDS is now the leading cause of death among- men ages 25 to 44. For women
in the samc age mnge, AIDS is the founh leading cause of dcath nationally and the leading
cause of death in nine cities and five states: Connecticut. Florida, Maryland. New Jersey
and New York. Cascs of AIDS among women, adolescents ard people of color are
incrcasing at higher 616s thnn the epidemic as a whole.
The CDC has implemented fundamental reform in the furding of HIV prcvention programs.
The new community planning process requires state and local health deparunents to convene
communiry phndng groups to corduct needs assessmenui. set priorities and develop regional
prevention plau, This prooess of shared responsibiliry will.eru;ur€ that scarce resources are
spenr on argercd ad effective prcvention programs at the community level. Level funding
oI CDC's preverion funds will cripple the ability of health departments to fund gaps
identified throug[ community planning and make this process an empty ritual. Failure to
prevent new infections will rezult in increased health care cosr, loss of productiviry and
unnecessary suffering.

In closing, we urge you to redress a very disturbing oversight in the Prcsident's FY 1995
Budget Request and to increase the appropriations for HIV prevention activities funded
through the CDC by an additional $95 million for 1995.
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Thank you for your consideration of our request.
Sincerely,
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HIV/AIDS Public Policv Think Tank
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@genie.geis.com

Board of Directors
Ted Fang

Chair

Obiective
Create a "think-tank" and a partnership of principal community and governmental
policy makers.
Goal
To strategize, develop, and monitor the implementation of a framework for
innovative and immediate action across federal governmental agencies to
address the continuum of HIV and AIDS issues (prevention, research, care,
housing, and substance abuselmental health services).

Method
Convene a one day, facilitated meeting in Washington with participation by
those in the following list. Follow-up would be achieved by quarterly meetings in
Washington with the same individuals reporting on developmental milestones
and progress to date.

Martha Nissen
Vice Chair

Rick Hauptman
Secretary

Track
Prevention/Education
Research Treatment

Steve Burns
Joe Collins

Kerry Enright
Tom Nolan
Ron Wong

Mike Shriver
Executive Director

Care
Housing

Communitv

Government

Mike Shriver/MAA
Dr. Tom Coates/CAPS
Derek HodellGMHC
Brenda Lein/Project lnform
Regina Aragon/SFAF

Dr. Jim Curran/CDC
Dorothy TripletUCDC
Dr. Bill Paul/OAR/NlH
Dr. Ellen Stover/NIMH/NlH
Dr. Steve Bowen/HRSA
Anita Eichler/HRSA
Henry Cisneros/HUD
New AIDS Housing Person/HUD

Julie ScofietdlNASTAD
Keith Cylar/Housing Works
Todd Summers/AIDS Housing
Corp.

Substance Abuse/MH

Other
California's
oldest nonprofit
AIDS advocacy
organization

Christine Lubinski/AAC
Suzi Rodriguez/AltaMed
Phill Wilson/APLA
Steve Lew/GCHP
Ron Rowell/NNAAPC
Sandra Johnson/GMHC

Jane Silver/AmFAR
Steve Burns/1 8th Street
Services
Comelius Baker/NAPWA
Mark lshaug/Chicago AIDS
Foundation

Facilitators

Pat Christen/SFAF

Jean MacGuire/Private
Coordinators of
the world's largest
annual grassroots
AIDS event:

ffi
crd'*3

Iffi-

Consultant

Dr. Melba Chavez/SAMHSA
(Mental Health Person)
Donna Shalala/HHS
Dr. Phil Lee/OASH
Patsy Fleming/ONAP
Dr. Eric Goosby/NAPO

Jeff Levi/ONAP
Dr. Sophia Chang/HHS
(Consultant)
Michael lskowitz/Sen. Kennedy
Trisha KnighUSen. Hatch
Dr. Steve Morin/Rep. Pelosi
Gindy Hall/Rep. Morella

Date: January 2, 1995
To:

Letters-to-the-Editor

From:

Mike Shriver and Jerry Windley

RB:

comments by Melinda Paras,
new executive director of the
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force

Please consider the following two-page letter for publication.

Thank you.

PAC REPORT
1994 ACCOMPLISHMENTS

JAN.

Fighting the Right-Wing with the Right Response

FEB.

Community meeting with Mayor Jordan, Supervisor Alioto

MARCH.

Met with Sophie [re, to name Harvey Milk School

APRIL.

Work on Primary Endorsements. Met with Tom Hayden, Gwen Moore
BBI Petition and Single Payer Initiative - gather signatures at 18th &
Castro

MAY

Endorsement meeting for primary and central committee.
Forum: Crime/Violence/Flomelessness
Ballot Argument against Prop J. IATMI

JUNE

Forum on bath houses. Tony Leone becomes co-chair
Met with Mabel Teng.
Gay Day - did beer booth. Marched in parade.

JULY

Met with Sup. Leal and Migden.
JROTC issue

AUG

Endorsement meeting
Sex Worker Caucus forum
Real Estate transfer tax advocacy, Coalition for Public Health work.
Candidate forum - HIV issues

SEPT

Club work for Lavender/Progressive Sweep
No on 187. Yes on 186.

LOOKING FORWARD : 1995

AIDS/H[V funding issues, response to federal, state and local threats of cuts.
Affirmative Action - proposals to cut it back. Prop 187 Resistance.
Education, parenting, specific focus on gn community.
Club caucuses: Sex workers, labor issues
Coalition building to fight the Right
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,

95
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AN OPDN TETTER TO MELINDA PARAS
(Executive Director, Netlonel Gay rnd Lcsbian Task Force)

Mellnda Paras, Exeoutivc Ditoctor
National Gay & Lcebian Tusk Force
1734 I4th Street, NW
Washinglon, D.C. 20009

Isnpory ?, l.q9i,, , .,,

:. "...,
Dear Melinda:

We're'*riting to expres$ oui dirmay at your ccm;':snts in the January t4, 1995 iesuc cfthe "
Advocate ("Faras

ii

Bunring"),

.

'

"'
'

According to the artiolc, you clalrn that Maro Ansloy, the flnurcial diroctor oftho Sluntl
Project during your tenurc as doputy dirootor, war lax in hie responsibilitioe duo to hic AIDS
illniss. Ths idwcale quotes you Es stethg: "As much as I support futt applicetlon ofthc '
ArnericBns Wth Disabilities Act, in retrospcct l woutd say that for finmclal dlrectors lt should
:" r' '
be interpretcd morc
.

narrowty."

' '' "

An individuals living with HlV, we take strong oxcoption to the attitudc tbat onployue ehorld
bo pormitted to limit the reeponsibilitice and opporunltles of poople with AIDS or rny other

clisabiliry. The Arnericans With Diaabilitics Act (ADA) rpocilicalty prohibite arc,h AIDS-baecd
discrimirution, and was a landuratk victory for tho righu of poople wlth HIV aud AIDS. '
:
Your oomments to the Advu*ate ooho your commonts to lha llashlngton Blafu (l?,19194\
questioning the ability of pcoplo who are 'slok and dying'to run an organization; and your
comment to the Bal, trr* Ileporler (3/18/93) tlut impliod thtt AIDS ic not a prlnary foots
for you: 'AIDS... is not rny fundamental point of departure. My intorest ln health iscuoo
*ni", from my advocacy *iUr CffpS lcirronic lbtiiue immune Oenoiency syndromo]..,. I
have my own cpidemic that I'm wonied about.r Cfrmulativoly, thosc strtomon$ nrggcst rtrck
of oonoern or undcrstanding that le plainly not aopropriate for o leader of an organlzltlon thgl
reprerents so Innny pcoplc with HIV and AIDS.

uhg

We strongly rocomrnend that you reconsidcr your anitude. tnd that pu ruftain fion
your posltion as the tcader of a national orgurization to oppouerho rights of pooplcwlth'HlV
'"na
irns in any way. In light of tho tikclihottiliry of tlri ioqtt Couerers td uri inteieitt df
people with HIV and AIDS, wc bolieve thrt your fhilure to do so would causa rcrtoul drmfgp
to our communities.

(hy and
We,re sure that you appreoiate the lbct that thc bonrd of dlroctors of thc Nadonal
your
publicly-.
ovrn
Lesbirn Task Foroc ii ilreparod ro oboy the law by tusuring that
job.
your
new
11'e
in
urgr youto
(CFIDS)
ie
rccommodatod
disabifity
acknowlcdged
givon
the
same
tre$ngnt.
to
be
people
with HIV and AIDS
chunpion ihe rigfuts of
In order to avort ury darnago your eommGntsmeY havo_csused, and to doponrtl4o ygur
conunitmcnt to thc rightr of pmptc wlth HIV and NDS, wc urge you to iuue a fublic

'

-'

:'

"'
'

'

No.oo2

40'26

P.02,,,.

,-r* **,

apology to Man: fuisley, and ic$uo a public shtcmont affirmirg tho righu of
and AIDS under tho ADA and disavowing any prwious stEtements that thoco riglrts should
be limited, Our conlidence ln your abillty to effoctlvcly leEd NGLTF depends on your prorirpt

h

Sincerely,

'1.

Miko Shriver
4036 lSth Street
San Franoisco,

CA

..r : ....

581 Alvuado Street

94114

San Francisco,

.

CA 941l4

i ? r...1,:i,4,

_i:tr.:

.i..

s.i
-&..l|ul,la,,

a.atl. ..*ton..6

-

. .

..

l{GlIFs chain of commanders
-' i'.
r- : '\-.
.

Jeff Lew

Director 19861989; found
ed Creeting Ch3nge, a
national actMst conferencr ;
stepped up AIDS lobbyrrltl
strengthened NGLTFS
lobbyirE operation

Vaid

Torie Osborn
Urvashi
Directorlgg9!lgg3: Dir.'ctorMarctlNolerr}

qrassrooti

bei 19J3, ;Eught rapid
activism: lEmeted rnedia financial grounh to
increased

attention Syconfrontirg group; helped-org?lize a
president liush durins- rneeting with President
Clinton and activists
a

speech

-

Peri lude Radecic
Oirector Nowmber

1993

Nowmber 1994; uod<e<l

with local activlsts in Geor-

ga, Texas, and Mississip
pi; de\eloped NGLTFS

Fight

fle

Right pogram

Melinda Paras
Ns,vly appointed dilectoc
durirg a fourmonth

tenure as interim dilec
tor, ellminated a hrdget
deficit and Gsoh,ed
personnel problems

nand Marcos. She eventually received-a high school equivalency de-

gree but never completed her
college worlc

At an NGLTF conference in 1993,
Paras described her experience in

the Philippines. 'Our movement'
she said.lnras about arming dre peo-

ple guerrilla warfare going orit to
the couneyside to the smell talalqs-

I know this is not familiar to a lot of
you but for some of us it's almost
like old rotecreating mass organizations of millons of people, and basically oventuowing the govemment"
Paras was eventually arrested and
deponed from the Philippines
Paras says she joined the Democratic Pany in 1988 to suppon Rev.
Jesse Jackson's presideniial cam-

paign. In l99l aird l9tl2 she belgng"d to the Califomia state parq/s

C,entral Democratic C,ornmittee.
In 1989 a left-wing San Francisoo
'newspaper with which Paras was af-

filiated refused to condemn the Chi-

nese Bovernment's massacre of

pro-democracy students in Beijing's
Tiananmen Squ""q but Paras'sals
she did not ulie a position on the n*

T thint thed were mone issues
[than deoocracy] invohed there, but

fusat
talking aboug' Harrdtke adds
C,oming on the heels of the Shanti

Paras's

to head a
national organization'sets the wrcng
exam_ple' for other gay groups,
Ilardtke says" Tou wani people who
are honesg who have iniegrity, who
ane accountable and who take reqponsibility. Melinda fails in all thrce
mess,

categorieg panicularrly and provably

in taking responsibility. All the

that she began at about the time she
started worting as the group's interim
director alr "making a significant im.
prcvement in my conditiorf she says
Paras, 41, dropped out of high
school in Wiscrcnsin to ioin a IVlarxfut
brigade in Cuba in 1970. That same
year she enrolled inthe Univenity of
the Philippinec which her father had
attende4 and became involved in efforts to depose then-president Fendi-

I

don't know them, and it never
grpped me enough to snrdy it and
make it a big issug" she sap.:?eople
who were far more knowledgeable
[than me]'said that the students had
connecions to Khmer Rouge leader
Pol Pog whose genocidd regime in
*d*ply distulbed meCambodia
Paras's tenurc at the Milk dub has
also drawn fire. Members of the
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1995

Christopher Coates
495 Corbett Avenue
San Francisco, CA

94114

Dear t',tike Shriver:

I heard you speak this morning over KALW on their AIDS
information program. What you said over the air had a
significant impact on me and what had the most impact on me was
the significance of the new material I had not heard before. Irm
sure your appearance on the radio had an impact on other
listeners and wiLl serve as a significant impact on the future of
those who heard you. f must say you had more than one impact
upon me. The first impact was your information on AIDS that I
learned. I will get to the second impact in a momentr but first
I want to say that I am hesitant to write you because I donrt
know how much significance you will give to my letter.
However,
Irm hoping to have a significant impact on you. (Have you gotten
my drift yet?) If not, I will spell it out very c1early. The
second impact you had on me was the frequency and over-boardish
usage of the words impact and significant/significance.
In your
speech, these words became absolutely predictable. yes, I am
well aware that these are the new so-called "trendy" words that
many people unfortunately think they are supposed to say
( especially the media and political
types) . The problem with
these trendy words is that it becomes even clearer that most
people are just a bunch of sheep and their 1anguage sounds
generic. People lose what 1ittle individualism they have when
damn-near everyone is repeatedly saying "impactr' trsignificantr"
"significance" and the other words I won't bother to list here.
So if you don't want to continue being one of the herdr why not
get a thesaurus and look up words you can use in place of impact
and significant/significance.
I hope you vrere wearing a bright
color such as red or orange in the studio since that I s another
"sheep' characteristic. But then you were on radio and not t.v.,
so never mind.

Si^ncere^ty,

AI"- Q-u-L -*

Christopher Coates

lo

l3 February 1995

J
udun"t

Letters to the Editor
POZ
Strubco, Inc.
349 West 12th Street
New York City, NY 10014

Dear Editor:
Shame on you.

As an avid reader of POZ,I appreciate the insightful, sometimes challenging articles that directly speak to
the experiences of our institutional response to HIV/AIDS.

However, I am angered by your titillating article about Sally Morrison of AmFAR. While no
organization is ever above scrutiny or public discussion, no organization and no indMdual is ever
deserving of such vicious and anonymous attacks as was Ms. Morrison in the article "BLACK TIE
LIES," (February/L1arch 1995). Not only did Kiki Mason do Ms. Morrison a disservice by allowing
anonymous quotes to be the basis of the article, but by also not coming clean with what is apparently a
personal vendetta against Ms. Morrison.

In 1993,

at the International Conference on AIDS held in Amsterdam, Elizabeth Taylor appeared (along
with Tomas Fabregas of ACT UP/Golden Gate and Declan Murphy of the World Federation of
Hemophilia) to speak at a major press conference addressing the egregious and still breathing American
law that prohibits travel and immigration for people living with HIV/AIDS. This press conference was
organized by a coalition of organizations (AmFAR being one of them) and Ms. Taylor's appearance was
facilitated by none other than Sally Morrison.

While itis POZs journalistic prerogative to air negative comments about the eflorts of Ms. Morrison to
raise resources for AmFAR, POZ also has an equal obligation to offer balance and perspective to these
comments. I searched the article for balance, for pieces of information such as the aforementioned one
regarding AmIIAI('S consistent response to our government's xenophobia and Ms. Morrison's role in that
response (which would offer balance to the story) but found none. I am left wondering whether or not
this story was meant solely to hurt Sally Morrison at all costs.

I expect more from POZ. I hope that in the future, when airing stories that

deal directly with

controversial and topical issues, POZ will once again return to a higher form ofjournalism write
objective, balanced stories. Otherwise, I'll just sit at my local cafe and hear dish instead of reading it.

Sincerely,

Mike Shriver
4036 - lSth Street
San Francisco,

CA

94114
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This reeds your attenilon ASAP.
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llerefs a (opy of the Donna Willmott parket.

ilease note the rboiler plate' Ietter (page el
needs tul0 uersion$r 0n your lettethead of tou
one that 0ffers her a iob ir auailaDle, as ltfs wrlt.
ten and mote importanily, one that offers to artept
her as a uolunteer tor the purposes of Gommunity
seruice.
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f,ny {reitions-please rall me at wor}r 9?4-96 22 as
at home 552- 275L 1 will De at my offltre until lpm
Tuesday and from B.l on Wednesday.
A million thanHs Suysl
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Donna J. Willmott
2825 N, Troy Street
Chicago, IL 60618
312-sg3 -87 40

AlDS-relatetl experience
Pittsburgh ArDS Task Force (PATF), pinsburgh, pennsylvania

co-chair, children's AIDS project

(cApI

6tgt-lllg4

Founding me.mber of project developed to address multiple, specific needs of
children and families living with HIV and to promote education and awareness of
HfV-related issues among children and fanrilies in Pittsburgh-area schools with
specific atte,nrion to needs of minoritv families.
' Initiated area-wide nett'ork of over 25 social service anrJ child welfare agencies
to coordinate activities and program development related ta families and-HfV.
' Developed surpport network and recreational actir.ities for Hfi/-related families.
' Coordinated fundraising to finance emergency needs and recreational activities.
' P_*ygloped needs assessment survey for parenls on pennanency planning.
Held educational programs in schools ana nuoriesiegarding irtv.

'

}fember, Women,s fssues

Committee

3tgl

* l}tgj

Mernber of committee which addressed the specifrc needs of wornen Iiving with
HfV in western Pennsylvania and to prornotJ awareness of these needs wilhin

PATF.

'
'

Promoted educatir.rn of PATF staff and volunteers regarding women's issues,
includirrg organizing forums and writing articles,
Helped develop Eqant proposal to local fieattfr department lead.ing to firnding of
education/prevention programs for women and flmities.

Hotline

yolunteer

6DA -

6Dl

Volr'rnteer on an active AIDS hotline serving Westem Pennsylvania and nearby
West Virginia and Ohio.
.A.nsltr'ered calier.questions regarding HIV disease, with emphasis
orr educating
people to do their own risk asse$$ments and find out r+,hat constituted their
obstacles to safer sex.
Mada referrals to other regional sen ice agencies.
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Donna Willmott p. 2

Acupuncture licensing

198?

Licensed by Srate of California as acupuncturist

Acupuncture education

lq84

Aw'arded degree of Oriental Medical Doctor (O.M.D.), the terminal degree
in the field, by sAMRA university, r.os Angeres, california

1982

B.S. degr1 in Agupuncture and Chinese Medicine, SAMRA Universiry,
Los Angeles, California

1982 Fcrst graduate
Canton, China

studies in acupuncture at Zhongshan Medical College,

Acupuncture practice
1982
1984

-

Privae practice in Oakland. California

Related medical experience
1985

-

1994

While living clandestinely, I worked as a medical assistant, primarily
Obstetrics/Gynecology or midwife practices. Referenc*r ,railable on

request,

Referent:es
Cirrol tutoff, Children's Hospital, pittsburgh, pA
412-692-5255
Mike Neal, Director, Pirrsburgh AIDS Task Force
412-212-2500

Additional references available up,on request.
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T. Harr
Disrict Judge
Northem District of lllinois
IJonorable Wriliam

Udted

Srarcs

219 South Dqzrbom Streer
Chicago, Illinors 60604

JtE:'

Donn* WiIImor

Deai Judge

,l

,t+
,!t

I

l&fi:

Piease bc advised drat as as Admisistruor for (e-pencv)
an orgeniztiga
comsdfial ts *urking''*oigt ;o4fuidur.Is suffering fron EIV/AIDS, I am offcring thiq S6tement
of Reasonable Assura;rce that Donna WiIImou is permined to relocere ro the Sas Fratrcisco
area" and a pard
is availablc, we would be
innresced in
her-

if

I have besr: infonrred of Ms. Willmot's profesnonal exlxriencc iD ttis field and bclieve her
lnowledge and corrrmitrnent would be an asset to ow agency. Thank you very much for yorrr
kind considerarion of this offer.
Yery rruly yolus,

hoafu
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The lionorehle William tiart
U. S. Distrtct Court
Nolthern Illirrois D:strict Office
Chicago, Illinois
Decen'rber

RE:

U, S .

t,s.

Donna Jean

If

il_Lrnott

Dear .fudge }{art:
Prease accepF- chis reEter in regard t.o rhe applicetion
Donr:.a ,reEn !{lIlmottb ari
in r'Et
her L''L
crl.minar
Jllll:lclr
cage wrrlitr ie ,--9-d

for
by
lr- bail
before

-?elndlng

you.

fn i99,1, Jcanne El1lo:t, (Donna Jean W ill,moEt
a voiunteer
for r-he Pictsburgh AIDS TaEk Force , whi.ch )ls becanie
rhe
1ea]
Frrg AIDS
clnri
Fo
organization in south wesre FE 4Eqnn
$aatl syS.vania.
Dqring this
'r

tinre ,
have fcund her to be a reli able indr...id
coiumirment E,o the work she d,id fo lr our crgani.zaEion. $heualI
dependable and" I f eel cornf,orta b1e to say thatr if she
conniitment, Eo the court to aPpear when summorred, she w

with

a

ways

her

11ow

through w-ith this commirmen
As a voiunEeB, with the piE,tshurgh ArDs iask Force, Dbnna u7ean
willmorr lres a.peaceable person- xever
in the f;r,,;;"r-#;itir"Ei,
organi zarion cid she ever exhlbic
.oici*Ji-L"ir-""i"r.
Flease oo'e
Ehat Donna wae not an AIDS acrivist,"n:r al--t-hou;h-#;'";F-;'ii;i;;
H;"
exieE in pirreburgh f,or a more radiEat approLch ro d;_';1i;U-;i'*h*;;"
ArDs issue. she ehoEe Eo devoce her ai-m-e io our igen.)r; which is
widely kno',ri'n as a nainstream
rrg""-i;"::"". i{er work
=**ri"*
with *f] tr'?s truly aa asset toArEs
our
efforrs
ana to the cc;nmunity,
parEicuiarry for women

childrer, 'uitn ArDS.
fhrs persan we fcnF1y know as grg Ei1.oE,t, is a carinE:
who
a genuine commitment Eo aomnruniey le=.rrice,-pi=i** a ltersonthis
Irr
d"*p.
lettel as supporr for Donna Jean riirrmott from the Fitts
AIDS
Task Force,
and.

l".rn

S:

ncere,iy,

Ltr^-*.Q <-
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Itiiehaef L. Nesl
Executive Director
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norabte Will iam T. Hart
U.S. District Court
Chicago, II1
Dear Jucige Haru:

this ietter is being written on behalf of Donna Willmott whom
f knerv, anC will refer tc hereafter, as Jo EIIiot*t.
I am the executive director of the Carrlage House ChiLdren,s
center, a pre-school prograr.t for apprr:ximately 190
chlldren ages
six \,,ieeks to six years- Jo Elliott enroll,ed hEr infant
aaught6r,
Zoe, in our sr:hool in 1990. I got to know her better as she became
act-ive in uhe Parent-Teacher Oiganization. ft was quite evid.ent
that she was a concerned and invol.ved parent.
Ms. Elllott's relationship with the staff anci other parenEs
r,raE excel-ienl-, attest:.ng t,o her abllity to get along with
ciifferent
oeople. Rer.:oqnizing her sensitivity and abilities -in this arear wE
made her chalrperson of our diversity con',rnittee, whose functisn it
was to assure approPrlate recognition and concern for the various
etfinlc and culturar tradit,ions of our center,E popurat,j.on.
l.Ihen she annount:ed, that she was withdrawing Zoe from the
Frogram itt the FalI of 1994 hecause she was moving to chicago ( for
reasons t-iren unknor.rn to us), the children, parent-s and staif were
upset. EcLh atother: and daughter were very well ltked by everyone.
zoe is mrssed by her teachers and classmates- she is oUvi.ouity a
wel ]-- parented child.
Needless to sdY, we were aII shocked
concerned when we
learned crf the reason for the family's movearrC
to
Chlcagc.
I.rorn our
standpolnt, Jo ELiiott was an outstanding parenL and an
ideal
citizEfl;
I waulC hope that full recognition of these facts wt11 be
fal<en inlo accourrt in the disposition of her case.
SJ.ncerely,

7\*ori

Natalie A . Kap an
Executive Director
ArcEdll.d

Wlghtman Schoot Community Bulld lng
5604 $olway Street r Piltsburgh, PA 15217 o 421-0300
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Honorable William T. Hart
United States District Judge
Northern District of Illinois
219 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604
RF): Donna Willmott

Dear Judge Hart

for Mobilization Against AIDS, an
organization committed to working with individuals suffering from HIV/AIDS,
I am offering this Statement of Reasonable Assurance that if Donna Willmott is
permitted to relocate to the San Francisco area, we would be most interested in
having her as a volunteer for the purpose of community service.

Please be advised that as an Administrator

I have been informed of Ms. Willmott's professional

experience in this field
and believe her knowledge and commitment would be an asset to our agency

Thank you very much for your kind consideration of this offer.
Sincerely,

Michael Shriver
Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS

CONFIDENTIAL
FACSIMILE
MEMORANDUM
Mobilization

By Fac

(202) 72c69s3

Against AIDS
584-8 Castro

DATE:

20 March 1995

TO

Ernest Hopkins, Chair
CAEAR Coalition

FROM:

Mike Shriver, Executive Director
Mobilization Against AIDS

RE

Comments of CARE Reauthorization Draft Legislation
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Per your request,

I

am forwarding written suggestions for consideration for the "Ryan White

CARE Act Reauthorization Act of 1995."
The two sections of the bill that I remain concerned over remain the "outcome objectives"
(page 4, lines T7 - 22) and the letter of concurence from the chief elected ofificial (CEO) of the
EMA (pages 1l - l2,lines 14 - 24 and 1 - 9, respectively).

I:

Outcome Obiectives

recommendation is to place the two specific criteria (numbers ii and iii) into the Report
Language as points of explication of number l, the "documented needs of the HlV-infected
population." In doing so, I would suggest that the phrase "demonstrated" be inserted after
"documented" with numbers ii and iii then serving, in the Report, to concretize and elaborate
on what we mean by "documented and demonstrated." My principal reason for this suggestion
is the fact that outcome measures the discussion draft intimates are not fully available (such as
research data regarding quality of life indicators, demonstrated ease of access into the CARE
system, etc.) nor are they defined within the legislation.

My

As such, it seems as though we are asking for data sets to be utilized that are either undefined
unavailable, or inaccessible. In light of this, I am afraid that the legislation may bind planning
council processes to standards not fully realized.
While the parenthetical clause "either demonstrated or probable" in the bill afficrds leeway
across the CARE planning system, it nonetheless is still legislated and therefore, enforceable.
My preference in this case would be report language and subsequent NIH for development of
both optimal data sets and a viable technology transfer system occur once reauthorized.

II:

Letter of Concurrence

Actively involving the Chief Elected Official in the care-specific service delivery system, on a
lot of levels, is logical, especially as the CEO has public charge over the EMA (or at least his
or her immediate city/county). Nonetheless, I have a reservation on this issue in the legislation
not because of the need for active and responsible involvement from the CEO, but rather
because the system suggested in the discussion draft appears to be one-sided.
Using Kansas City as a hypothetical, if the CEO does not concur with their Supplemental
application and plan, where is the Kansas City Title I Planning Council afforded the
opportunity to respond to the letter of non-concurrence? If we are going to maintain a system
of checks and balances over precious resources, I hold that both the CEO and the Planning
Council share ethical and fiscal responsibility over the resource allocation insofar as both have
considered the direct impact of the Title I plan on the service system for people lMng with
HIV in that EMA. Therefore, Kansas City's Planning Council needs to address the dissonance
between their work and the letter of nonconcurrence from their CEO.
Given this, what I suggbst is to drop this section altogether. The specific sections of the
current bill that already exist guarantee the kind of "ohecks-and-balances" that Kassebaum's
office wants. These sections should be highlighted and possibly drawn out as their own section
to reinforce their strength and then left alone.

If Marty will not budge, here is a suggested compromise. If there is an unwillingness to drop
this section, I would recommend that we add into this sectiorq specifically on page 15, an
additional paragraph that states:

In the event a CEO does not concur with the comprehensive plan as

submitted by the Title I Planning Council, the Title I Planning Council
must submit, along with the Letter of Nonconcurrence from the CEO, a
Letter of Justification to IIRSA. This Planning Council Letter of
Justification would serve to explain to HRSA the intent of the
Comprehensive Plan, as submitted, and would have to answer, point by
point, the concerns raised by the CEO in its Letter of Nonconcurrence. In
the event the CEO concurs with the Comprehensive Plan of the Planning
Council the need for a Letter of Justification is obviated.
Then, if a Letter of Nonconcurence is received by HRSA along with a Comprehensive Plarq it
will also have attached a Letter of Justification. HRSA would then be required to review these
two separate letters against the comprehensive plan as part of the external review of
Supplemental Applications. This would then not only re-inforce the checks-and-balances
system you are suggesting, which is sound, but would also make the planning and prioritization
process a two-way street between the CEO and the Planning Council. Both sides would
served and the allocation of needed resources would be preserved.
mds
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Support Services for People with AIDS and Their Loved Ones

August 12, 1994

SHANTI
PROJECT
Mike Shriver
Mobilization Against AIDS
584 B Castro St.
San Francisco, CA 94114
Dear Mike,

This is a historic year for the Shanti Project. 1994 marks twenty years of service to our community.
This milestone will be marked on October 20 at Shanti's sixth annual Making Every Day Count
dinner, hosted this year at the Hyatt Regency. You will receive an invitation in the coming weeks.
[{o',vever, as a nrajor doncr to Shalti, rvc lvante,J to giv,; ycu first opportri;iity tc join us in cclobration
and commemoration.

Twenty years ago Dr. Charles Garfield founded Shanti in order to give support to people facing life
threatening illnesses. When AIDS began to ravage our community, Shanti was there. Since 1981, all
Shanti energy and resources have been dedicated to serving people with HIV/AIDS and their loved
ones. In the past twenty years, Shanti has trained more than 7,000 local volunteers, who have provided
an impressive 2 million hours of serwice, here in San Francisco.

We would like to personally invite you to show your continued support for Shanti's volunteers and
clients by joining us in agreeing to purchase one or more tables of ten for this gala and memorable
event. It would mean a great deal to us if we could count on your continued support. The
enclosed infonnation lists a number of sponsorship opportunities that are available.

If you commit to purchase a table before Friday, August 26,yol will be listed as an event supporter
in the invitation. If you sell one or more tables to your friends and associates by that date, we'd like
to recognize you publicly as a fellow member of Shanti's Annual Dinner Committee. All table buyers
will receive prominent recognition in the event program.
Again, Mike, we look forward to you joining us in showing your support for people who, daily, face
the challenge of living with HIV/AIDS.
partnership,

A
Member, Board of Directors
Co-Chair, Annual Dinner Committee
PS

Dan Johnson
Treasurer, Board of Directors
Co-Chair, Annual Dinner Committee

You may also want to purclmse a table of ten, or perhaps a pair of tickets at $300, for
use by people living with HIV/AIDS. Call us directly tf you have any questions. Or
call Shanti's Development Manager, Erick Swenson, at (415) 487-4768. Thanks!

1546 Market Sneet
San Francisco

cl.94t02.6007
415.864-CARE
415-864-6s84 FAX
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Support Services for People with AIDS and Their Loved Ones

SHANTI
PROJECT

May 17, 1995

Michael Shriver
Mobilization Against AIDS
584 B Castro Street
San Francisco,

California 94114

Dear Mike,

The Board of Directors of Shanti Project is engaged in a strategic planning process to
determine the focus of our efforts over the next five years.
You have been identified as a key stakeholder in Shanti's future, and for this reason we
are interested in eliciting your feedback.
We know that you are extremely busy, but hope that you might be able to take 15 or
20 minutes from your schedule to answer a few questions which will assist us in our planning
efforts. I have attached a form for your use in case it would be convenient for you to jot down
your responses and return them to us.
Otherwise, my assistant, Darnell, will call you around June 1
schedule 15-20 minutes of telephone time.

to

see

if

we might

We certainly appreciate your willingness to assist us in this endeavor
Sincerely,

d/',^
Gloria J.
Executive Director

enc.
1546 Market Sneet
San Francisco

cl.94t02.6007
415.864-CARE
415.864-6584 FAX
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SHANTI PROJECT
STRATEGIC PLANNING QUESTIONNAIRE
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What is your current perception of Shanti? (eg. what services are we providing, how
well are we providing them, who is it that you think Shanti serves, other comments?)
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Are there services you think Shanti should be providing which would better meet the
needs of People With AIDS?
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What are the major opportunities/threats
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NAME:

ORGANIZATION:
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